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This dissertation begins with the observation that discursive and visual 

representations of women in politics have direct consequences on the actual participation 

of women in politics (Beail & Goren, 2009; Bimey, 2010). For this reason I analyze 

current visual representations of female politicians in editorial cartoons. This work 

focuses on political cartoons because these artifacts provide information about cultural 

assumptions regarding gender roles and can bring insight about the cultural barriers that 

women still face when they become political actors. For this project I asked the following 

questions: How are female politicians represented visually? And how does the existing 

visual rhetoric enable, debilitate or restrain their political participation? This is also a 

comparative study of political cartoons that portray women in Mexico and the United 

States.  

To answer these questions, I analyze cartoons within a feminist framework, using 

literature on patriarchy, postfeminism, and the notion of the double binds faced by 

women in power. To examine portrayals of female politicians I developed a 

methodological approach that consists in identifying cartoons that rely on gender in order 

to construct their political commentary. Gendered cartoons are then classified using 
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archetypes —specifically the Great Mother archetype— and stereotypes. For the analysis, 

I connect Kenneth Burke’s notion of perspective by incongruity with the feminist 

framework I previously constructed.  The cartoons analyzed in this project comprise one 

decade, from 2002 to 2012, and four newspapers: La Jornada and Reforma (from 

Mexico), and The New York Times and The Washington Post (from the U.S.). 

I conclude that the argument that a patriarchal system no longer exists is not valid 

when we analyze cartoons that clearly resent women’s participation in the public political 

sphere. In these gendered cartoons women continue to be the symbol of the private 

sphere of the home. Their presence in the political space is portrayed as incongruous and 

cartoonists seek to restore the patriarchal order by visually taking women back to their 

traditional domestic space, depicting them as housewives and mothers. In these instances 

cartoons become powerful tools for reinforcing the traditional hierarchy of the private 

and public spheres. 
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Introduction 

Monsters. Prostitutes. Wives. Teachers. Nuns. These are striking samples from 

the repertoire of images that cartoonists use to portray women in politics. According to 

Mexican caricaturist Paco Calderón (2003), female politicians pose an exciting challenge 

for his trade. In a cartoon titled “Panzón y Dalila” (“Potbelly and Delilah”),1 Calderón 

confesses that caricaturing male politicians “is not as fun as it used to be.” In his words, 

current politicians are so “pathetic” that featuring them in cartoons has ceased to feel like 

a “transgression.” However, laughing at female politicians is a different matter; “like the 

male politicians of the past, they get angry when you caricaturize them, and accuse you 

of being a misogynist.” Calderón admits that his cartoons could be misogynist, but at the 

same time finds the term to be unfair, since a misogynist automatically “hates half of 

humanity.”      

Calderón’s caricature speaks to the increasing visibility of female politicians, and 

the excitement and anxieties that they pose for journalists. In his cartoon, Calderón 

portrays a potbellied version of the mighty Samson, who fears that his demise may be 

brought on by a treacherous beautiful woman. That is, by one of the female politicians 

that he loves to portray. The depiction of women as simultaneously alluring and 

threatening is one of the many problematic stereotypes that emerge from editorial 

cartoons featuring female politicians.  

My dissertation begins with the observation that discursive and visual 

representations of women in politics have direct consequences on the actual participation 

of women in politics. The centrality of visual rhetoric is recognized by advocates of 

                                                 
1 The title is a wordplay referencing “Samson and Delilah.” Samson in Spanish is “Sanzón,” which sounds 

like “Panzón” (Potbelly).    
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women’s rights, such as Marie Wilson, who states that, “You can’t be what you can’t 

see” (Bimey, 2010, para. 35). Thus, in order to increase female participation in 

leadership, we must actually see women in these roles. How female leaders are 

represented by the media provides the critic with insights about how women can be 

political in a particular culture and also give us information about the social barriers that 

they still face. Based on these assumptions, the main question that guides my dissertation 

is:  How are female politicians represented visually? Furthermore I ask: How does the 

existing visual rhetoric enable, debilitate or restrain their political participation?  

This dissertation is also a comparative study of political cartoons that portray 

women in Mexico and the United States. I ask: What are the similarities and the 

differences across these representations and what do they say about gender relations in 

each context? To answer this question, I analyze these cartoons within a feminist 

framework, using literature on patriarchy, postfeminism, and the notion of the double 

binds faced by women in power.     

My work responds to a problematic gap in Communication Studies scholarship, 

which is the lack of international comparative research about the representations of 

women in the media. It also responds to the lack of communication research related to 

Mexican women in politics. As a consequence, the media coverage of these women has 

barely been addressed, which is where I expect my work will make an important 

contribution. A comparison between Mexico and the United States allows us to 

understand the cultural differences and similarities regarding gender roles and politics of 

two countries that share more than a border. In 2012, the Census Bureau registered a 

record of 33.7 million Latinos of Mexican origin living in the U.S., including 11.4 

million immigrants born in Mexico (Gonzalez-Barrera & Lopez, 2013). In turn, the U.S. 

embassy lists more than one million U.S. citizens living in Mexico (“U.S.-Mexico,” n.d.). 
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The mutual cultural influence that comes with immigration makes international 

comparative research between these two countries pertinent.  

There are considerable differences between Mexico and the U.S. when it comes to 

gender equality and gender roles. While in the U.S. there seems to be a strong perception 

that gender equality has been achieved in most areas, in Mexico such a claim is much 

more difficult to defend. In comparing the two countries, there is a stark contrast between 

celebratory articles such as one published by Time magazine following a survey on the 

“State of American Women,” which concluded that “the battle of the sexes” is now a 

preoccupation that belongs to a “costume drama, like Middlemarch or Mad Men” and 

affirms that “At the most basic level, the argument over where women belong is over” 

(Gibbs, 2009); and Mexican articles that every March 8th (International Women’s Day) 

remind people in Mexico that there is not much to celebrate since the country still 

struggles with structural violence against women, which is evident not only in the number 

of femicides each year —many of them unresolved and thus unpunished— but also in the 

discrimination that takes place in the workplace where women in average earn between 4 

and 12% less than men who hold the same position (Becerril, Garduño, Méndez, 

Ballinas, 2012), where some employers still ask for a pregnancy test —even when it is 

illegal— and where women are still sexually harassed without consequences.  

However, a more optimistic panorama for women in the U.S. does not seem to 

translate into a significant difference when it comes to the participation of women in 

formal politics. In the political arena, women still make up a small percentage of those 

who supposedly represent the whole population. The poor participation of women in 

institutional, formal politics is an indicator that gender inequality remains. According to a 

United Nations report, in the year 2012 women in the U.S. made up 27.3% of ministerial 

positions, versus 21.1% in Mexico (“Women in Politics,” 2012). When it comes to 
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parliamentary positions, Mexico ranks number 19 world-wide with 36.8% seats in the 

lower House and 32.8% in the Senate, versus 17.8% and 20% respectively in the United 

States. These percentages rank the U.S. at number 80 (“Women in National Parliaments,” 

2013).  

Since there are no legal barriers for women’s participation in politics in Mexico 

and the U.S., it is important to understand why we are underrepresented in countries that 

arguably hold democratic systems (Bystrom, Banwart, Kaid, & Robertson, 2004).  

Because we know that mediated representations influence political representation, it is 

thus important to study the visual rhetoric surrounding women in positions of power. 

Political cartoons are part of the visual imagery that circulates through the media and can 

therefore provide clues regarding ideological and rhetorical barriers that limit women’s 

presence in politics. Furthermore, these images might also enable women’s participation 

in politics. For all of these reasons, analyzing what these cartoons do is important to 

understand how women can be political actors today in Mexico and the U.S. 

My thesis is that female politicians are visually constructed as outsiders in a 

political sphere that continues to be a masculine space. I argue that women’s increasing 

presence in politics generates anxiety and is consequently met by representations that 

either portray them as inadequate, or position them in their traditional place: the private 

sphere. In spite of advances towards gender equality, current editorial cartoons in Mexico 

and the U.S. illustrate that patriarchal elements are still present in both countries. 

CHAPTER PREVIEW 

This dissertation unfolds in five chapters. The first chapter reviews the literature 

located at the intersection of female politicians and the media in Mexico and the U.S. The 

chapter outlines the concepts that constitute the feminist framework that guides my 
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analysis of editorial cartoons of female politicians. These concepts are: politics as a 

gendered space, the disciplining of gender, double binds, and post-feminism. The 

cornerstone concept in this framework is that of politics as a gendered and masculine 

space, where women are construed as outsiders. As a consequence, women who 

participate in politics are often disciplined through representations that question their 

competence and curtail their power.  

Chapter two discusses the importance of studying visual rhetoric and editorial 

cartoons, and develops a methodological approach to analyze portrayals of female 

politicians in political caricatures. This method consists in identifying cartoons that rely 

on gender in order to construct their political commentary. Gendered cartoons are then 

classified using archetypes —specifically the Great Mother archetype—culturetypes, 

stereotypes, and icons. For the analysis, I connect Kenneth Burke’s (1952; 1959; 1984) 

notion of perspective by incongruity with the feminist framework constructed in Chapter 

one.   

For this project, I conducted a comprehensive search of cartoons depicting or 

referencing female politicians. I also scanned a large sample of cartoons portraying 

women in general in order to provide a context for the analysis. As a result of this search, 

the analysis is based on 2,749 cartoons. The cartoons analyzed in this project were 

collected through the course of a 10-month archival research that comprised one decade 

and four newspapers. The time period examined in the dissertation is from 2002 to 2012. 

It encompasses newspapers La Jornada and Reforma (from Mexico), and The New York 

Times and The Washington Post (from the U.S.).  

The remaining three chapters of the dissertation focus on the analysis of the 

editorial cartoons. In chapters 3 and 4, I examine Mexican and U.S. cartoons respectively. 

I divide my analysis in three sections. The first one corresponds to cartoons portraying 
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women in general, the second one examines female politicians, and the third one analyses 

first ladies.  

I start chapter 3 with an exploration of cartoons that feature women in general and 

find that most portrayals in Mexican newspapers correspond to abstract notions, such as 

justice, democracy, and the nation. It is in these representations that we see the 

deployment of iconic imagery. When women embody these concepts they are often 

sexualized and represented as victims of violence. In my examination of Mexican 

cartoons of female politicians I identified four themes: Domestic women and motherly 

stereotypes, sexualized portrayals of female politicians, masculine and monstrous 

representations, and explicit reflections about women in politics. Finally, I dedicated a 

section to discuss caricatures featuring First Ladies. In the Mexican case, almost 22% of 

the total cartoon sample corresponds to depictions of first ladies. This is an unusually 

high number for a figure that is usually absent from editorial cartoons. The reason for this 

large number is explained by the presence of the controversial and hyper-visible Marta 

Sahagún, the wife of President Vicente Fox. Her representations are very telling of 

gendered expectations in Mexico.  

Chapter 4 focuses on images of female politicians in the U.S. In the first section I 

address cartoons that represent women in general. Overall, these representations depict 

white women who are domesticated housewives or professionals with stereotypically 

female jobs. Gendered depictions of female politicians are divided in five categories. The 

frivolous women, the wife/mother, and the nurse/teacher stereotypes identified in the 

previous chapter resurface in U.S. cartoons. Additionally, there are two categories that 

were not found in Mexican cartoons: female politicians represented as little girls, and 

caricatures denouncing sexism.  
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The final section of chapter 4 examines cartoons portraying first ladies. As 

expected, first ladies are practically invisible in political cartoons in the U.S. Unlike the 

Mexican case, they are very rarely portrayed by themselves. In most cases they are 

featured alongside the President, who tends to be the protagonist of the cartoon. First 

ladies are mainly used to show Presidents as “regular” people, concerned with domestic 

issues just like everyone else.  

Chapter 5 examines mix-gendered political cartoons in both Mexico and the U.S. 

These cartoons feature female and male politicians interacting with each other. The 

chapter is divided in two sections. The first one examines Mexican cartoons, and the 

second one U.S. caricatures. The two sections are similar in their gendered portrayals of 

female and male politicians as players in a “zero-sum game,” where there is a winner and 

a loser. Very broadly, gendered cartoons in both Mexico and the U.S. aggrandize or 

minimize female politicians in relation to their male counterparts. Overall, mix-gendered 

cartoons provide portrayals where cultural assumptions surrounding gender roles are 

more clearly delineated.   

Although the large number of cartoons that fall into the non-gendered category 

could indicate that women are transforming the gendered space of politics, gendered 

cartoons on both side of the border reveal similar stereotypes that speak of the ideological 

and rhetorical barriers that female politicians still face. Even more revealing, is the fact 

that the main stereotypes found in these cartoons —the mother, the seductress, the pet, 

and the iron lady— have been used since the late 1970s to curtail the power of women in 

leadership positions. In the next chapter I analyze these and other stereotypes that are 

used to represent female politicians in Mexico.  
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Chapter 1:  Mediated Representations of Female Politicians 

On April 2012 Barbie announced its “I Can Be…  President Doll.” The doll, 

dressed in a “designer pink power suit,” is a product of the partnership between Barbie 

and The White House Project, an organization that advocates for women’s rights, in 

particular their opportunities to access leadership positions (Barbie® Announces, 2012, 

para 1). With the announcement, the president of The White House Project, Tiffany 

Dufu, insisted on the importance of giving “young girls” a “never-ending array of 

possibilities,” including the “dream” to become president (para 7). According to Dufu, 

the presidential Barbie responds to a problem posed by the project’s founder, resumed in 

an often-used quote that states: ‘You can’t be what you can’t see’ (para 7).  

This quote points to the problematic lack of images portraying women in 

leadership positions, and it prompts us to examine the existing visual landscape. Studying 

visual representations of women in politics is central in a world where static and moving 

images play such a predominant role in our understanding of ourselves in the world 

(Gronbeck, 2008, p. xxi). In this sense, Ato Quayson, (2000) argues, “Feminism has been 

about challenging the representations of women and arguing for better conditions for 

them” (p. 104). Consequently, he notes that there are two definitions of representation 

that are relevant to feminism. The first one has to do with the political participation of 

women in elected office; the second one refers to discursive representation, understood as 

“the ways in which metaphors, tropes and concepts are used to project an image of some 

person or persons” (p. 104). Quayson posits that the later “has serious effects on the lived 

domain of everyday life and crucially sets up forms of potential agency which are offered 

as means of defining subject positions in the world” (p.104). Thus, these two dimensions 

of representation are inherently linked since discursive representations of women in 
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politics have a direct impact on their actual political representation in the government. 

Furthermore, as I will elaborate on Chapter 2, although images exceed the discursive, 

they can also argue (Birdsell and Groarke, 1996; Palczewski, 2001).  

The media play a predominant role in the articulation of the relationship between 

the two definitions of representation posited by Quayson, since the words and images that 

circulate in the media greatly “shape public imagination” as they inform most of our 

knowledge of politicians (Edwards, 2009a, p. 191). In that sense, “When the news media 

imply that women are anomalies in high public office, the public is likely to regard them 

as bench warmers rather than as an integral part of the government” (Braden, 1996, p. 2). 

However, news media are not the only space where we find representations of women 

that impact their participation in politics. Third wave feminists argue that the “common 

texts” of popular culture at large provide a “crucial site” for understanding how women 

and men construct meaning “and create realities” (Beail & Goren, 2009, p. 3). 

Consequently, texts of popular culture provide the critic with artifacts for understanding 

dominant and contested ideas around social constructs such as gender, race (Dávila 2008; 

2001; Roediger 2008; Gray, 2004) and sexuality (Morris, C. & Sloop, 2008; Sloop, 

2004).  

Political cartoons, located at the intersection between journalism and popular 

culture, constitute one of these artifacts, which is why I turn to their representations of 

prominent female politicians in search of an understanding of the cultural barriers that 

prevent women’s participation in electoral politics. The modes of representation in the 

mass media influence whether women achieve representation in the second sense by 

being elected to public office. In order to construct a framework to analyze the images of 

female politicians found in caricatures from Mexico and the United States, I first turn to 

the literature that addresses the intersection of women in politics and the media.  
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RHETORIC AND SOCIAL SCIENCES: TWO APPROACHES TO GENDER AND POLITICAL 

COMMUNICATION 

In the U.S. the intersection between communication, gender and politics has been 

addressed from two different traditions: social science and rhetoric. Beasley (2006) 

argues that the main difference between social science and rhetoric resides in 

methodology. However there are also important theoretical differences. Social scientific 

researchers are mainly interested with “framing and priming questions about media 

portrayals of female candidates” and work under the assumption that U.S. media 

coverage treats women and men “unequally” (p. 207). Furthermore, their definitions of 

politics and gender tend to be limited, so that “politics means elections and gender means 

women” (p. 209). She claims that these studies privilege content analysis as their 

preferred methodology. On the other hand, rhetorical studies tend to focus on “great 

women,” a practice that emerged as an attempt to recover the voices of those (mostly 

white women) who had been historically marginalized. Beasley points out that rhetorical 

studies have a more comprehensive view of gender, which “can refer to the biological 

indicators of sex and/or the social and rhetorical construction of issues, practices, and 

speaking styles as feminine and/or masculine” (p. 209). Gender is also assumed to be 

performative, not fixed in the body.   

Beasley also identifies social scientific research with “the worldviews of Friedan 

and the reformist liberal feminists of the second wave” (p. 209). This identification is 

explained by the focus on the female vote and the way that the media portray women’s 

issues. Thus, “these researchers implicitly ask if and how institutional practices of 

gender-based discrimination are sustained and/or mitigated via the democratic process” 

(p. 209). While rhetorical studies are also concerned with “institutional practices and their 

constraints on women’s political activism,” Beasley argues that its assumptions are closer 
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to those of radical feminism. These assumptions are that “sexism is perpetuated by 

cultural meanings that exist within institutions and individuals” (p. 209).  

Although I identify with the conceptual frames and methods of rhetorical studies 

much more than with those of the social sciences, I agree with Beasley (2006) when she 

states that both traditions of research are important. Thus, this literature review is made 

up mostly of rhetorical studies, but also includes others that follow a social sciences 

tradition. I divide the literature review into the concepts that construct my feminist 

framework: the idea of politics as a gendered and masculine space, the disciplining of 

gender, the double binds that women in politics are subject to and the post-feminist 

discourse that frequently permeates U.S. media. 

POLITICS AS A GENDERED SPACE 

In the introduction to an edited volume on gender and political communication, 

Janis Edwards (2009b) establishes what I believe must be the starting point for anyone 

studying women in politics, at least in Mexico and the United States. This starting point 

consists of the idea of politics as a gendered space. Edwards argues that this is the case 

for U.S. politics and cites Marc Kann (1998), who explains how the American founding 

fathers created a “grammar of manhood” to “foster social stability, political legitimacy, 

and patriarchal power” (p. 1). By discursively equating “exceptional men” with liberty, 

citizenship and authority, the early republic “presupposed and perpetuated women’s 

exclusion from politics” (p. 1). Edwards (2009b) argues that this construction of politics 

as a manly space “continue[s] to define contemporary political practice in significant 

ways” that go beyond the evident underrepresentation of women in the political sphere, 

and acquire more “profound and subtle” forms (p. xi). The result is that women appear as 

“‘deviants’ in the political sphere” (p. xvii). The consequences of conceptualizing politics 
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as a gendered space that structures the way that media represents female and male 

politicians, as well as the way they present themselves,  is addressed by rhetorical and 

other critical scholars, such as Horwitz and Swyers (2009) in their work on televisual 

Presidents.  

In Mexico, politics and the public sphere have also been historically considered 

masculine spaces. In his work on the Mexican public sphere, historian Pablo Piccato 

(2010a) states, “Honor, even violence, played a positive role in building an autonomous 

space for political debate for Mexican citizens in the late nineteenth century” (p. 4). But 

this configuration of a public sphere came with a “very high cost” for women who “were 

passive about honor because they could lose it, but not gain it, as men did when they 

fought for their pundonor (point of honor)” (2010b, p.12). Piccato writes,  

The increasing concern about citizenship reinforced rather than challenged the 

continuing exclusion of women from the public sphere. In the… political and 

literary world of men, women were relevant only insofar as they could damage a 

man’s reputation through their sexual misbehavior or become the passionate point 

of reference in man-to-man-relationships. (2010b, p.14)  

While the public and violent defense of honor helped in the construction of an 

exclusively male public space, it also served to “indirectly” justify violence against 

women “when their autonomous words or actions were thought to undermine the 

authority of men” (2010a, p. 4). According to Piccato this configuration of public life 

continues to have consequences:  

Mexican women were able to vote only in 1953, and sexual violence has plagued 

everyday life up to our days. Both facts are related in that they are based on the 

premise that the voice of women should not be too loud in public settings, be it 

the press, political campaigns, or courtrooms. (2010a, p. 4). 

Thinking about politics as a gendered space calls for addressing the concept of patriarchy, 

which is utilized by both Kann (1998) and Horwitz & Swyers (2009). The concept is used 
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by feminist theory to explain the way that social institutions perpetuated the rule of men 

over women. In the 1970s Kate Millet (2000) described how people are socialized into 

this form of domination through private and public institutions, such as the nuclear family 

and the media. The process through which patriarchy is maintained constructs and reifies 

a hierarchy that assigns each one of the sexes a stereotyped personality that came to 

define “masculine” and “feminine,” it also assigns them certain roles and spaces “based 

on the needs and values of the dominant group” (p. 124).   

Although scholars from social sciences and cultural/critical approaches have 

reconceptualized ‘sex’ and ‘gender’ so that the first one refers to physical traits while 

‘gender’ speaks of characteristics that are socially constructed (Edwards, 2009b; Muir & 

Taylor, 2009), the concept of patriarchy is still useful to understand the notion and the 

implications of politics as a gendered space. It is important to note that although gender is 

not something that is fixed within individuals but is instead “performed and displayed,” 

“sex and gender can be slippery terms” (Edwards, 2009a, p. xv). The recognition of the 

performative character of gender and the cultural transformations brought about by 

earlier feminisms do not eliminate the need to both name and continue to challenge 

patriarchy when it comes to analyzing mediated representations of women in politics. 

Another example of research that follows this conceptualization can be found in 

the work of Muir and Taylor (2009) who consider that the concepts of patriarchy and 

gender are useful to think about cultural rules and politics today, and use them as frames 

to argue that the relationship of the Clintons is that of a “political team” (p. 5). In order to 

craft their analysis Muir and Taylor talk about how leadership is understood in a 

patriarchal system, where “there is a ruler, who is male (or male-identified)” and women 

are “present in service roles” that go from being wives, housekeepers and 

“occasionally… advisers” (p. 5). These roles, unlike “leadership work” are “socially 
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invisible” and thus “not culturally valued” (p. 5). Furthermore, the “executive” 

characteristics of leadership such as planning, organizing, gathering resources and 

implementing are related to the male ruler, while the “relational skills” that also form part 

of leadership are identified as feminine and are played down. The consequences of this 

patriarchal system and the way that gender gets constructed around it is that women who 

reach high positions either “display distinctive masculine characteristics” in their 

leadership, or get there because of their relationship to a male (p.6).  

Muir and Taylor (2009) consider that the idea of the Clintons working as a 

political team is hard to understand because this couple challenges the prescribed 

separation and opposition between male and female roles. Furthermore, the cultural 

assumption that leadership resides in just one person ignores the fact that it is often times 

shared, as they argue is the case of the Clintons. The authors highlight different instances 

of the couple’s public and private lives —a blurry distinction— to reconstruct how this 

“gendered team” has “managed to navigate gender expectations and build political 

careers” (p.13). They posit that the Clintons “were living gender in new ways by blending 

characteristics and challenging cultural norms” (p. 13-14). In order to exemplify this 

“blend” that “results when people mix traditional expectations of gender,” Muir and 

Taylor point to Bill’s “warm and caring” style “focused on building relationships with 

audiences” and contrast it to Hillary’s “cool, reserved and logical” style that always 

produced “a ten-point plan to solve problems” (p. 14). They state that “the blend is even 

more complete” when one “sees” that neither Hillary nor Bill are caricatures that stick to 

these descriptions, as the first one does have a heart and a sense of humor and the second 

one can also “argue strenuously for the ten-point plan” or “[burst] with anger at an aide 

who did not perform as Bill expected” (p. 14).  
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The notion of politics as a gendered space has also been used to analyze mediated 

representations of first ladies. Edwards and Chen (2006) argue that although first ladies 

are not elected nor form a part of a President’s cabinet, they do participate in the political 

sphere and play “instrumental and symbolic roles on the campaign trail and in office” (p. 

367). Furthermore, they state that the presidency is often seen as “a partnership between 

politician and spouse” and thus, an analysis of the representations of a first lady can 

provide useful information on how the presidency is being perceived, as well as 

information about women in the political sphere (p. 367). According to Edwards (2009a), 

the anxieties surrounding the place of women in the political sphere “are effectively 

illustrated by the dichotomies presented in cultural expectations for political leaders and 

political wives” (p. 165). Like Muir and Taylor (2009), she also discusses how notions of 

“ideal leadership” are linked to “perceived masculine traits such as dominance, strength, 

and hierarchical control” (p. 165). These traits are strongly attached to the expectations 

historically built around the U.S. presidency, while the opposite is true for the first lady 

who must display “compliance, deference, softness, and cooperation” (p. 165). In other 

words, she must “conform to gender standards” that reflect “the models of American 

womanhood” (Burns, 2008, p. 3). Thus, although the first lady does possess political 

power, “the exercise of that power is largely dependent upon to the extent to which they 

conform to formulations of the ‘ideal woman’ of their generation” (Watson in Kahl, 

2009, p. 316).  

For Burns (2008) the notion of womanhood that the first lady is expected to 

embody is still a traditional one that places women in the private sphere of the home and 

assigns them the role of the caretaker of the family. However, first ladies can find ways to 

navigate gendered expectations and use them as political capital. According to Kahl 

(2009) that is the case of Michelle Obama. Kahl argues that the “single universally 
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accepted ideal for US womanhood” that the first lady is expected to represent, becomes 

in the case of Obama, “a chimera… complicated immeasurably by the subtexts of both 

race and class” (p. 317). Nevertheless, the first lady has succeeded in crafting her role as 

“Mom-in-Chief” as her “generalized advocacy for the welfare of families” has 

transformed her into “a symbol of the complexities of contemporary motherhood” (p. 

316). By embracing the “‘foundational’ and ‘universal’” role of a mother who cares about 

her family as well as “the families of others,” Obama has been able to “demystify her 

racial heritage,” protect herself from criticism, and has constructed a credible, 

nonthreatening image (p. 317).  

This brief review of scholarly work that has based its research on the notion of 

politics as a gendered space shows the importance of working within this conceptual 

frame since it provides valuable insights on why the media portray women —and men— 

in certain ways. This previous research provides a point of reference to analyze the work 

of the political cartoonists in order to find if they are perpetuating the idea of politics as a 

masculine space or not. By using this framework to look at images that represent female 

politicians, we can have some insights into how different cultures understand women’s 

possibilities and obstacles as political actors.    

DISCIPLINING GENDER 

One of the consequences of politics being a gendered space that constructs 

women as outsiders is the disciplining of those who enter this space. As John Sloop 

(2004) explains, “Women who have articulated challenges to dominant cultural 

assumptions regarding race and gender expectations have long been represented as 

‘excessive,’ as grotesquely large —especially when these bodies do not fit culturally 

accepted ideas of the ‘body in power’” (p. 110). Sloop’s arguments go beyond the 
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disciplining of women, he talks about disciplining gender as a common practice of the 

media, a practice that responds to societal expectations that public figures in power must 

follow heteronormativity. Consequently, Sloop found that monster imagery was used 

frequently to portray former U.S. Attorney General, Janet Reno a woman whose 

“masculine style or aesthetic,” paired with her “childless and unmarried” status, 

generated great “gender anxiety,” resulting in mediated constructions of a “Lesbian 

Swamp Monster” (p. 104).  

While monstrous representations can serve as a strategy for disciplining women 

who disrupt gender norms, other images work to naturalize traditional roles by showing 

female politicians in spaces or roles related to expected ideas of femininity. An example 

of the reification of traditional feminine roles was identified by Ashli Quesinberry Stokes 

(2009) in an analysis of Hillary Clinton’s 2008 campaign. Stokes points to the first public 

event in Clinton’s campaign, when she visited a children’s hospital in order to show her 

interest in children’s health care. Stokes recovers the account of a reporter who was at the 

event and mentioned, “Every time Mrs. Clinton patted or tickled the girls, the 

photographers’ cameras clicked madly” (p. 136-7). The result was a number of articles 

that through their images and words, highlighted Clinton’s maternal side, making 

motherhood seem naturally linked to womanhood. Similar images of Janet Reno were 

also found by Sloop (2004) who explained them as media strategies for dealing with 

gender anxiety. Moreover, Stokes (2009) posits that “the media tend to frame more 

traditional First Ladies positively, and this type of framing may extend to women 

presidential candidates” (p. 133). Thus, just as there are disciplining strategies, there are 

rewards for conforming to traditional gender norms. 
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THE DOUBLE BIND 

The double bind as conceptualized by Kathleen Hall Jamieson (1995) has been 

widely cited by scholars who study women in politics and it is still useful to think 

through female politician’s mediated representations (Atkins-Sayre, 2009; Edwards, 

2010; Edwards & Chen, 2006; Muir & Taylor, 2009; Reiser, 2009). According to 

Jamieson, women have historically been the target of double binds, “a strategy 

perennially used by those with power against those without” (p. 5). Although Jamieson 

recognizes that men can be victims of their own “constellation of double binds,” this 

strategy has more frequently been used to discipline women who “venture out of [their] 

‘proper sphere’” (p. 4). Jamieson identifies five binds and explains how they curtail 

female leadership, these binds are: womb/brain, silence/shame, sameness/difference, 

femininity/competence, aging/invisibility. These double binds are powerful because they 

are based on dichotomies that “simplify complexity” (p. 5); they are rhetorical constructs 

that postulate “two and only two alternatives, one or both penalizing the person being 

offered them” (p. 13-14). Jamieson’s thesis is that as women transcend double binds 

these are replaced by others, and that even when older ones are replaced they still remain 

in the language we use. However she is optimistic and believes that women accumulate 

the lessons they have learned, and thus have options for breaking these binds. Some of 

these strategies are: reframing the rhetoric, recovering historical accomplishments 

achieved by women, and reclaiming the language that victimizes women.  

Jamieson (1995) includes examples of media coverage of female politicians to 

illustrate some of the double binds that she identifies. For instance, the womb/brain bind, 

which assumes that women cannot be mothers and use their brains at the same time, was 

deployed against Congresswoman Pat Schroeder when she was asked “how she could be 

a member of Congress and a mother at the same time” (p. 61). Schroeder was not caught 
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off guard and quickly exposed the rhetoric by replying “Because I have a uterus and a 

brain, and I intend to use them both” (p. 61). In relation to the same bind, Jamieson 

explains, “The presence of children certifies that a woman is sufficiently warm to pass 

the femininity test” (p. 168). Thus, when an unmarried woman with no children like 

attorney general Janet Reno becomes a public figure, the media feel the need to link her 

to family and especially to children, in any way possible. In this case The New York 

Times did it by talking about Reno’s closeness to her siblings, as well as her “various 

nieces and nephews” (p. 169).    

Jamieson’s (1995) work on the double bind is essential to the study of 

representations of female politicians, since it theorizes a strategy that continues to be 

deployed by the media who use it to discipline women that they consider to be out of 

place. Its importance is evident since almost two decades after its publication it is still 

widely cited and used as a framework to analyze mediated representations of women in 

politics. One example of these studies resides in Atkins-Sayre’s (2009) rhetorical analysis 

of the discourses surrounding Jane Swift, who in 2001 was called to replace the Governor 

of Massachusetts. Swift was pregnant at the time, and her appointment generated a strong 

reaction from the media that used what Jamieson identifies as the womb/brain double 

bind in order to reduce her “to her body, symbolically placing her in the private realm, 

making a public, political life problematic” (p. 130).  

The double bind has also been used to study the mediated representations of 

Spanish female politicians (Bernárdez Rodal, 2010). However, the concept is taken 

directly from the original definition by Bateson, Jackson, Haley, and Weakland (1956), as 

used in their theorization of schizophrenia. In her research on the coverage of women 

politicians, Asunción Bernárdez Rodal argues that while Spanish women have reached 

parity with male politicians, the media coverage works to depoliticize women by 
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constantly re-inscribing them to the private sphere through the use of double binds. 

According to Bernárdez Rodal the only way to overcome the double binds is to challenge 

the opposition between public and private, and point to the ways that the media 

constructs this harmful dichotomy as “‘natural’ and invisible” (p. 217).     

To close the review on the double bind I turn to the concept of the “zero-sum 

game,” also considered a double bind by Jamieson (1995). This is a useful concept to 

analyze representations of political spouses, and has been used to study the coverage of 

the Clintons and the Bushes (Edwards & Chen, 2006; Muir & Taylor, 2009). Jamieson’s 

conceptualization of marriage as a zero-sum game posits that “if one spouse was strong, 

the other must be weak” (p. 34), and it can be used to analyze visual rhetoric that portrays 

the interaction between female and male politicians. 

POSTFEMINISM 

Reflecting back on the 2008 U.S. Presidential elections, Anne Kornblut (2009), a 

journalist for The Washington Post, questioned a celebratory front-page story ran by her 

newspaper. The piece argued that 2008 could be labeled as the “Year of the Woman,” 

since it became “clear that gender was not a disqualifying factor for either Clinton or 

Palin” (Romano, 2008, para. 2). After all, “Voters who turned against them did so for 

other reasons, just as they do with male candidates” (para. 2). For Kornblut (2009) these 

statements could not be farther from the truth:  

Even that dated term, sexism, was insufficient to describe the hostility they [the 

candidacies] provoked… Clinton, the former First Lady, and Palin, the popular 

Alaska governor, were transformed into living caricatures by men and women, 

liberals and conservatives, the young and the old− their flows distorted beyond 

the point of recognition, their personalities mocked to the core. Each of them 

received the kind of national ridicule that is generally reserved for philandering 

politicians… or corrupt ones… rather than for legitimate if flawed candidates […] 

(p. 2). 
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In contrast with Kornblut’s reading of the 2008 elections, The Washington Post story fits 

perfectly with what Ashli Quesinberry Stokes (2009) identifies as a post-feminist 

moment, characterized by a “de-politicization of feminist goals,” where younger 

generations of women and men believe that patriarchy is over and gender equality has 

been achieved (p. 127). Coppock, Haydon and Richter (1995) posit that post-feminism 

emerged in the 1990s and is based on the claim that “women have ‘made it,’” or at least 

have had the opportunity to do so (p. 4). Under this framework, contemporary women are 

in fact “superwomen” who choose the lives they want for themselves. Accordingly, the 

“new men” have “learned the lesson of feminism” and recognize the need for gender 

equality (p. 4). Furthermore, feminism is to blame for current women’s unhappiness, 

since they are starting to realize that independence and a career cannot substitute for the 

‘true’ happiness of their traditional roles as wives and mothers (p.5). For Mary Vavrus 

(2002) postfeminism works by “generalizing about women using a small and very 

particular group of women’s voices and concerns to the exclusion of others” (p. 165-66). 

This is a practice that Cloud (1996) has also identified in the rhetoric of tokenism, which   

“participates in the hegemony of liberal capitalism in so far as it acknowledges… 

[minority] voices, but redefines oppression as personal suffering and success as 

individual accomplishment” (p. 109). For Vavrus (2002), postfeminism creates a 

worldview that “represents a minority of elite women’s interests and negates the needs of 

other women” (p. 166).  

Stokes (2009) posits that post-feminism works in very subtle ways, using “a 

language of liberation while selling society traditional values, such as motherhood and 

domesticity” (p. 131). It is under this framework that she explains some of the mediated 

representations of Hilary Clinton as an outdated, angry —or at least unhappy— feminist. 

Furthermore, Stokes argues that post-feminism was “a significant rhetorical obstacle in 
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Clinton’s nomination bid, helping gender to play a complicated role in the election” 

(p.127). This complicated role of gender responds to a double bind that women in power 

still face, one based on the assumption that femininity is at odds with competence 

−understood as a masculine trait (Jamieson, 1995, p. 120). This double bind stems from 

hierarchical dichotomies constructed around masculinity and femininity and can be 

identified in discourses that portray women as either excessive −“too…”− or lacking 

−“not….enough” (p. 121). As Jamieson explains:  

The evaluated woman has deviated from the female norm of femininity while 

exceeding or falling short of the masculine norm of competence. She is too 

strident and abrasive or not abrasive or tough enough. Or, alternatively, she has 

succumbed to the disabling effects of the feminine stereotype of emotionalism 

(p.121).  

The opposition between competence and femininity poses a challenge for women in 

politics —and especially candidates— since they must continually re-define themselves 

in search of a public persona that balances an image of power with “the idealized 

standards of what constitutes womanhood within a given nation” (Montalbano-Phelps, 

2005, p 184). Stokes (2009) argues that in the case of Clinton’s candidacy the media 

recognized these efforts and ridiculed them, “positioning Clinton as trying on several 

identities, each not without its liabilities” (p. 137). Furthermore, Stokes found the 

coverage of Clinton’s candidacy “particularly derisive towards her efforts to highlight the 

maternal or the feminine, judging her insincere” (p. 138). This construction of Clinton’s 

deficient womanhood is also explained by Stokes in post-feminist terms: “Hillary fails to 

be enough of a true woman because she has focused on career throughout her adult life” 

but at the same time she is “punished for trying to act ‘more manly’” (p. 138). Thus, this 

idea that balance between power—constructed as masculine— and femininity must be 

achieved by women in politics, keeps re-inscribing them as outsiders. 
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To conclude this literature review, I return to the celebratory Washington Post 

story about 2008 being “a transformative year for women in politics” (Romano, 2008, 

para. 1). The article’s claim that both Sarah Palin and Hillary Clinton were treated like 

any other candidates, regardless of their gender, is challenged by Carlin and Winfrey’s 

(2009) analysis of the sexist 2008 campaign media coverage. For their analysis, Carlin 

and Winfrey use Kanter’s 1977 (1993) classification of stereotyped roles of women in 

corporations. These roles include: the mother, the seductress, the pet, and the iron 

maiden.  

The “mother” stereotype is deployed whenever it is implied that a woman’s role 

as a mother would interfere with her being a competent politician. The stereotype can 

also take a dark turn and, “involve images of scolding, punishment, or shrewd behavior” 

(Carlin & Winfrey, 2009, p. 327). The second stereotype, the “seductress,” has 

advantages and disadvantages. According to Kanter (1993), the “seductress” or sex object 

is “rewarded for her femaleness,” but she also “risks the debasement of the whore” (p. 

234, 235). Another disadvantage of the “seductress” is that her “perceived sexuality” 

erases all her other characteristics (p. 235). Thus, once a female politician is portrayed in 

this way, her competence and power are neutralized by her status as a sex object.    

The third stereotype, “the pet” or “child,” is used when a woman is perceived as 

“too weak, naïve, or unprepared to handle a difficult task without a man’s help” (Carlin 

& Winfrey, 2009, p. 327). Finally, the “iron maiden” is deployed against women who are 

“exhibit too many masculine traits” (p. 327). Female politicians cast as iron maidens, “are 

often ridiculed and lose trust because they are going against type, or play into male 

political stereotypes that voters are rejecting” (p. 327). According to Carlin and Winfrey 

(2009), all these stereotypes were present in the media coverage of Clinton and Palin. 
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Their study provides evidence against a post-feminist stance that argues that patriarchy 

and sexism are concepts that belong in the past.  

This literature review on the topic of female politicians and their mediated 

representations contains concepts and ideas that will be useful for my analysis of cartoons 

portraying U.S. and Mexican politicians. My research assumes that although there are 

different national histories that shape the way that women can be political, politics is, on 

both sides of the border, a gendered and highly masculinized space. As a result, the media 

finds ways to discipline women who are thought to be outside of their traditional realm, a 

practice that is even more evident when it comes to women who fail to display femininity 

in the ways expected by the particular society they live in. The media also recur to double 

binds that can trap some of these female politicians in dated stereotypes that render them 

as outsiders in the public and political sphere. Finally, it is important to consider the 

concept of post-feminism since I believe it frames some of the visual representations of 

female politicians, perhaps not in Mexico but in the United States.       

SHORTCOMINGS IN THE RESEARCH LITERATURE 

In the following section I identify some of the shortcomings in the research 

regarding women in politics, areas where I believe my work can contribute to the field. 

The first one refers to visual rhetoric, a relatively recent field of rhetorical studies that is 

becoming extremely important due to the prevalence of images in our highly mediated 

world. The second one is the mixed-gendered approach, which I consider a productive 

way of analyzing female politicians since it positions them alongside their male 

counterparts. I continue this section with a discussion of the lack of international 

comparative studies and finally address the incipient research that focuses on Mexican 

women in politics. 
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Visual rhetoric 

Focusing on visual representations of women in politics acquires importance 

considering that Western culture is fascinated by the “mediated spectacle,” and has thus 

become an “eye centered” or “occularcentric” culture (Gronbeck, 2008, p. xxi-xxiv). 

Furthermore, rhetoric scholars who have been traditionally concerned with “the power of 

the word” (Lucaites & Hariman, 2002), currently recognize that “visual images provide 

access to a range of human experience not always available through the study of 

discourse” (Foss, 2005, p. 143). With this in mind, Hariman and Lucaites (2007) theorize 

the emergence of a “visual public sphere” where “critical reason” —historically 

associated with language— interacts with the concept of “spectatorship” —related to the 

images— in order to construct “a richer conception of public opinion” (p. 296), one that 

would force reason to “negotiate more directly with intuition, for intuitive reactions are 

activated, directed and represented by the verbally mute image” (p 298).     

However, it is important to keep in mind that the power of representation is also 

operating through images, a process that is also addressed by Hariman and Lucaites 

(2007) in their discussion of photojournalism, when they argue that: 

A photograph captures a tiny sliver of time and space yet can reveal in a flash the 

social order. Photojournalism shows what can be done in public, and it allows one 

to think that what is not shown cannot be done. Any photo can be an invitation to 

participate in a way of life and also a vivid reminder that others —you, perhaps- 

are not welcome, perhaps not even thought possible (p. 287).  

The idea of images showing us what is possible and what is not, who is welcome in 

certain spaces and who is not, becomes important when studying visual representations of 

women in politics. In this sense, Horwitz and Swyers (2009) look at television as a 

‘cultural forum’ and argue that the images it presents us have great influence on who can 
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become a President.2 They posit that the first televised debate between Kennedy and 

Nixon transformed the presidential elections in the U.S., in the sense that the physical 

appearance of the candidates became central to defining who could occupy that position: 

“Television boosted the importance of the body as a sign of leadership, advancing 

particular ideals of carriage and physical bearings as evidence of ability and skill” (p. 

116). Furthermore, as visibility increased with this medium, it was the male body that 

became “firmly cemented in American minds as ‘presidential’” (p.117). They posit that 

an uncritical position could argue that the 2008 Presidential election marked a cultural 

shift in the U.S. since a female President body became a possibility with Clinton’s 

candidacy. However, Horwitz and Swyers focus on a question that was repeatedly asked 

by the media, the question of whether or not the U.S. was ready for a woman president. 

They argue that the question itself limits women’s possibilities. Additionally, the 

question paired with the repertoire of films or television shows where women quit when 

“they get pregnant or cause nuclear war,” contribute to construct that possibility as an 

anomaly (p. 117). This discussion of “televisual Presidents and patriarchy” (p.115) 

demonstrates the importance of analyzing the visual rhetoric surrounding women and 

men in politics.  

Although visual rhetoric is a growing field of study, there is not enough work on 

this area that focuses on representations of women in politics. There are a few examples, 

such as Cloud’s (2004) analysis of Afghan women in the images of the U.S. war on 

terrorism; Palczewski’s (2005) study of early 20th century anti-women’s suffrage 

postcards; Edwards and Chen’s (2006) work on cartoons of first ladies Barbara Bush and 

Hillary Clinton; Parry-Giles’ (2008) study of the televisual coverage of Hillary Clinton; 

                                                 
2 Horwitz and Swyers borrow the concept of television as a ‘cultural forum’ from Horace Newcomb and Paul Hirsch  

Newcomb, Horace, and Paul Hirsch. "Television as a Cultural Forum: Implications for Research." In Newcomb, Horace, editor. 
Television: The Critical View. New York: Oxford, 1994   
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and Bystrom et. al’s (2004) analysis of female and male candidates’ VideoStyles and 

WebStyles. It is therefore an area where more research is required, since the media 

coverage of female candidates is not exclusively based on written language. Even the 

press includes pictures that many times are ignored by scholarly work, relegated to a brief 

mention or footnote, or are analyzed through content analyses that do not really explain 

the cultural context of the images and fail to give a deep analysis of their implications. By 

focusing on the visual rhetoric found in political cartoons, my work can be a contribution 

to the field. 

Mixed-Gendered approach 

Understanding how visual representations of female politicians can be enabling or 

debilitating for women requires that we also look at how men are represented. There are 

few studies that open the scope to include both female and male politicians; one of these 

studies was conducted by Bystrom, et al. (2004), who raise the central research question 

of: Why are women in the U.S. underrepresented among political officials in spite of the 

lack of legal and evident structural barriers? Bystrom et al. argue that the main barriers 

that women in politics face are: public perceptions, media framing and stereotyping. 

These barriers call for a strategic use of mass media by female candidates, in order to 

craft an image that will turn them into successful, viable contenders. They consider that 

studying the “news coverage of mixed-gender political races” in an attempt to identify 

“communication styles and strategies” used by both female and male candidates is 

imperative for understanding how the voter’s attitudes in regards to gender and politics 

are shaped by the media (p. 4).  

Bystrom et al. (2004) analyze three aspects of gender in political campaigns: 1) 

How female and male candidates present themselves to the public through their mass 
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media messages (including television, spot ads, and websites). 2) How the media present 

these candidates through their news coverage. 3) And finally, how gendered voters 

respond to the candidates’ media strategies. Their methodology includes the content 

analysis of 1300 spot ads, 48 websites and 1800 newspapers articles. While such large 

samples allow for the formulation of generalizations, a more nuanced analysis is needed 

and Bystrom et al. provide it with the inclusion of three case studies that use the 

constructs of VideoStyle, WebStyle and NewsStyle to study individual campaigns of both 

female and male candidates involved in mixed-gender races for gubernatorial and Senate 

positions in the U.S. between 2000 and 2002. These case studies also engage different 

methods that go from qualitative to rhetorical analysis. Additionally, Bystrom et al. are 

interested in voters’ perceptions, thus they include experimental designs to study the 

reactions of respondents to political ads and Websites as well as surveys in order to 

examine gender differences in media use during political campaigns.  

Another example of a mix-gendered approach can be found in Catherine 

Palczewski’s (2005) study of early 20th century anti-women’s suffrage postcards. 

Although Palczewski’s analysis does not involve politicians, it shows that looking at 

representations of women’s political participation also provides valuable information 

about men’s “publicity” and “domesticity” (p. 386). In her study, Palczewski found that a 

“zero-sum tradeoff exists between men and women’s rights” (p.379). Thus, one of the 

fears of giving women the right to vote was that the roles of men and women would 

reverse. In this new world men would be forced to stay at home and stripped of their own 

right to vote. Thus, the cartoons found in the anti-woman suffrage postcards show images 

of a male Madonna and a feminine Uncle Sam. 

Erika Falk’s (2008) study of the media bias in political campaigns also follows a 

mixed-gendered approach. Although the focus of the study is the press coverage of U.S. 
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female presidential candidates from 1872 to 2004, Falk compares each one of the eight 

women in her study to one male contender. The conclusion of the study, which uses both 

content and rhetorical analyses, is that the press coverage of female presidential 

candidates has hardly changed, in spite of the cultural changes towards both women and 

politics. Furthermore, Falk argues that the importance of the press in Presidential 

elections and its unfair bias has consequences that go beyond undermining women’s 

successful campaigns, it also serves to demoralize women and discourage them from 

running for office.   

Studies that compare representations of female and male politicians are valuable 

because they give us a more complete panorama of the cultural attitudes and expectations 

around gender. However, most of the mix-gender studies that I have come across do not 

focus on visual rhetoric. Furthermore, most use content analysis, and while this method 

can provide much needed descriptions of media representations, more critical and 

rhetorical analyses are needed.  

International comparative studies 

One of the main weaknesses in the research on gender, communication and 

politics is the lack of global and comparative studies. Valdivia and Projanski (2006) point 

to this gap in feminist media research and posit that although there are studies around the 

world in different languages, “imperial routes of publication” contribute to the lack of 

access to this work in the United States (p. 275). A search for the intersection of female 

politicians and the media on the database Academic Search Complete shows studies from 

different countries such as Bulgaria (Ibroscheva & Raicheva-Stover, 2009), Slovenia 

(Luthar, 2010), Australia (Jenkins, 2006), the UK (Adcock, 2010), Israel (Schonker-

Schreck, 2004), and Sweden (Lundell & Ekstrom, 2008), among others; but only one 
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article consists of a comparative study between different Arab countries (Salem, 2010). 

Similar results can be found on a book search. One of these books contains the work of 

Karen Ross (2002), an Irish scholar who conducted a series of interviews of female 

politicians from the UK, Australia and Southern Africa between 1995 and 2000, in order 

to investigate their relationship with the media. Ross is particularly interested in how the 

sex of these parliamentary representatives shapes the way they are represented by 

journalists and also in the strategies used by these women to counteract media coverage 

that undermines their political authority, and trivializes their achievements. From her 

interviews, Ross concludes that mediated representations of politicians have changed for 

the worse, since they reduce communication to decontextualized sound-bites that become 

a sort of commodity that is packaged for the consumption of the public. Another 

comparative study is conducted by Pippa Norris (2007) who studied the news coverage of 

women who lead different countries. She found that the media uses gendered frames to 

present the news on these female heads of state. The most recurring one is the “first 

woman” frame, which can have negative consequences since it reinforces the idea that 

having a woman in high office is an anomaly.  

It is also important to mention the work of Victoria Rodríguez (2003). Although 

her research focuses on Mexican women in politics, she includes some comparisons 

between the image of female candidates in both Mexico and the U.S. Rodríguez points to 

the double bind that candidates face when trying to balance an image that is both 

“feminine” and “professional” (p. 236). She refers to research that shows that in the U.S. 

male candidates have more freedom when it comes to varying their physical appearance 

through their clothing, while women are pushed into wearing pantsuits in order to look 

professional. Thus, men can choose to look professional and experienced by wearing a 

suit, and then change into jeans and a shirt to transmit warmth and compassion. 
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Meanwhile, women stick to the pantsuit and avoid any type of dress that might make 

them look like a housewife. Rodríguez posits that although there are some similarities 

between the U.S. and Mexico on this issue, the individual personality of the female 

candidate is more salient in Mexican politics. To illustrate her argument, Rodríguez 

mentions three of the most powerful Mexican politicians, all of them former Governors 

and members of the Senate. The first one is Beatriz Paredes who is well known for 

wearing indigenous clothing in every one of her public appearances. Another one is 

Rosario Robles, who never stopped wearing her short skirts in spite of the comments 

these generated (comments praising her legs); and finally, Amalia García whose 

appearance is described by Rodríguez as “casual” (p. 237). These women belong to two 

of the major political parties in Mexico which are identified as center (PRI) and left-wing 

(PRD). Rodríguez points to the members of the conservative party PAN as a more 

homogenous group, since most of them wear pantsuits and silk scarves. It is important to 

note, states Rodríguez, that this display of individuality does not imply that appearances 

are not important for the Mexican media.  

These types of comparisons between women across different countries provide 

valuable insights of the way cultural differences shape how the media represents female 

politicians. It opens up the panorama for rhetorical and media studies that in the U.S. tend 

to focus on White middle-class Americans. Furthermore, it can offer insights into 

different strategies that women in other countries use in order to successfully navigate 

gender expectations in what is still considered a masculine space.  

Mexican women in politics 

Closely related to the lack of internationally comparative studies, which is what I 

seek to do with my work, is the lack of studies that focus on Mexican female politicians 
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and the media. The gap in this literature is even larger. Almost a decade ago, Rodríguez 

(2003) stated that “The political participation of women, while well documented in other 

Latin American countries, has been neglected in the Mexican case, and only recently has 

it been identified as a field of study” (p.1). Anthropologist Anna María Fernández 

Poncela tells a similar story and explains that when she started researching Mexican 

female politicians in the mid 1990’s, she faced skepticism and even criticism from fellow 

scholars and feminists who told her that it was not a topic worth studying (personal 

communication, June 21, 2012).    

From the 1990s until today, scholars from different disciplines such as history, 

anthropology, sociology and political science have showed interest in studying women 

and politics in Mexico. Historians have since made an effort to write women into 

Mexican history, a field that had erased women from the narratives of nation building 

(Fernández Aceves, 2005, 2006; Ramos Escandón, Porter & Fernández, 2006). Thanks to 

historians with a gender perspective we are now able to read about the historic role of 

women in Mexican politics. In regards to contemporary politics, it is important to 

mention Victoria Rodríguez’s (2003) research which is based on the interviews and 

shadowing of more than 80 women involved in Mexican politics from 1995 to 2000. 

Some of the main questions addressed by Rodríguez are: “How and why do women 

become involved and active politically? What can be done to improve women’s 

representation in government? What can women expect from a state as it becomes more 

democratic?” (p 11). These questions seem representative of most of the research in this 

area, which focuses on political representation and the role of women in the 

transformation of Mexican politics (Fernández Poncela, 1995, 1999, 2003, 2004; García 

Gossio, M.I., 2008; Molina, 2004, Sánchez, 2007; Rodríguez 1999; Vélez Bautista, 

2002). This broad topic includes studies that center on female identity and subjectivity, 
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and their impact on women’s participation in the political system (Mendé Fernández, 

2000; Tarrés, 2004). There are also case studies that follow women in local governments 

—many of them in rural and indigenous communities (Vázquez García, 2011; Vázquez 

García & Chávez Arellano, 2011; Vázquez García, Cárcamo Toalá & Hernández 

Martínez, 2012; Vélez Bautista & Martínez Ortega, 2007). This research discusses the 

obstacles that female majors face both during their campaigns and once they are in office. 

There is similar research that focuses on women legislators, the obstacles they face, the 

advances that have been made through gender quotas, and their use of or lack of a gender 

perspective (Barrera Bassols, 2011; Huerta García & Magar Meurs, 2009).  

It is important to note that in Mexico, the field of communication has not taken up 

the topic of female politicians. Currently, there is only one study that focuses on Mexican 

women in politics and the way they are represented by the media. It comes from 

Comunicación e Información de la Mujer, AC (CIMAC), an organization dedicated to 

producing journalism from a women and gender perspective. The report elaborated by 

CIMAC (Lagunes Huerta, 2009) was made during an election period for representatives 

and senators. It is based on the monitoring and subsequent analysis of five newspapers 

and five information websites. The report mentions a similar study made in 2006 by the 

same organization, unfortunately it was never published and its results are only 

summarized in the 2009 publication and in online news articles (Gutiérrez, 2006; Velasco 

Ramírez 2006).  

After analyzing the media coverage of female politicians, the 2009 report by 

CIMAC concludes that women politicians are either minimized or invisibilized by 

Mexican media. CIMAC argues that news headlines reveal that the representations that 

are constructed by the media correspond to a commercial logic that seeks to sell a product 

and is based on a conservative imaginary of “who a woman is and what she does” (p.38). 
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Therefore, women are seen and understood as shallow, in opposition to men’s world of 

“reason, power, action and production” (p. 39). As a consequence women are either 

“associated to banality: gossip, scandal, morbidity;” or they are understood “in relation to 

and in a subject position to men, which explains their representation in relation to 

‘romance,’ maternity, marriage and children” (p. 39). These representations enclose a 

“mentality that does not favor the public gaze on public women because it is not centered 

in their performance and abilities” (p. 39).3    

Moreover, visual rhetoric is barely addressed in CIMAC’s document which 

includes some photographs and political cartoons. These images are only used as 

illustrations that reinforce the findings that resulted from analyzing the written texts. 

Although the CIMAC report provides useful information, more research needs to be done 

since the intersection of female politicians and the media has only been addressed as a 

section within a few of the previously mentioned research (Fernández Poncela, 2003; 

Rodríguez, 2003). 

Since studies done on female politicians in Mexico belong to disciplines linked to 

the social sciences, the main methodologies used by scholars are content and discourse 

analysis, which is why research in this area will benefit from the use of a feminist 

rhetorical analysis that assumes that Mexican politics is also a gendered space and 

predominantly a masculine one, although with a very different history from that of 

politics in the U.S. A comparative study that includes the analysis of representations of 

political women on both sides of the border, can give us as scholars insights on the way 

different histories and different cultures shape these representations. It also provides us 

with information about the different cultural expectations of womanhood and manhood, 

                                                 
3 The original quotes in this paragraph are in Spanish, this is my translation.    
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as well as the ways these social constructs are kept in place and disciplined by institutions 

like the media. 

CHAPTER SUMMARY 

In the preceding chapter I have outlined the concepts that inform the feminist 

framework that will guide my analysis of U.S. and Mexican cartoons of female 

politicians. The starting point of this framework is the idea of politics as a gendered and 

masculine space. I argue that although the U.S. and Mexico have different histories that 

might shape this space differently, the idea of a politics as a masculine space holds true 

for both countries. Some consequences of the construction of politics as a gendered space 

where women are conceived as outsiders are practices such as the disciplining of gender 

and the construction of double binds that undermine the participation of women in 

politics. These practices are deployed by the media in their representations of female 

politicians. Additionally, I address post-feminism as a discourse that often permeates 

U.S. media. Post-feminism works as a backlash to criticism that recognizes that 

patriarchal structures are still in place; it enables celebratory discourses that posit that 

women have as many opportunities as men hold in their access to positions of power, 

obscuring an understanding of the obstacles that women still face. 

This first chapter also identifies important shortcomings in Communication 

Studies’ literature surrounding women in politics and their mediated representations. I 

argue that there is a need for more research that focuses on the visual rhetoric constructed 

around these women, as well as a need for a mixed-gendered approach that gives us a 

better understanding of cultural assumptions regarding gendered roles. I also point to a 

gap in scholarly work that addresses international comparative studies, as well as a gap in 

studies that analyze Mexican women in politics and their intersection with the media.  
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Chapter 2:  Analyzing Political Cartoons Through a Feminist Lens 

Editorial cartoonists claim to know the true character of politicians. However, a 

troop of horrifying monsters, nagging mothers, evil teachers, and scolding wives 

communicate much more than the individual personalities of those they portray. In this 

chapter I address the value of studying visual representations and in particular political 

cartoons, as artifacts that pose a rhetoric of incongruity that traps women in double binds. 

I propose a methodology that examines archetypes and culturetypes —specifically, 

stereotypes and icons— to analyze the incongruous images that are used to represent 

women in power. While most of the gendered cartoons in this project can be analyzed as 

stereotypes and icons, both culturally grounded images, some depictions do not fit in this 

category and call for an examination based on the primordial images suggested by the 

Great Mother archetype. 

VISUAL RHETORIC AND POLITICAL CARTOONS FROM A FEMINIST PERSPECTIVE 

According to Berger, Blomberg, Fox, Dibb, and Hollis (1972), “Seeing comes 

before words” and “establishes our place in the surrounding world” (p. 7). Even when we 

use words to explain the world, they argue that seeing is more intimately linked to what 

we know. For Berger et al., images, defined as “sight[s] which [have] been recreated or 

reproduced” (p.9), always embody “a way of seeing” (p. 10). The intimate link between 

seeing and knowledge, as well as the ubiquitous presence of images reproduced by the 

media create the need to study images. Because images shape the way we understand the 

world around us, they also give us information about a culture’s values and beliefs.  

Furthermore, images play an important part in processes of persuasion. Olson, 

Finnegan & Hope (2008) argue that the study of visual rhetoric is important because 

rhetoric is concerned with the construction of reality trough “symbolic actions” (p. 4), 
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and visuality is “fully integrated in, our practices of everyday persuasion” (p. xvi). From 

this viewpoint it is hard to understand how we can study the way that people make 

meaning if we do not consider the visual practices and artifacts that are such a central part 

of Western culture today. In the words of Olson et al., “Studying visual rhetoric trains us 

to discriminate the commercial from the civic, the propagandistic from the democratic, 

and the sentimental from the memorable, and it may even increase citizen involvement in 

the processes of government and community” (p. 4). 

Similarly, Lucaites and Hariman (2002) believe that visual practices such as 

photojournalism “[operate] as a political aesthetic that provides crucial social, emotional, 

and mnemonic resources for animating the collective identity and action necessary to a 

liberal-democratic politics” (p. 38). Their conceptualization of the visual public sphere is 

one that “activates public identity as a web of associations rather than a structure of 

arguments” (2007, p. 301). This does not mean, however, that arguments are erased from 

the public sphere —which seems to be the fear of Western philosophers and social critics, 

from Plato to Postman (2002, p. 38). Arguments simply work differently under this logic, 

they do so “through social networks” that benefit from the “emotional salience of 

images… for emotions represent, activate, and organize much of the content of social and 

political association” (2007, p. 301). However, Hariman and Lucaites (2007) are also 

aware of the power of representation and how it operates through images, bringing forth 

the idea that you can’t be what you can’t see. In this regard, images can serve to 

reproduce the social order and thus help define who is welcome in certain spaces and 

who is not. 

Cloud (2003) summarizes the role of images in public discourse. First, images 

argue. They do so thanks to the fact that they “organize perceptions, reduce events and 

social realizations to the visible, naturalize rhetorical fictions, move audiences to 
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emotion, and construct paradigmatic oppositions between self and other, perceiver and 

object” (p. 623). This role of images is especially important for the analysis of political 

cartoons. As Catherine Palczewski (2005) states in her work on anti-women suffrage 

postcards, cartoons provide visual forms of arguments. In the case of her study, the 

caricatures found in these postcards reflected existing verbal arguments of the time: that 

women would become masculine and forsake their motherly duties if allowed to vote. 

However, she also found that cartoons presented an argument that was either absent or 

not explicitly stated in verbal discourse: that men would “become feminized by the 

private activity of caring for infants, an activity forced on them by women’s public 

activities.” (p. 374).  

The second role of images in public discourse according to Cloud (2003) is that 

images “[organize] collective memory and identity” (p. 623). Third, images “do 

ideological work” (p. 623), a characteristic that can also be seen in Palczewski’s (2005) 

work, since the anti-women suffrage postcards argued a clear ideological position: 

women do not belong in the public sphere. And finally, images are “sites of struggle” (p. 

623). Understanding images as sites of struggle is a position also defended by third wave 

feminists, who consider that studying texts of popular culture is of utmost importance 

because the representations found in those texts have the power “to promote or contest 

domination” as “representational effects play out in material spaces and in material ways” 

(Heywood & Drake, cited in Beail & Goren, 2009, p. 3). I cite third wave feminists 

because cartoons are located at the intersection of popular culture and journalism. 

Political cartoons are valuable artifacts that allow for an understanding of the cultures 

that produce them. They not only reflect the opinions of their creators, but also public 

perceptions and assumptions that go beyond the political commentary (Edwards, 2009a). 
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Moreover, they form part of the reservoir of images that speak to our emotions and that 

circulate in the visual public sphere described by Hariman and Lucaites (2007).  

According to Edwards & Chen (2006) political cartoons are the “ultimate 

editorial” due to their “immediacy and ability to vividly condense meanings” in a little 

box (p 369). Political cartoons are effective since they resort to “mental images” that 

speak to an already existing “public consciousness,” which is why they can “provide 

insight into the cultural assumptions regarding the social roles of men and women in 

politics” (p. 368, 369). Since cartoons tap into a shared group consciousness, they can 

“offer provocative indications about the interdynamics of gender roles, patriarchal culture 

and ideology” (p. 370). Additionally, a sample of political cartoons on a given subject or 

politician, “frequently reveals thematic clustering of character representations and 

references… which can be appropriately examined as one collective ‘text’” (p. 369). The 

collective images of politicians in political cartoons make up a text that can be analyzed 

to understand the perceptions that a society holds in relation to the roles of women and 

men and thus serve as a useful site not only to survey the existing visual representations 

of women in politics, but to study what these images do: that is, how the prevailing visual 

rhetoric might enable or restrain women’s participation in formal politics.  

Although I follow third wave feminism in its privileging of the study of 

representations produced by popular culture, I find second wave feminism and 

particularly its concept of patriarchy to be a more productive framework for my analysis, 

since both U.S. and Mexican politics have historically been constructed as masculine 

spaces. This construction and related mediated discourses sustain a system of male 

dominance, which radical feminists have labeled “patriarchy.” Patriarchy was first 

theorized by Kate Millet in 1970 to explain the “unacknowledged” yet institutionalized 

social order where “males rule females” (2000, p. 123). She argued that this pattern of 
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domination extended to all spheres of life, private and public, as women and men alike 

are socialized into a naturalized hierarchy that assigns each one of the sexes a psyche, a 

role and a place. Patriarchy operates ideologically under the construction of “human 

personality along stereotyped lines of sex category (“masculine” and “feminine”), based 

on the needs and values of the dominant group and dictated by what members cherish in 

themselves and find convenient in subordinates” (p. 124). Thus, masculinity is related to 

traits such as toughness, intelligence and force, while femininity is linked to passivity, 

docility and emotionality. The process of socialization begins in the family and continues 

in other institutions such as education, religion, government and the media. Through this 

process women are subjected to an “interior colonization” (p.123) accompanied by 

“economic exploitation and the use or threat of force” (Bryson, 1992, p. 185). 

Accordingly, women had been assigned a place in the private sphere of the home and 

excluded from public life, so that politics and the state remained as male spaces and 

institutions (p. 196).  

With the increasing participation of women in public life as well as the increasing 

awareness of other forms of oppression based on race, class, and sexuality, younger 

generations in Western nations seem to think that patriarchy is no longer a useful concept 

(Hodgson, 2010). Moreover, following a post-feminist stance, some believe that gender 

inequality is an issue of the past (Gibbs, 2009). However, limiting and damaging 

representations of gender and sexuality can still be found in the media.  

Recent examples of sexist coverage of female politicians, for instance, can be 

found on the “Name It. Change It” website. The project, dedicated to monitoring U.S. 

media coverage of female politicians, has its own annual “Awards for Most Sexist Media 

Coverage.” The categories include: “most sexist interview question,” “most sexist debate 

question,” “most sexist insult,” and “most sexist columnist.” It also has a special “Award 
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for creating sexist standards for women in politics.” In 2012 this special award went to 

the Huffington Post, for its “Clinton Caption Contest” (The 2012 Name It, 2012). The 

HuffPost featured an AP photograph of Secretary of State Hillary Clinton and invited 

readers to tweet captions for it. The picture captured an open-mouth Clinton dancing in 

South Africa, and prompted a series of sexist jokes referencing oral sex. These tweets 

were then displayed by the media outlet in a slideshow. The HuffPost’s “favorites” 

included the following remarks: “Bill, look! I’ve been practicing! Love me again?” And: 

“Oh, so that’s how you keep your husband from cheating” (Leiter-Mason, 2012). The 

assumption that patriarchy is dead becomes questionable if we consider the pervasive 

sexism in the media. Furthermore, in the political arena women still make up a small 

percentage of those who supposedly represent us.  

Another element of a feminist analysis that is also linked to patriarchy is the 

constructed opposition between the public and the private. Michael Warner (2002) posits 

that these two spheres “sometimes compete, sometimes complement each other, and 

sometimes are merely parts of a larger series of classifications” (p. 28). However, they 

have been constructed as oppositional spheres that respond to a hierarchy that privileges 

the first one over the later.  In this respect, Warner argues that “being in public is a 

privilege that requires filtering or repressing something that is seen as private” (p. 23). 

Furthermore, public and private “are bound up with meanings of masculinity and 

femininity,” so that “Masculinity, at least in Western cultures, is felt partly in a way of 

occupying public space” while femininity is expressed “in a language of private feeling” 

(p. 24). This opposition and hierarchy between the public and the private are what make 

“public women” an oxymoron, an impossibility that can translate in visual 

representations that either discipline women or try to re-inscribe them into their 

traditional space, often through the use of double binds (Jamieson, 1995). 
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In an analysis of representations of women in U.S. political cartoons, Gilmartin 

and Brunn (1998) found that historically, women have been underrepresented in political 

caricatures and that when they do appear they do so as “abstract, stereotyped, negative 

images” (p. 539). The authors argue that portrayals of women who are “capable, 

independent and in charge” posit a challenge to caricaturists, who find it easier to rely on 

negative depictions due to their familiarity (p. 546). Furthermore, they posit that even 

when cartoonists “may intend to carry a positive message” they find it hard to escape 

“visual metaphors/images that carry negative connotations” (p. 546). Gilmartin and 

Brunn also explain these negative representations as a result of the absence of women in 

a profession made up by men (p. 547).4 Although 20 years have passed since their study, 

the demographics of caricaturists seem to hold, as expressed by Hess and Northrop 

(2011) who state that if we were to put all U.S. cartoonists in a room today, we would be 

looking at “a sea of 200 casually clad white males” (p.10). The situation in Mexico, 

where there are no women currently working as editorial caricaturists for any major 

newspapers, is not much different. Cintia Bolio, one of the few women recognized in this 

genre explains, “There is a big problem in Mexico: We are a conservative society, very 

machista. The feminine laugh is frowned upon, and if it is at the expense of power, it is 

intolerable for patriarchy” (Casasús, 2011, para. 1). Negative representations of women 

also respond to a paradox that characterizes political cartoons. While the genre can be an 

important expression of democracy since it is used to challenge those in power, its 

rhetorical influence rests on the use of shared cultural values. Although some cartoonists 

are interested in fostering change, their work helps maintain the cultural assumptions that 

                                                 
4 According to their study made in the 1990s, only 2 percent of all cartoonists in the U.S. were women. 
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are necessary for the public to get the joke (Medhurst & DeSousa, 1981; Edwards & 

Chen, 2006).   

In addition to the rhetorical power of cartoons that comes from tapping into a 

collective consciousness, there are also specific properties of the image that make 

cartoons so captivating. Doug Marlette, a cartoonist for Newsday describes “good 

cartoons” as “a visual rock and roll”: “They hit you primitively and emotionally… A 

cartoon cannot say, ‘On the other hand,’ and it cannot defend itself. It is a frontal assault, 

a slam dunk, a cluster bomb” (Hess & Northrop, 2011, p. 10). In this sense, Dana Cloud 

(2006) explains, “The power of images can arise from their tendency toward 

condensation of complex matters into emotional frames” (p. 234). In the case of cartoons, 

images rarely work in a literal or denotative way. The image works as an abstraction, “an 

available site for the attachment of multiple connotations serviceable in multiple 

contexts” (Edwards & Winkler, 2008, p. 120). However, interpretations are not 

completely open, as “cartoonists direct the audience’s attention by the addition, omission, 

substitution, and/or distortion of visual elements” (p. 132). According to Ray Morris 

(1993), cartoonists “do not seek to show politicians literally, as the camera claims to 

show them” (p. 196). Instead, they “sometimes claim to substitute inner for outer 

appearance, revealing by exaggeration and distortion the ‘true’ character of the person 

portrayed” (p. 196). This revealing of the inner appearance is done through visual images 

that “may have no verbal equivalents” (p. 196). For Morris images can prove more 

effective than words when talking about the true character of a politician. They can 

convey meaning in a way that words could not, at least not in a single frame. In the case 

of politicians, the revealing of inner appearances conflates with gendering practices that 

also reveal ideas of femininity and masculinity. To understand how cartoons work and 

ultimately what the caricatures of female politicians reveal, I turn to Kenneth Burke’s 
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(1952) perspective by incongruity. Understanding this strategy deployed by cartoonists 

can serve as a first step to break down what the images analyzed in this work say about 

how women can be political today.  

PERSPECTIVE BY INCONGRUITY IN POLITICAL CARTOONS  

Perspective by incongruity is a method proposed by Kenneth Burke (1952; 1959; 

1984) for finding new meanings by wrenching apart that which goes properly together 

and creating new, surprising, and potential critical assemblages. It has been taken up by 

scholars interested in visual rhetoric designed to challenge the status quo. Such is the case 

of Shultz and Germeroth (1998), who used this concept as a framework to understand the 

persuasive capacities of a series of gag cartoons that confront stereotypes about people 

with physical disabilities. They argued that it was through incongruity that Callahan, the 

cartoonists whose work they examined, brought “the able bodied reader ‘nearest to the 

simple truth’ about prejudices against physically disabled people” (p. 238). Stephanie 

Young (2010) also recurred to perspective by incongruity to analyze the “feminist visual 

humor” in the artwork of pop culture artist Anne Taintor (p. 75). In her work, Taintor 

juxtaposes “good girl” images from women’s magazines of the 1950s with “bad girl” 

texts that contradict these images. Young argues that the incongruity found in the 

interplay between text and image allows readers to see that femininity is a social 

construct and not a series of ‘natural’ attributes.  

Perspective by incongruity is a concept that deals with transformation, with the 

“search of new meanings” (Burke, 1984, p. 70), which is why it constitutes an effective 

framework to understand political cartoons as texts that seek to expose the inner character 

of politicians. It is important to note that while perspective by incongruity may serve to 

challenge preconceived ideas in an attempt to transform the status quo, it can also serve 
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to reinforce it. In Permanence and Change (1984), Burke mentions thinkers such as 

Spengler, Nietzsche and T.S. Eliot, whose work was characterized “by a constant 

juxtaposition of incongruous words” that provided their readers with a different 

perspective by “attaching to some name a qualifying epithet which had heretofore gone 

with a different order of names” (p. 90). A “planned incongruity,” achieved by “putting 

the wrong words together” allows for “a casual moral revaluation or perspective” of a 

text (p. 91). Burke states that such a practice has been systematically used by “the 

humorists, the satirists, the writers of the grotesque” (p. 91), who seek to challenge “the 

very structure of the universe” (p. 92).    

Perspective by incongruity seeks to undermine our pieties, defined by Burke as 

“the sense of the appropriate” (p. 75); pieties work as “a system-builder, a desire to round 

things out, to fit experiences together into a unified whole. [It] is the sense of what 

properly goes with what” (p. 74). Thus, perspective by incongruity constitutes an 

effective method for a rhetor who seeks to challenge dominant ideologies, those that are 

constructed as common sense. In a way, planned incongruity “brings us nearest to the 

simple truth” (1959, p. 309), since everyday life is hardly that unified universe 

constructed by the world of pieties. On the contrary, Burke posits that “incongruity is the 

law of the universe… the real and multiple universe of daily life” (1959, p 311).  

According to Burke (1984), “Planned incongruity should be deliberately 

cultivated for the purpose of experiencing mentally wrenching apart all those molecular 

combinations of adjective and noun, substantive and verb, which still remain with us” (p. 

119). It is thus a method not only useful for the rhetor, but also for the exercise of 

rhetorical criticism, as it forces the critic to strip herself of that which is familiar as a way 

“to understand motives and purposes by  avoiding as much as possible the clues handed 

you ready-made in the texture of the language itself” (p. 121). It forces the critic to 
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acquire a different perspective, a “fresh point of view” (p. 121). Thus, when encountering 

a text, a critic must question the cultural constructs and assumptions that surround it.   

Although Burke refers to his method as one “for gauging situations by verbal 

‘atom cracking’” (p. 1959, p. 308), he also gives a few examples that deal with the visual. 

One of these examples is that of the gargoyles of the Middle Ages, where “[t]he maker of 

gargoyles who put man’s-head on bird-body” violated “one order of classification” by 

“stressing another” (1984, p. 112). The creation of new classifications was also taken up 

by surrealist painters, who Burke (1984) describes as having a “distinctly gargoyle 

quality” (p. 113). Such is the case of Dali’s melting watches, an image that not only 

confronts “our everyday experience with watches as rigid,” but also transforms our 

perception of time (p. 113). According to Burke, surrealists were especially successful in 

creating perspective by incongruity by bringing the symbolism of dreams into “our 

waking experiences, merging things which common sense had divided and dividing 

things which common sense had merged” (p. 113). Another visual example addressed by 

Burke is that of the caricature, which he defines as a “semi-art, semi-science… which 

pursues the course of planned incongruity by a technique of abstraction” (p. 115). By 

purposefully omitting some aspects while stressing others, “caricatures can almost talk in 

concepts” as they reclassify “in accordance with clearly indicated interests” (p. 115).  

To think about political cartoons as examples of planned incongruity facilitates 

the job of the critic, which consists in taking texts apart to analyze the implicit —or 

explicit— values in them. Cartoons argue by incongruity. We can see incongruity at work 

in the anti-women suffrage postcards analyzed by Palczewski (2005). She centered her 

study in the images of the male Madonna sufragee and a feminine Uncle Sam suffragette. 

The inversion of gendered icons constructed the previously mentioned arguments: that 
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allowing women’s vote would masculinize them and would feminize men who would be 

forced to take on women’s domestic role.  

Thus, in the case of cartoons portraying female politicians, the critic should look 

for the classifications that are being reclassified, for what incongruous elements are being 

juxtaposed in order to identify the new meanings created by the text. This re-

classification is often done by the use of metaphors, which are devices “for seeing 

something in term of something else” (1952, p. 503). Thus, the critic must look for those 

metaphors in order to analyze what terms are being carried over “from one realm into 

another, a process that necessarily involves varying degrees of incongruity in that the two 

realms are never identical” (p. 504). Visual metaphors work similarly to verbal 

metaphors; by juxtaposing two images that belong to different realms, the characteristics 

of one are transferred to the other (Messaris, 1997). In this regard, it is important to 

recognize that visual metaphors “tend to be more implicit and complex than verbal 

metaphors” and thus “allow for several possible interpretations” (Jeong, 2008, p. 60). 

These interpretations however, can be limited by the inclusion of written texts that serve 

to guide a certain reading.  

Perspective by incongruity can also be found in images where established or 

proper roles or situations are inverted, for instance representing female politicians in 

“masculine” ways, while feminizing male politicians. Although exaggeration is a 

characteristic of political cartoons, it is important to be aware of more subtle 

incongruities. It is the role of the critic to point out to the system of pieties that are 

working to construct a text as common sense. This type of work is after all what 

rhetorical criticism does: wrench apart images and words that are presented as “neutral” 

or “natural” in order to pinpointing the social constructs behind them. It is as simple as 

gathering a group of images that represent women in politics and asking if the focus on 
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dress and appearance would be as “normal” if those politicians were men. Would people 

be interested in discussing Obama’s chest in the same way they are willing to engage in a 

conversation about Clinton’s cleavage? The work that is visually portrayed by cartoonists 

is sometimes a visual product of the questions that critics should be asking. 

Thinking about cartoons in terms of perspective by incongruity contributes to a 

feminist framework guided by the concept of the double bind. As addressed in the 

previous chapter, double binds put women in an impossible position by rhetorically 

limiting them to two alternatives. Regardless of what women “embody,” or “choose,” 

that “alternative” comes with a cost. A common example is the femininity/competence 

double bind, where women who are feminine are perceived as incompetent, and 

competent women are deemed masculine. Thus, we encounter representations that focus 

on Sarah Palin’s body. Her femininity is used against her by rendering her as trivial. On 

the other extreme, we find portrayals of Hillary Clinton as cold and robotic. While her 

competence is not being directly questioned, her “masculine” traits make her 

“unapproachable,” and therefore a questionable candidate.    

The use of double binds constitutes one of the main strategies that the media uses 

to depoliticize women. This concept is in itself a planned incongruity that can be taken 

apart by the critic in order to reveal the sexist ideology behind it. Because women are still 

constructed as incongruities in the political arena, this perspective becomes a useful tool 

for rhetorical criticism. 

ARCHETYPES AND CULTURETYPES AS METHOD 

As previously discussed, political cartoons rely on shared cultural values and 

meanings in order to make a political commentary. In addition to discovering instances of 

perspective by incongruity, I propose to use archetypes and culturetypes as a method to 
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analyze the images created by cartoonists in order to understand what the images of 

women in politics say about shared cultural values and meanings in relation to femininity 

and masculinity in general and about public women in particular.  

Jung (2010) refers to archetypes as “the contents of the collective unconscious” 

(p. 4). Archetypes have often transcended the unconscious and can be found in 

expressions, such as myths and fairytales, “formulae taught according to tradition” (p.  4). 

Jung describes archetypes as “primordial images” that are visible “in the products of 

fantasy” (p. 12). While archetypes are arguably universal, Rushing (1989) posits that they 

change over time, “co-varying with the development of human consciousness” (p. 2). For 

Rushing, “The important myths of a society are complex blends of archetypal and 

rhetorical elements, which are sometimes in concert and other times in tension with one 

another” (p. 2). I argue that these important myths of society can be found in the images 

portrayed in political cartoons.  

However, while archetypes can be useful to analyze some of these images, 

culturally grounded elements are required for a cross-cultural comparative analysis. Thus, 

I turn to Osborn (1990) and his concept of culturetypes. Osborn defines culturetypes as 

"the counterpart of archetypes:” “culture-specific symbols that resonate important values” 

(p. 123). For Osborn,  “Archetypes and culturetypes brace and complement each other, 

culturetypes expressing the special values and meanings of a society, archetypes 

anchoring the cultural system in enduring meaningfulness" (p. 123). In his words, 

“Culturetypes remind us of what it means to be an American, archetypes of what it means 

to be human” (p. 123). Culturetypes are thus indispensable for an intercultural rhetorical 

analysis that compares images of Mexican and U.S. female politicians.  

Oborn (2006) broadly refers to culturetypes as “icons of culture” that “express 

complex sets of values…figures [that] sustain us as a group, as people, and reinforce our 
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sense of community” (p. 84).  He identifies different culturetypal elements in rhetoric: 

stereotypes, icons, God and devil terms, narratives, rhetorical fantasies, myths, and 

ideographs (1986, 1990). For this project I focus on two of these elements: stereotypes 

and icons. Osborn (1986) posits that stereotypes “acknowledge the personal and 

institutional roles within a society” (p. 82). They are often “accepted without question 

and without awareness of their service as anchors of the social order” and become visible 

when individuals transgress the roles they have been assigned by society (p. 82-83) 

Sander Gilman (1985) defines stereotypes as a “crude set of mental 

representations of the world” (p. 18). Growing up, stereotypes allow us “to preserve our 

illusion of control over the self and the world,” by drawing an “imaginary line” between 

the self and the Other (p. 18). According to Gilman, stereotypes resurface in adulthood 

“as a response to anxiety, an anxiety having its roots in the potential disintegration of the 

mental representations the individual has created and internalized” (p. 19). Following 

Gilman’s argument, the use of traditionally female stereotypes in current representations 

of women in politics, results from the anxieties of those who still conceive politics as a 

masculine space.   

Stereotypes are grounded in history, but they are not rigid. They are perpetuated 

and shaped by culture, and thusly, they are “protean” in nature (p. 18). Deborah Robson 

(2000) posits that stereotypes created around professions are shaped by the real-world 

individuals that perform them. Thus, the increasing visibility of female politicians 

“should eventually dismantle or neutralize occupational stereotypes that disenfranchise 

women in the political arena” (p. 206). Robson also argues that gendered expectations of 

female politicians are changing, and that stereotypes that “once were valued only in the 

private sector are being perceived as valuable in the public realm and, therefore, no 

longer function as barriers” (p. 206). As an example, she mentions the role of women as 
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nurturers, an “expectation/stereotype” that she believes is now valued in the workplace 

(p. 206).     

Gilman (1985) states that stereotypes are bipolar. Thus, “we can move from 

fearing to glorifying the Other” (p. 18). This notion is also discussed by Dana Cloud 

(1992), who describes stereotypes as ambivalent, where these mental representations 

elicit responses “contained within a binary meaning system” (p. 314). We can find this 

bipolarity or ambivalence in stereotypes depicting female politicians. For instance, the 

“mother” stereotype can be deployed to represent a nurturing, caring woman, or it can 

move to the dark side and used to signify a scolding and emasculating mother. When we 

use stereotypes, both “good” and “bad” meanings are simultaneously invoked.  

For this dissertation, I use Kanter’s (1977; 1993) four stereotypes of women in the 

corporation as a starting point. As discussed in the previous chapter, the mother, the 

seductress, the pet, and the iron lady, were later used by Carlin and Winfrey (2009) to 

analyze sexist media coverage of Hillary Clinton and Sarah Palin in the 2008 presidential 

campaign. After examining the Mexican and U.S. cartoons from 2002 to 2012, I found 

that most of the tropes that emerged from the gendered cartoons can be classified within 

these four stereotypes. 

Icons are also present in the gendered representations analyzed in this dissertation. 

Osborn (1986) defines them as powerful symbols that inspire “awe and reverence” and 

imply a “secular sacredness” (p. 82). Meanwhile, Palczewski (2005) explains that, “icons 

operate referentially,” and in some cases, “[denote] specific people… with identifiable 

characteristics” (p. 373). In this analysis, icons are mainly found in images of women in 

general, where we see for instance, the trope of “lady justice” repeatedly. But there are 

some female politicians portrayed as icons as well, as in the case of Michelle Obama as 

“Rosie the Riveter.” 
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One theme found in the cartoons did not fit into the already-identified categories 

of stereotypes and culturetypes. For this remaining trope, containing monstrous 

representations, I use the Great Mother archetype. All of the monstrous representations 

found in the archival search correspond to one specific political woman: Union leader 

Elba Esther Gordillo. Although some of her representations can be explained through 

stereotypes, the monster overstretches them all.   

The monster works as an archetype, as a “‘fantasy screen’ upon which the literal 

nonmeaning of the monster can be projected” (Ingebresten, 2001, p. 6). Jung (2010) 

posits that archetypes are by themselves “empty and purely formal.” However, they offer 

“a possibility of representation which is given a priori” (p. 13). The specific ways in 

which archetypes are represented in symbols can be found and explained by using 

culturetypes, broadly defined as “icons of culture” that “express complex sets of 

values…figures [that] sustain us as a group, as people, and reinforce our sense of 

community” (Osborn, 2006, p. 84). Stereotypes are one of several culturetypal elements 

that include icons, God and devil terms, narratives, rhetorical fantasies, myths, and 

ideographs (1986, 1990). 

Janice Rushing (1989) argues that although they are universal, archetypes change 

over time according to transformations in human consciousness. Thus, when looking at 

images of women in political cartoons, one would hope to find archetypes that reflect 

changes in social roles; perhaps a reworking of the hero/warrior archetype that speaks of 

how women have won a place in the public sphere. However, I can advance that the 

recurring archetype found in most cartoons portraying female politicians is that of the 

Great Mother, which re-inscribes women to the private sphere.  

Because archetypes are patterns of behavior and thought ingrained in the psyche, 

Jung (2010) affirms that there is no way to deduce “the specific appearance of the 
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mother-image” (p. 14). However, he gives clues of what to look for. The Great Mother 

can be found in symbols that “have a positive, favourable meaning or a negative, evil 

meaning” (p. 15). In fact, the archetype is characterized by the ambivalent and dual 

nature of the “loving and terrible mother” (p. 16). Jung mentions that some of the positive 

qualities related to this archetype are: “maternal solicitude and sympathy; the magic 

authority of the female; the wisdom and spiritual exaltation that transcend reason; any 

helpful instinct or impulse; all that is benign, all that cherishes and sustains, that fosters 

growth and fertility” (p. 16). Meanwhile the negative side of the mother archetype “may 

connote anything secret, hidden, dark; the abyss, the world of the dead, anything that 

devours, seduces, and poisons, that is terrifying and inescapable like fate” (p. 16). 

Subsequently, I use Barbara Creed’s (1993) monstrous-feminine —originally 

theorized to analyze women represented as monsters in horror films—as a way to think 

through the monster trope used by Mexican cartoonists to portray Gordillo. By coining 

the term “monstrous-feminine” Creed posits that, unlike male monsters, female ones are 

horrifying because they are defined in terms of their sexuality. The monstrous-feminine 

works within the virgin-whore dichotomy, where the monstrous points to a disruption of 

borders. Monstrous images applied to women mark them as the ultimate abject, a 

construction that can serve to mark and discipline women who have stepped outside of 

the space that a patriarchal society has assigned to them.  

In addition to the positive and negative characteristics of the mother archetype, 

Jung states that, “as mythology shows, one of the peculiarities of the Great Mother is that 

she frequently appears paired with her male counterpart” (p. 40). This “peculiarity” can 

also be found in portrayals of female politicians, who are often portrayed next to and/or 

in relation to a male political figure who plays their partner —son, husband, etc.  
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The use of the Great Mother archetype is better understood within Jamieson’s 

(1995) theorization of double binds, as a strategy commonly used by the media in their 

representations of powerful women. For instance, the double binds of womb/brain, 

femininity/competence can frequently be found in the images that refer to the mother 

archetype. Both the positive and negative sides of the Great Mother contribute to the 

construction of women as outsiders in the political arena, due to double binds that posit 

that mothers do not belong in the public sphere. Furthermore, the way that cartoons 

construct these arguments can be analyzed through the incongruities portrayed in these 

images.   

SELECTED TEXTS FOR ANALYSIS  

The dissertation contains three chapters dedicated to the analysis of 

representations of female politicians in cartoons. The research undertakes a decade, from 

2002 to 2012, and includes four newspapers: La Jornada, Reforma, The New York Times 

and The Washington Post. The archival research, which took 10 months to complete, 

yielded 2, 749 editorial cartoons. These caricatures include images portraying or 

referencing female politicians, as well as depictions of women in general, which I 

examined to provide a context for the main analysis.  

The first analysis chapter is dedicated to Mexican politicians, the second one to 

women in the U.S., and finally I include a chapter where I examine mix-gendered 

cartoons in order to see how these women are portrayed in their interaction with male 

politicians. The first two chapters also include a section that analyses depictions of first 

ladies, since these women are not only political but also fulfill a role that is gendered by 

definition. In looking at these images I hope to gain more information on gendered 

expectations in both countries. Finally, I include a third chapter where I analyze images 
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of female politician in mixed-gendered cartoons, in order to focus on the way that they 

interact with their male counterparts. 

For the analysis, I examine two newspapers on each side of the border: La 

Jornada and Reforma from Mexico, and The Washington Post and The New York Times 

from the U.S. I selected these newspapers because of their influence in setting the news 

and political agenda in their respective countries. Furthermore, the four newspapers 

feature cartoonists that are widely recognized for their work.  

Not all of the cartoons rely on gender to construct their argument. Thus, for the 

analysis I first divide the images in gendered and non-gendered.  As part of the gendered 

category I have a sub-category that I labeled as “subtle,” since the editorial cartoons 

located in it do not depict gender explicitly. Subtle strategies that reference gender 

include, calling female politicians by their first name, while male politicians are 

identified by their last or full name; and emphasizing women’s physical attributes and 

clothes.    

As previewed earlier, I use archetypes, stereotypes, and icons, as a method to 

examine the cartoons that portray gender explicitly. My first assumption was that the 

Great Mother archetype would be present in the majority of these representations. 

However, that is not the case. While the Great Mother is useful to analyze some images, 

others are better examined by the use of stereotypes. Although I created my own 

categories, according to the patterns that emerged from my search, Kanter’s (1977; 1993) 

four stereotypes of the mother, the seductress, the pet, and the iron maiden, are present in 

almost all of the representations. Thus, they guide my analysis of stereotypes. I turn back 

to the Great Mother archetype to examine monstrous representations of Elba Esther 

Gordillo because I do not believe that they can be contained by a stereotype. Some of 

those monstrous representations reference icons; however this culturetypal element only 
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proves useful for a small percentage of cartoons. Icons are more frequently found in 

images of women in general.   

Additionally, I conduct my analysis based on the concept of perspective by 

incongruity. I focus on the incongruities present in gendered cartoons, since I believe that 

they will provide insight into the ways that each particular culture enables or debilitates 

political women. My reading of the archetypes, stereotypes, and icons represented 

incongruously is framed within the feminist framework discussed in this and the previous 

chapter. That is, the awareness that politics is a gendered space that has historically been 

inhabited by men, and where women are still seen as anomalies by some.  

The following chapters show that there is still an important percentage of cartoons 

that relies on gendered representations to construct its criticism of female politicians. In 

broad terms, the most explicitly gendered cartoons tend to represent powerful women as 

overbearing and emasculating. In contrast, female politicians who are perceived as weak 

are often trivialized or infantilized. In the next chapter I focus on the depictions of 

Mexican female politicians.     
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Chapter 3:  Images of Female Politicians in Mexican Cartoons 

Opening the editorial cartoon pages of a Mexican newspaper can be a fantastic 

experience. The imagery used to portray politicians is filled with monsters, characters 

from fairy tales, and other outrageous representations of women and men. These 

caricatures can also have a dark side, especially through depictions of gender. These 

gendered representations communicate that politics continues to be a masculine space 

that poses cultural barriers for women’s political participation.  

To examine the implications of visual rhetoric featured within Mexico’s 

newspapers, I analyzed cartoons of female politicians published within La Jornada (The 

Working Day)5 and Reforma (Reform: Heart of Mexico)6 newspapers from 2002 to 2012. 

In this chapter I focus on female politicians as protagonists of editorial cartoons from this 

time period. First, I provide some context for the Mexican newspapers that comprise the 

focus of my archival research. I review these papers’ histories, political ideologies, and 

facts about their readers and cartoonists. Second, I examine editorial cartoons that portray 

women in general. In the second section, I argue that iconic figures and traditional female 

stereotypes are the main rhetorical elements deployed by cartoonists throughout these 

artifacts. In these images, women are featured to depict abstract constructs, such as 

“justice” and “democracy.” Women are frequently sexualized, and often portrayed as 

victims. When there are more positive representations of women within editorial 

cartoons, the newspaper is featuring outstanding female public figures. The third section 

analyzes editorial cartoons of female politicians. Here, I argue that most portrayals depict 

a version of the “mother,” the “seductress,” and/or the “iron maiden” female stereotypes. 

                                                 
5 Reforma is named after one of Mexico City’s main avenues, which gets its name from a historical process 

that took place in the 19
th

 century, when Mexican liberals sought a series of reforms involving the 

separation of church and state. 
6 Cartoons from La Jornada from January to August 2004 are not included because they were unavailable 
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I also analyze the monster trope within editorial caricatures, and examine a series of 

cartoons that explicitly reflect on the increasing presence of women in Mexican politics. 

This chapter closes with an examination of cartoons that portray First Ladies, where I 

argue that the threat of a collapse between the public and private spheres generates 

problematic and virulent representations. To situate this analysis of Mexican editorial 

cartoons, it is important to first provide some context for La Jornada and Reforma, where 

political cartoons play a prominent role.   

MEXICAN NEWSPAPERS: LA JORNADA AND REFORMA   

For my analysis of female politicians in Mexico I examined La Jornada and 

Reforma. Although based in Mexico City, both newspapers circulate nationally and both 

have local editions in different states. Political cartoons are part of the shared content that 

is published in the different paper editions and the online versions of the newspapers.  

Both of these periodicals have won multiple national awards in different categories, 

including political caricatures (Premio Nacional de Periodismo, n.d.).  

La Jornada is a progressive, left wing daily newspaper that in words of journalist 

John Ross (2009) “does not only print the news,” but also “makes it, actively espousing 

social causes and decrying injustice daily on its pages” (para. 24). Ross believes that La 

Jornada, “whose strong suit is reporting on social movements, has itself become a social 

movement” (para. 24). The paper was founded in 1984, at a time when there was no 

separation between government and media (Lira Saade, n.d., para. 1). With the exception 

of a couple of periodicals, the Mexican press and electronic media were uniform in their 

support of the PRI regime and thus, did not offer political analysis or any sort of criticism 

(para 1-2). Carmen Lira Saade, director of the paper also describes the Mexican society 

of the time as “intolerant” and unaware of its increasing diversity; a society that 
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marginalized women, indigenous groups, non-Catholics, homosexuals, and any 

individuals or movements that sought social justice (para. 4). It is in this context that a 

group of journalists decided to create a newspaper that represented these marginalized 

voices.  

Thirty years after its creation La Jornada has become a major national newspaper, 

and according to Noam Chomsky —a regular collaborator in the editorial pages— “the 

only independent newspaper in the whole hemisphere” (as cited in Ashraf & Raman, 

2010, “Do you think” section, para. 5). The newspaper’s website reports 224, 958 daily 

readers of the print periodical between 2009 and 2010.7 The website also states that they 

have had 5,511,569 visits in the last month, from 2,241,023 distinct users around the 

world; 4,651,046 of those visits come from 173 different cities in Mexico (“Perfil del 

lector,” n.d.).8 All the contents of the paper, including the daily political cartoons, are 

available for free online.9   

I chose La Jornada for this analysis because of its political influence and because 

political cartoons are an important element of its identity. The paper publishes 3 to 4 

editorial cartoons every day; occasionally displaying them as the main image on the front 

page. La Jornada also has a publishing branch that currently offers more than 40 books, 

including three dedicated to the work of their caricaturists (Ahumada et al., 2007; 

Castellanos, 2003a; 2003b; Gutiérrez Vega, 1999), who are recognized artists and 

political advocates. Analysis of cartoons from La Jornada demonstrates that even in the 

context of a progressive newspaper, cartoonists reference stereotypes that reinforce 

                                                 
7 Unfortunately, there are no more recent statistics. 
8 Consulted on October 1, 2013 
9 Political cartoons from 2005 until today are available online, no subscription is required to consult them. 
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traditional ideas about gender. In the editorial pages of this newspaper, one can find 

female politicians depicted as teachers, dominatrix, and housewives.     

The second Mexican newspaper I chose for this research is Reforma. It was 

founded in 1993 in Mexico City. However, it is part of a newsgroup that dates back to 

1922 (“Historia del Grupo Reforma”, n.d.). Although the newspaper does not openly 

identify with any political ideology and has collaborators from different sides of the 

political spectrum, some journalists argue that its history is intertwined with the 

conservative entrepreneurs who founded it and accordingly leans to the right (Ross, 2009; 

Sánchez Baños, 2012).  

Reforma defines its readers as those with the highest income in the country and 

claims to reach more than two million people every day (“Publicidad,” n.d.). Unlike La 

Jornada, readers of Reforma must pay a subscription to view the newspaper’s contents 

online, which include two to three daily editorial cartoons. Reforma’s most renowned 

caricaturist is Paco Calderón, an artist who openly supports neoliberalism —unlike most 

Mexican cartoonists who identify with the political left. Calderón was named “el monero 

de la derecha” (the cartoonist of the right) by former presidential candidate Andrés 

Manuel López Obrador (Arreola, 2013).10 

Despite the ideological differences between La Jornada and Reforma, the 

portrayals of female politicians found in their cartoons do not differ greatly from one 

newspaper to the other. The main difference between them resides in the issues they 

criticize. For instance, in La Jornada there is continuous criticism towards Neoliberalism 

and its negative effects. Meanwhile, cartoons in Reforma praise Neoliberalism and accuse 

those that oppose it of being an obstacle to development. There are also differences in 

                                                 
10 The caricaturist did not appreciate the name and responded with a cartoon mocking López Obrador and 

accusing other cartoonists of not being critical towards the candidate. 
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whom cartoonists choose to criticize, and even then, the difference is not that significant 

when it comes to female politicians at the national level. In general, cartoonists from 

Reforma will be harsher —and even virulent— when representing politicians from the 

left, and cartoonists from La Jornada will do the same for politicians from the right. But 

both will be equally critical of the PRI, the party that ruled Mexico for more than 70 

years. The virulence in Reforma exacerbates when it comes to local politicians —from 

Mexico City— especially in cartoons by Paco Calderón. The heavier criticism responds 

to Mexico City being governed by the left. In the capital, Calderón is surrounded by 

politicians that oppose his political views, which likely explains why he draws the few 

local conservative elected officials as heroines or heroes.  

Both, Reforma and La Jornada have considerable influence in setting the news 

and political agenda in Mexico. Their importance remains, even when circulation 

numbers of newspapers are not always reliable and seem small in a country of 100 

million people.11 In the next section, I examine portrayals of women featured by these 

newspapers. These images provide some context of the rhetorical landscape in which 

cartoons of female politicians are inscribed.  

THE ANALYSIS  

Victimized ladies, concerned housewives, and sports heroines  

As mentioned previously, I focus my search on the decade of 2002-2012. It is 

important to provide some context about the way women are generally portrayed in 

political cartoons from this period. First, I found that women are still underrepresented in 

political cartoons. Surely, the difference in numbers between caricatures that portray 

                                                 
11 Not all newspapers have current numbers available to the public and there are no institutions that register 

these numbers, so it is not possible to confirm which is the most widely read newspaper in Mexico.    
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women and men corresponds to the low number of female politicians. Although I did not 

do an exhaustive search of these cartoons, I scanned 150 of them for this survey. In these 

images women are most frequently used to portray abstract concepts such as justice, 

democracy, and the nation; and in most instances they are victims. In representative 

examples, we see justice and democracy drowning; being groped; stabbed in the back; 

gagged, tied, and beaten up; being pushed of a cliff; and stuck between a drug lord and a 

machine gun. Although a couple of these images maintain a certain humor by showing 

these women as unsuspecting victims in absurd situations, the majority of these cartoons 

are crude and some of them are very graphic in their portrayal of violence, especially 

those published by La Jornada.  

Furthermore, the representations of women’s bodies in these cartoons are also 

problematic. When victimized, the tropes of “democracy” and “justice” are often drawn 

as beautiful young woman. These women are often portrayed with a pronounced 

cleavage, and in the case of Lady Justice, she is depicted with a bare breast. In Reforma 

these women are oftentimes voluptuous, drawn in the same style as heroines are often 

seen in Marvel comic books: with large breasts, extremely tiny waists and big buttocks. 

Cartoonist Paco Calderón goes back and forth between drawing these voluptuous women 

and drawing the most vulnerable sector of the population; his democracy is often 

represented as an innocent indigenous girl.  

Women can be seen as the victimized female representation of “justice,” but other 

cartoons reveal “justice” to also be a victimizer. In these cases, “justice” is transformed 

from a voluptuous victim into an old, overweight, masculine woman. These cartoons 

imply that physical appearance is related to people’s character. In Calderón’s cartoons 

there are also racial implications. Both his heroines and victims tend to be European-
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looking women while victimizers are dark skinned males with mestizo/indigenous 

features. 

Similarly, women are used in the cartoons as metaphors for institutions such as 

political parties. In these cases they are portrayed as beautiful seductresses or 

unattractive—often repulsive—prostitutes. In addition to these caricatures, there is a 

plethora of images portraying women in stereotypical female occupations such as 

teachers, maids, nurses and nuns. While these cartoons are denouncing abuses of power, 

they continue to show the “abstract, stereotyped, negative images” of women found by 

Gilmartin and Brunn (1998) in the US in the 1990s.  

But not all cartoons portray negative stereotypes. In La Jornada I frequently 

found images of middle class women talking about politics. At the same time, while these 

images recognize women as informed participants in the political life of the country, they 

are often situated in domestic contexts; for instance, in one cartoon a woman is portrayed 

talking to her hairdresser at the beauty parlor. I am not sure whether these representations 

work positively by blurring the distinctions between the public and private spheres or, on 

the other hand, whether settings trivialize the conversations of political issues, turning the 

discussion into gossip.  

Indigenous women are also commonly used as commentators on politics in La 

Jornada. They are drawn to look like the many indigenous women vendors that walk the 

streets of Mexico’s large cities carrying their infants, selling handicrafts and candy or 

asking for money. These cartoons portray indigenous women who are well aware of their 

oppression and have sharp insights on the classist and racist politics that affect them.12  

These images counteract the already existing racist images that are either “openly 

                                                 
12 Contrasting with the images of indigenous women are portrayals of Mexico’s wealthy. Women who 

represent this group are older and dressed in long ball dresses, looking like aristocrats from the beginning 

of the 1900s. Men are also frequent in these representations.    
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hostile,” or discriminate “through a form of paternalistic love” (Martínez Nova, 2003, p 

249).  

Of all the cartoonists, Paco Calderón from Reforma portrays non-political women 

in the most varied ways. Perhaps it is “easier” for him because many of his cartoons are 

like vignettes that tell a story portraying his critique of Mexican idiosyncrasy. These 

stories contain multiple characters, thus from time to time we see a woman scientist, a 

female police officer, and a journalist. He also uses his space in the editorial pages to 

praise public figures he admires, many of them accomplished women. However, his 

rhetoric can be contradictory. In a cartoon that attempts to show his admiration for 

women, he refers to them as “a fascinating enigma” who “are at once worker and queen, 

swan and lioness, mother hen and black widow,” (Calderón, 2004). Calderón’s 

admiration for women is obscured by the dichotomies he evokes. He turns women into 

“mysterious” beings that embody a series of stereotypes. In addition to this revealing 

cartoon, there is the fact that he often makes young women look like Barbie dolls. 

Other cartoonists also show admiration for accomplished women, including 

female public figures —such as writers and intellectuals— in their cartoons. In my 

sample female athletes received much praise from cartoonists who portrayed them as 

examples of strong, hardworking Mexican women. In most instances these athletes were 

used to shame incompetent politicians, especially female ones. These cartoons were 

published during the different Olympic games that took place from 2002-2012; the 

female athletes portrayed had won various medals for Mexico. 

Caricaturists also praise a couple of women in public service. For instance, Magú 

(2010) has a cartoon of Marisol Valles, a 20-year old woman who was appointed county 

chief of police in a region that has been seriously affected by drug related violence —and 

where having her position is like receiving a death sentence. The cartoon is named 
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“Cambio Climático” (“Climate Change”) and it sarcastically comments on how times 

have changed in regard to gender roles. In the image Valles sits at a desk adorned with a 

‘feminine’ touch: a vase and a pink rose. The only sign of change is that this woman is 

wearing a police uniform and the sign on her desk identifies her as chief. The cartoon is 

accompanied by a written commentary that reads “…and the day will come, when men 

stay in charge of our small family diners and beauty salons.” Magú is taunting his readers 

with the ‘terrifying’ idea that gender roles will be erased —or even worse, reversed— 

because one woman stepped out of her expected role; he is also showing us that the 

“climate” has hardly changed. 

Calderón has two cartoons that do a better job at challenging representations of 

women. In “Dos Mujeres un Comino” (“Two Women and We Don’t Give a Damn”),13  

he endorses two women who were proposed to lead the Federal Institute for 

Transparency (IFAI) (2009). The cartoon starts with a statement criticizing the rhetoric of 

gender equity in the country. He posits that everyone claims to be for women’s 

empowerment, until they face real women. To illustrate his position on this matter he has 

the Biblical character, Eve shoving an apple down the serpent’s throat. He then includes 

images of the two female candidates to lead the IFAI and lists the negative comments 

they have received from the public opinion, such as: “She is not an expert,” “she is a 

master of disguise” or “she is just interested in the limelight.” Calderón closes his 

vignette by saying that he knows both of these women personally and they are both more 

than qualified for the position. This cartoon speaks of how caricaturists construct 

themselves as the authority on how politicians and public figures should be read. In the 

                                                 
13 The title literally reads “Two Women One Cumin.” It is referencing a Telenovela named “Dos Mujeres 

un Camino” (“Two women one Road”) about two women who are in love with the same man. However, 

the title replaces “Camino” (road) for “Comino” (cumin). It references a Mexican expression that can be 

literally translated as “I give a cumin” and means “I don’t give a damn.”   
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case of the Mexican newspapers it is always a male who judges the character of male and 

female politicians, and who crafts the gender rhetoric in these cartoons.  

The second cartoon shows Marinela Servitje, director of Papalote Museo del Niño 

(Kite Children’s Museum). She is also a leading member of a campaign to raise funds to 

revive Chapultepec —a national monument, and the most important park in Mexico City 

(2004b). In the cartoon Servitje is drawn as a knight in shining armor fighting an 

enormous rat that represents both the infestation within the park and what Calderón 

considers to be a corrupt local government. This image of a female warrior stands out in a 

rhetorical landscape where public women are not frequently portrayed in positive ways, 

and especially not as brave fighters who actively seek to accomplish a commendable 

goal.  

Finally, I found a few cartoons that address “women’s issues.” I mention two by 

Palomo a cartoonist for Reforma.14 The first one is called “Chuza” (“Strike”) (2004); it 

shows a smiling voluptuous woman about to score a strike in a bowling game. In the 

cartoon, the bowling ball is the “morning after pill” and the pins that she is about to take 

down are actually a group of Catholic priests. By showing a woman comfortable and 

happy in her skin as she scores this triumph, the image celebrates women taking 

ownership of their own sexuality and reproductive rights. The second cartoon is named 

“Día Internacional de la Mujer/ Esculturas” (“International Women’s Day/ Sculptures”) 

(2005). It shows a display of various sculptures, all portraying the Venus symbol. There 

is a group of people looking at the art, some of them smile, and others have an 

expressionless face, as if they do not “get it.” One of these is an indigenous woman 

carrying two babies on her back, with a third one in her arms and holding the hand of a 

                                                 
14 I name cartoonists by the name or nickname that they use to sign their work. Palomo is originally from 

Chile, but has been living in Mexico since his exile in 1973. 
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fourth one. Among the crowd we see two women cleaning the floor: one down on her 

hands and knees scrubbing, the other one is mopping. By using these abstract sculptures 

Palomo is criticizing a celebration that remains abstract and does not have an impact in 

the lives of real women. 

It is important to emphasize that all the cartoonists from La Jornada and Reforma 

are male —and as far as I know this is true for the rest of the national newspapers. Thus, 

although some cartoonists express their solidarity with women, few images portray them 

as strong and independent. Furthermore, as illustrated with Calderón’s cartoons the 

rhetoric surrounding gender can be confusing or contradictory. I also understand that 

cartoons are not commonly known for portraying admiration, but to criticize the 

powerful.  

As mentioned before, in spite of the ideological differences between the 

cartoonists from La Jornada and Reforma, their portrayals of women are not significantly 

disparate. Differences between the cartoons featured in these newspapers are greater 

when they represent non-politicians. In these portrayals, markers of class and race are 

used in contrasting ways. Cartoonists from La Jornada tend to portray people from 

middle and lower classes as savvy political commentators. These commentators are 

drawn with dark skin or indigenous features, clashing with generalized prejudice that 

constructs indigenous and poor people as ignorant. In Reforma —and specifically in 

cartoons drawn by Calderón—people with dark skin and indigenous features are often the 

villains of the story. They represent violence and ignorance, while people with fair skin 

and European features are shown as “good” citizens. While this is the general tendency in 

cartoons by Calderón, there are exceptions. As previously discussed, his iconic figure for 

the incipient Mexican democracy, is often portrayed as an indigenous young woman/girl. 
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The examination of representations of women in political cartoons, serves to 

outline the rhetorical landscape in which editorial cartoons of female politicians are 

located. Although a significant percentage of images depicting female politicians do not 

rely on gender in order to construct their political commentary, more than 50% do portray 

markers of gender in subtle or explicit ways. In some cases, gender markers might 

contribute to construct a more diverse image of politicians. However, themes found in 

this section, such as the sexualization of women’s bodies and the references to 

stereotypical female occupations, resurface in cartoons portraying female politicians, and 

serve to curtail their power. How cartoonists construct their criticism of female 

politicians is the focus of the next section.  

Female politicians in Mexican cartoons 

For this project I examined editorial cartoons published daily from 2002-2012 and 

scanned every cartoon that portrayed or referenced a female politician. My archival 

research collected 1,472 cartoons portraying or referencing female politicians; 976 from 

La Jornada and 496 from Reforma. As the methods chapter explained, these images were 

divided in two large categories. The first category corresponds to female politicians 

portrayed by themselves or with others who are not in politics. In these cartoons female 

politicians are the protagonists of the editorial commentary. The second large category 

contains mix-gender cartoons, where female and male politicians interact with each other 

In this section I analyze editorial cartoons that portray only female politicians. 

Out of the 1,472 cartoons portraying or referencing female politicians, 524 fall into this 

category; they appear either by themselves, with other female colleagues, or with 

background characters. The remaining 948 images correspond to mix-gender cartoons. 

These numbers are significant because they show that in more than 60% of the cartoons, 
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female politicians are portrayed with their male counterparts. Beyond the fact that most 

politicians are male, this high number of mix-gender cartoons suggests that women 

require the company and supervision of men in order to perform as politicians. 

In spite of the large number of cartoons collected from Mexican newspapers, 80% 

of the portrayals concentrate on five highly visible female politicians. Thus, the 

categories that emerge from this analysis are heavily influenced by their political histories 

and personalities. Both of my large categories —female only and mix-gender— include 

depictions of foreign politicians, mainly from the U.S. Thus, I also analyze the way 

Mexican cartoonists portray politicians such as Hillary Clinton and Condoleezza Rice.   

The current chapter focuses on female politicians as protagonists of political 

cartoons. When examining these cartoons, I first separated them into two large groups: 

one where gender did not play an explicit role and another one where gender is part of the 

argument. As previously discussed, cartoons provide arguments, not only through words, 

but also through images (Cloud, 2003; Palczewski, 2005). In some cases the 

categorization was very easy, for some of the cartoons use gender in very explicit ways to 

make an argument; other cases are much more subtle and the distinction is not so clear. I 

placed in the first category those cartoons that would pass a gender reversibility test. That 

is, they could have replaced the female politician with a male one and it would not have 

made a difference —except for the fact that most women are wearing skirt suits, or in the 

case of Beatriz Paredes a traditional huipil.15 

I identified 191 cartoons (36%) as part of the first category and an additional 107 

(20%) in a “subtle” category. Here I placed cartoons that highlight women’s bodies or 

appearance in subtle ways. The definition of subtle is complicated here because 

                                                 
15 A Native American attire. 
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caricatures are anything but that, they purposefully exaggerate certain features of the 

characters portrayed. In the case of female politicians, hair, lips, nails, make-up, shoes, 

and other dress accessories are commonly highlighted or exaggerated. Sometimes these 

portrayals match the styles of the women being represented, sometimes they do not. For 

instance, one would think from these images that all female politicians wear long nails, 

when in fact they rarely do. One could argue that long nails and make-up have no bearing 

on women’s actions, but the fact that cartoonists focus on these details when mocking or 

criticizing powerful women shows that the femininity/competitiveness double bind is still 

commonly and perhaps effectively deployed to undermine women. At the same time, 

some of these “subtle” representations could be contributing to a more diverse idea of 

what politicians should look like. To clarify, I use the subtle category in order to make a 

distinction between cartoons that emphasize a stereotypical gender marker, such as long 

nails or make-up, versus cartoons that explicitly use a gendered stereotype and portray 

female politicians as dominatrix or mothers.  

In political cartoons images and words work together to create meaning. Thus, the 

next set of cartoons that I placed in the “subtle” category is there not because of the 

visual rhetoric but because of the words they use, particularly in naming the politicians. 

Differential naming practices are one of the subtle ways in which media discriminates on 

the basis of gender —whether consciously or not. Media are more likely to use first 

names for women and last names or full names for men (Carlin & Winfrey, 2009). First 

names are a sign of familiarity, last names a sign of respect. Since cartoons do not 

attempt to be respectful, we see more male politicians called by their first name than 

usual, but this practice is still more commonly used to name women. Thus, the many 

cartoons that name Elba, Rosario, Beatriz, and even “La Hilaria” (“The Hillary”) (Fisgón, 

2010).  The last names of female politicians are mostly included when they can be used 
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as wordplay; for instance Beatriz Paredes building a wall (Paredes means walls) (Rocha, 

2012). Also in this category are the cartoons that use nicknames and diminutives to name 

the women portrayed. The most common nickname is “La Maestra” (The Teacher) for 

Elba Esther Gordillo, and the most frequent diminutive is “Chepina” for Josefina 

Vazquez Mota.  

An example of the use of diminutives in the “subtle” category is found in “Lo que 

sabe la secre” (“What the ‘secre’ knows”) (Fisgón, 2006). The cartoon portrays the 

Secretary of Social Development and refers to her as “secre” which is short for 

“secretaria” (secretary); the term used for female administrative assistants. In this 

cartoon, the recently appointed Secretary, Ana Teresa de Anda, goes through a mental list 

of things she does and does not know. The cartoon portrays her as ignorant and 

inexperienced, a critique that is not far from the truth, since De Anda did not have much 

political experience, and only had a high school diploma. Visually, the cartoon could 

almost pass a gender reversibility test —it does emphasize one of De Anda’s 

characteristic scarves. But the title is clearly gendered with the use of the diminutive 

“secre.” “Secre” is at best a paternalist name, but can be used in a derogatory way. 

As mentioned before, approximately 44% of the editorial cartoons collected from 

La Jornada and Reforma fall into the category that explicitly uses gender in the 

representation of female politicians. Most of the cartoons in this category resonate with 

three stereotypes identified by Kanter’s (1977; 1993) analysis of women in corporations: 

the mother, the seductress, and the iron maiden. Accordingly, I identify three main 

themes in cartoons that depict female politicians. First, I examine portrayals of domestic 

women and other motherly stereotypes. Second, I analyze cartoons that sexualize female 

politicians, and third, I examine masculine representations.  
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Domestic women and motherly stereotypes 

The first theme in this categorization includes stereotypes that refer to women 

who stay at home and play the roles of housewife and mother. I also include other 

“motherly stereotypes” that display traditionally female occupations: teachers, nurses, 

and nuns. Although in the following cartoons female politicians are not represented as 

mothers per se, the depictions link them to this stereotype by portraying them in the 

private sphere of the home.  

One example of these depictions is found in “La Canciller Espinosa” (Chancellor 

Espinosa) (Fisgón, 2011). In this image Patricia Espinosa, the Secretary of Foreign 

affairs, stands with a bloodied mop in her hand; there is also a bucket filled with blood on 

the floor next to her. Espinosa is wearing a cardigan and a checkered apron; on her head 

she dons a buffoon hat. She explains that Washington’s travel warnings due to the drug 

violence in Mexico do not affect the country’s image; “for we continue to be savage and 

brutish to them.” The cartoon exposes Espinosa as a powerless clown who can only clean 

after the mess of others.   

A second cartoon portraying a female politician doing house chores depicts 

Hillary Clinton hanging bloodied dollar bills on a clothesline in her backyard, which is 

shaped like the Mexican territory (Rocha, 2011). The Secretary of State seems like a 

housewife who is content to bring her kids’ clothes out to dry. I question what these 

images of domesticity do for women, even in cartoons where women are not being 

criticized. Like one by Magú (2008), where former presidential candidate Patricia 

Mercado is commended for trying to clean her dirty party —represented by three filthy 

pigs. Does the image of her holding a bucket, a broom and a mop show a woman who is 

hands on, ready to work? Or does it re-inscribe her in a domestic setting where women 

are left to clean after others.  
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Another version of women doing chores is found in images of politicians in the 

kitchen; a recurring portrayal of presidential candidate Josefina Vazquez Mota. Putting 

her in a kitchen was a somewhat “easy” joke for cartoonists because of her name. 

“Chepina” is the common nickname for all Josefinas in Mexico, also the name of an old 

and famous cooking show called “La cocina de Chepina” (“Chepina’s kitchen”). Thus, 

the cartoons showing Vázquez Mota in the kitchen planning to cook some Cordero 

(lamb), referring to the last name of the pre-candidate she was competing with for the 

nomination of her party (Camacho, 2011). 

To analyze these images it is pertinent to discuss the opposition of the public and 

private spheres, where the first one has historically been constructed as a privileged, 

masculine space, while the later is identified as feminine (Millet, 2002; Warner, 2002). 

This opposition is translated to patriarchal notions of leadership, where power resides in 

“male or male-identified” leaders, and women are relegated to “service roles” that are not 

as valued (Muir & Taylor, 2009, p. 5). In terms of perspective by incongruity, all these 

representations reclassify women’s public and political actions and turn them into private, 

domestic work. By bringing female politicians into the private sphere, cartoonists are 

stripping them of their power.    

Female politicians are also represented in stereotypical feminine professions or 

occupations. The teacher is the most common one. This is due in part to the high number 

of cartoons dedicated to Elba Esther Gordillo, the now imprisoned union leader who is 

also known as “La Maestra” (The Teacher). But she is not the only one portrayed in this 

way. The image titled “Condoleezza” shows the former Secretary of State from the 

shoulders up (Ahumada, 2005). She is smiling candidly while holding a ruler in her hand, 

as she asks “kid Vicente” if he did his homework; Vicente refers to former president 

Vicente Fox. In the image Ms. Rice, wearing a checkered bloused buttoned all the way up 
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and a small pearl earring, looks like a demure teacher from the 1950s. She does not look 

threatening like other teachers in this sample do; rather, she looks maternal. The cartoon 

reveals the paternalistic relationship between Mexico and the U.S. In this case Ms. Rice 

is like a benign mother dealing with a child. There is however a latent threat, represented 

by the ruler, which was frequently used by teachers to discipline unruly students.   

Finally I examine an image of a motherly stereotype taken to the dark side. The 

cartoon is called “Morelia Presidencial” (“Presidential Morelia”) (Calderón, 2011).16 It 

shows Luisa María Calderón, the candidate for governor of the state of Michoacán —and 

sister of former President Felipe Calderón— dressed as a Catholic nun. Ms. Calderón is 

also known as “Cocoa” (the word has the same meaning in English and Spanish), a 

childhood nickname that she uses even in her official facebook page. The cartoon plays 

with the cocoa theme, and shows Calderón holding a tray with hot cocoa, cocoa powder 

and milk. The milk is not the regular kind; the packaging has the face of Elba Esther 

Gordillo and is labeled as “mala leche” (“bad milk,” an expression used to point out that 

someone is acting with wicked intentions). A golden sign next to Calderón states “Bitter, 

guaranteed,” and a sentence below reads “To eat it with your PAN;” PAN is the party 

represented by Calderón but the acronym also means bread. Drawn as a nun with crazy 

eyes and a threatening smile, Ms. Calderón —who comes from a very Catholic family— 

represents a wolf dressed in sheep’s clothing. The cartoon implies that although her 

candidacy may seem innocent, just like a nun offering you a nice hot cup of chocolate, 

you’re in for a bitter experience.    

The cartoons examined above demonstrate that cartoonists turn to the Great 

Mother archetype to represent women in politics. In these cartoons the Great Mother is 

                                                 
16 Morelia is the capital of the state of Michoacán, where Ms. Calderón was running for governor. 
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materialized in images of domesticity and other traditionally feminine stereotypes. 

Although stereotypes are deployed for different purposes we see women in roles that fill 

the cultural expectations surrounding their gender; expectations that are far away from 

the political arena. Another strategy that undermines women’s political power consists in 

portraying them as sex objects; the following section addresses these representations.   

Sexualizing female politicians 

In this category I include depictions that sexualize and objectify women. 

According to Carlin and Winfrey (2009), the sex object stereotype manifests itself in all 

representations that focus on clothing and appearance. That is the case of a cartoon of 

Rosario Robles, former governor of Mexico City. The cartoon called “Robles se 

preocupa” (“Robles worries”) was published when a declaration confirming her 

participation in a previous corruption scandal came out (Ahumada, 2005). In the image 

Robles is dressed with a striped prison shirt and small pearl earrings. Her hair and make-

up look impeccable; her face remains expressionless as she asks herself: “Will I look 

good in this?” The cartoon reinforces the idea that women are frivolous and care more 

about their appearance than anything else.     

The following set of images contains examples of the sexualization of female 

politicians. Cartoonists follow different strategies when portraying women in this way. 

When women are young and attractive they are made to look somewhere between sexy 

and slutty; meanwhile older women are drawn to look ridiculous. One example for the 

latter case is an image of former PRI president, Beatriz Paredes.17 In the cartoon called 

“El PRI y sus votantes” (“The PRI and its voters”) she is dressed as a dominatrix 

(Helguera, 2009). Her black dress however, is not very sexy; it keeps the loose shape of 

                                                 
17 Partido Revolucionario Institucional (PRI) is the political party that governed Mexico for 71 years (from 

1929-2000). In 2012 they won the Presidency back with Enrique Peña Nieto. 
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the traditional huipiles that Paredes is recognized for wearing.18 It is not short either; we 

can barely see her fishnet stockings as her black boots come up just below the knee. 

Paredes wears a black leather collar and wrist restraints while holding a whip in her right 

hand; her left hand is on her waist as she props her left leg up on a ballot box that 

contains votes for her party. She represents the PRI and talks to its supporters when she 

says: “The fiscal packet was painful….veeery painful, right worms?”   

Another example of sexualization of women’s bodies for ridicule is found in 

“Felicidades” (“Congratulations”) (Helguera, 2007). This cartoon shows Elba Esther 

Gordillo in nothing but a black bra coming out of a giant cake. The cartoon was 

published on the first year anniversary of Felipe Calderón’s presidency. For many, 

including for this cartoonist, Gordillo was responsible for Calderón’s victory and thus the 

power behind the President. More than mocking Gordillo the cartoonist is sending a 

message to Calderón’s government, saying: This —a somewhat monstrous Elba Esther— 

is what you asked for when you accepted her help.  

Unlike the two previous examples, the following images show how cartoons 

sexualize women who are young and/or considered attractive. Although these politicians 

are also being mocked, they are rendered trivial because they are turned into sexual 

objects. The first example is a cartoon that portrays delegate Dolores Padierna showing 

an exceptional amount of cleavage, in a minuscule black dress with a white apron 

(Calderón, 2006). This voluptuous representation of Padierna strides across the room in 

her high black heels as she holds a bucket and a mop. Her red lips part in an eerie smile 

that shows all her teeth, her eyes are closed and black with heavy makeup. In a classist 

Mexican society portraying someone as a maid reads as a big insult, especially when she 

                                                 
18 Hupiles are the traditional dresses made and worn by indigenous women in different parts of Mexico.  
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is dressed this way: she is not only a “sirvienta” (servant), but also a whore. The cartoon 

argues that Padierna —whose husband was in jail for corruption— had been chosen to 

supervise the transparency in the recount of the votes in the 2006 presidential election. 

The cartoonist argues that her role as the guardian of a clean election is a mockery, and 

chooses to humiliate Padierna by turning her into a sex object and doing some slut 

shaming along the way. 

The following cartoon shows two Mexico City delegates engaged in a match of 

mud wrestling (Llera, 2006). In the image, Lorena Villavicencio dons a yellow bathing 

suit as she applies an armlock to Leticia Robles who is lying face down in the mud in her 

black bikini. Both women wear black heel boots and have the symbol of their party —

PRD— tattooed in different parts of their bodies: one in the shoulder, the other one in her 

buttocks. The facial features of these two young politicians are masculinized in this 

cartoon that attempts to show the internal party disputes led by these two women.  In the 

background a referee smiles without intervening and exclaims, “Everything is valid to put 

on a show.”  

This cartoon was published after a political conflict turned violent when 

Villavicencio accused Robles of setting fire to a van carrying her political advertisement. 

Robles then sued Villavicencio for defamation. Although it is part of a cartoonist job to 

reveal the humor in these situations, portraying two female politicians in bikinis, 

engaging in a mud fight is openly sexist. Mud fights are spectacles that objectify women 

for the satisfaction of the male gaze.  

The cartoons described above construct women as sex objects in different ways. 

Young and attractive women are turned into a trivial but “desirable” spectacle. For older, 

and presumably unattractive women, the incongruity resides in portraying them as 

desirable, resulting in a grotesque spectacle. In the case of both Gordillo and Paredes, the 
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sex object stereotype overlaps with that of the iron maiden, which is deployed against 

women who are regarded as tough and masculine. Regardless of the strategy, the sex 

object stereotype is damaging to all women because the focus on sexuality tends to erase 

everything else about them (Kanter, 1993).   

In opposition to the sex object trope, Kanter (1993) identifies the stereotype of the 

“iron maiden.” She argues that strong women who claim “full rights to the group” and 

exhibit “competence in a forthright manner” are perceived as “suspicious” and often 

“stereotyped as tougher than they are” (p. 236). In the next section I examine cartoons 

that deploy this stereotype and represent female politicians as masculine characters.  

Napoleon, Uncle Sam and other masculine representations 

For Carlin and Winfrey (2009), women who are cast as iron maidens either go 

against gender expectations for being “too masculine” —and are therefore punished with 

ridicule— or represent the same characteristics that voters disapprove of in male 

politicians. The following cartoons show how “iron ladies” are portrayed as male figures 

that display masculine characteristics. Union leader Elba Esther Gordillo is the politician 

most frequently represented in this trope: she is Al Capone, King Louis XIV, and 

recurrently Napoleon. The Napoleon representation is partly used by cartoonists because 

it allows them to play with Gordillo’s first name: Elba. It is the same name of the island 

where Napoleon spent his last days in exile. Interestingly, the other two women who 

share this category are U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton and Secretary of Homeland 

Security, Janet Napolitano.  

In “Alerta Metiche” (“Nosy Alert”), Hillary Clinton is depicted as Uncle Sam 

(Rocha, 2012b). She wears the tailcoat, vest, and striped-trousers, as well as the tall hat 

with a band of stars. In her right hand she holds a baseball bat with a sharp nail poking 
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out of it. This type of bat or stick with thorns or nails is known as a “garrote” in Mexico, 

and it is commonly used as a symbol to represent authoritarianism and the use of force. 

The cartoon was published a few days before Clinton visited Mexico in 2012. In the 

cartoon, she declares: “With our undercover agents spread across the country, Mexico is 

very unsafe.”  

Meanwhile in “Lost in Translation” Janet Napolitano is represented as a cowboy; 

hat, boots, and spurs included (Rocha, 2012 c). She stands next to a wooden fence 

representing the border and points to a poster with the image of El Chapo —Mexico’s 

most infamous drug lord. The poster reads: “Wanted dead or alive;” however the word 

dead has been scratched out. Smoke comes out from Napolitano’s finger, just like a 

smoking gun, as she declares: “I am not suggesting that this should be the law of the Wild 

West.” The cartoon was published after Napolitano told Mexican Secretary of Interior in 

a conjoined press conference that the U.S. was going to deal with El Chapo just like it did 

with Osama Bin Laden.19 The statement was not received well in Mexico and the 

government immediately declared that the translator had confused Napolitano’s words.  

Both of these cartoons go beyond representing Clinton and Napolitano, who also 

serve as metaphors of the U.S. Through these representations, cartoonists denounce the 

imperialist neighbor that curtails Mexico’s sovereignty. However, these masculine and 

excessive representations can also be understood as a response to the challenge that both 

women pose to cultural gender expectations (Sloop, 2004). While affording a critical 

stance toward US colonization and economic influence, these cartoons still reify women 

in politics as outsiders playing at being masculine leaders. 

                                                 
19 El Chapo escaped from prison in 2001 and has been a fugitive ever since 
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Just as women are represented as males in order to give them ‘masculine’ 

characteristics —which do not bestow credibility but engender horror— gendered 

representations are used to emasculate male politicians. Thus, there are cartoons that 

show male politicians as brides, ballerinas and fairies. Mexican cartoonists seem to have 

a particular fascination with Little Red Riding Hood and Alice in Wonderland, since they 

are both recurring characters in their imagery. While gendered representations are not just 

deployed against female politicians; they do hurt women more than men because they 

reinforce the idea that men are the ones that belong in power. Thus, when a man is not up 

to the task, he is depicted as a woman or as effeminate.   

In addition to masculine representations, there is another trope that is used to 

discipline women who transgress gendered expectations. That is the figure of the 

monster. Stereotypes seem inadequate to address these depictions. Therefore, I analyze 

them within the framework of the Great Mother archetype and through the concept of the 

monstrous feminine (Creed, 1993).  

Elba Esther Gordillo as the monster of Mexican politics  

The monstrous category contains ten percent of all the cartoons of female 

politicians represented by themselves. Interestingly, all but three cartoons —out of 55— 

represent union leader Elba Esther Gordillo. In these images Gordillo embodies 

monstrous icons and recognizable fairy tale characters; she is the devil, Frankenstein, 

Medusa, the wolf from Little Red Riding Hood, and the witch from Snow White. She is 

also drawn as an animal, always maintaining a monstrous quality: a reptile, a toad, and a 

queen bee. In other cases her face is deformed to become monster-like (Ahumada 2006; 

Fisgón, 2003; Hernández, 2007).  
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These monstrous representations can be examined as a manifestation of the Great 

Mother Archetype. According to Jung (2010), when taken to the dark side, the primordial 

image of the Great Mother signifies terror, “the world of the dead, anything that 

devours…poisons” (p.16). Throughout the different cartoons Gordillo embodies one or 

all of these things. Jung’s description fits perfectly with Barbara Creed’s (1993) concept 

of the monstrous-feminine. Creed argues that female monsters are more horrifying than 

male monsters because of their sexuality. The monster trope is used to signify a 

transgression of borders, “a collapse of the boundaries between human and animal” (p. 

10). In the case of Gordillo, the monster might be a recurring trope because, as Creed 

explains “abjection also occurs where the individual is a hypocrite, a liar” (p. 10); these 

characteristics are also often used to define this female politician. 

The other three monstrous representations in these cartoons are of PRI leader 

Beatriz Paredes, who is represented as the Cyclops Polyphemus (Calderón, 2010), and 

two U.S. politicians: Condoleezza Rice and Janet Napolitano. None of these 

representations are as horrifying as those of Gordillo. Rice is pretty much herself, but 

with very large lips and even larger teeth (Palomo, 2004). What makes her monstrous is a 

set of tentacles that come out from under the table where she sits. She is half human, half 

monster. And although her tentacles are monstrous, they also represent U.S. foreign 

policy, with its tentacles extending all over the world. Again, the import of the cartoon is 

critical toward the US while using the availability of the monstrous woman trope to make 

its point. In Napolitano’s case, her face is distorted, and there is a faint resemble to the 

hunchback of Notre Dame, but at the same time she looks human as she discusses 

Operation Fast and Furious (Helguera, 2011).20   

                                                 
20 A “gun walking” operation led by  the U.S. Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives. It 

took place between 2009 and 2011 and turned into a scandal after the guns sold to Mexican cartels were 

used to kill a Border Patrol officer. The Mexican government had no knowledge of the operation. 
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There are of course representations of male monsters in political cartoons. 

However, they are not concentrated in just one person. The variety of male politicians 

represented in this way is greater, and all of those cartoons together are about the same 

number that exists for Gordillo alone.21 Furthermore, male politicians are more often 

drawn as “funny” monsters and while they have monstrous characteristics added to them 

—horns, a tail, fangs— they still look human (Helguera, 1009; Rocha, 2006). I have a 

hard time believing that Gordillo is the evilest of them all and argue that the large number 

of cartoons and their viciousness has to do with her being a woman. As Sloop explains, 

transgressions of gendered expectations are disciplined with grotesque and excessive 

representations. In Gordillo’s case, there is also the fact that she was or at least was 

perceived to be the second most powerful politician in Mexico; only second to the 

President who, as we will see in the next chapter, is frequently portrayed following her 

orders. Gordillo’s representations show that there is a correlation between the real power 

that a female politician holds, and the sexism and excess in her depictions.  

In addition to the monstrous trope, there is one last category that does not fall into 

the mother, seductress or iron maiden stereotypes. This category consists of cartoons that 

explicitly reflect on the increasing incursion of women in politics. Some of these cartoons 

exhibit an antifeminist backlash, by arguing that even if Mexico was ready to be 

governed by women, there are no competent female politicians up to the task. 

Women in politics 

The final category examines cartoons that explicitly address the issue of women 

in politics.  I found several images where cartoonists lament that the existing female 

politicians are the ones that represent women in the political arena. In “Una de tres” 

                                                 
21 Although I did not do an exhaustive search of these cartoons I base my arguments on 27 images that I 

collected. 
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(“One of the three”) Calderón (2002) shows three politicians wearing the presidential 

sash; each one representing a different party. To the right is the First Lady Marta 

Sahagún, representing the conservative PAN. Her hand points at her chest as if she is 

‘surprised’ that Mexico chose her. At the center is Beatriz Paredes, legislator from the 

PRI; she is clasping her hands together and donning a Machiavellian smile. To the left of 

the image is Rosario Robles, president of the left wing PRD.22 She looks ecstatic as she 

holds a piglet in her hands —representing a dirty party.  The bottom of the cartoon reads: 

“Moral of the story: Free Gloria Trevi!” Calderón is heavily criticizing what he believes 

would be the three options that the country would face if it were to have a woman 

president. He mocks these politicians further by implying that he would rather have 

singer Gloria Trevi as President.23  

Cartoonists have a lot to say about what they consider a hypocritical invocation of 

gender equity when it comes to women in politics. Helguera (2006) for instance, 

criticizes a political spot that claims that women play a fundamental role in the 

conservative PAN. For Helguera, this fundamental role is stealing from the Mexican 

people, thus he portrays three female politicians carrying huge bags of money: First Lady 

Marta Sahagún, with her son; Carmen Segura, Director of the National Lottery; and 

Josefina Vazquez Mota, Secretary of Social Development. All of these women had been 

accused of corruption or of using public money for partisan ends.  

In “Las muertas del empoderamiento” (Dead from empowerment), Magú (2004) 

is referencing “Las Muertas de Juárez” (The dead of Juárez), the label assigned to women 

murdered in the infamous border town. The cartoon shows four shallow graves 

                                                 
22 Sahagún is not in politics anymore, Paredes and Robles have different positions in the current 

Presidency; here I name the position they held at the time the cartoon was published. 
23 Trevi was at the time serving a prison sentence over charges of corrupting minors. Throughout her career 

Trevi has criticized Mexican politicians and has declared that she would like to run for President. 
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surrounded by flies, each one with a pair of legs sticking out. We know these legs belong 

to women because they all wear high heels, and because each grave is marked with a 

name: Elba Esther, Rosario Robles, Marta, and Laura Valdés. The cartoon also contains a 

written commentary that reads: “Yes, Mexico is ready to be governed by a woman…what 

we now need are women who can govern us.” 

Meanwhile, Calderón (2002) criticizes the laws that require political parties to 

register a 30% quota of female politicians as candidates. His cartoon “Cuota y Cuita” 

(“Quota and Misfortune”) portrays a distressed woman looking down at her foot that has 

been shackled to a ball and chain. The ball is labeled with “30%”. The woman holds her 

hand up and two of her fingers touch a gigantic male finger that represents the 70%. For 

Calderón, male politicians are still in charge and it does not seem that women are up to 

the task that they are now required to perform. In later years cartoonists criticized what 

became a common practice for political parties that wanted to get around these quotas 

(Magú, 2009; Sifuentes 2012). Parties would nominate so-called “Juanitas,” women to 

hold legislative positions, and when the time to start came these women would argue that 

for personal reasons they could not continue to perform their legislative duties; they 

would then pass the position to a male relative. In 2012 Congress finally passed a law 

that prohibited this practice.   

Although I expected a higher number of cartoons deploying overtly sexist 

rhetoric, I found that most images (56%) do not even rely on gendered representations. 

However, there is still a high percentage (20%) that subtly trivializes or undermines 

women in power and a large percentage (44%) of cartoons that do so in more explicit 

ways. In the next section, there are no subtleties. Explicitly gendered and often sexist 

cartoons are the norm in portrayals of First Ladies; a category of political women that 

deserves a separate analysis.   
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A First Lady sequesters La Jornada and Reforma 

First Ladies are an important part of the political sphere due to the symbolic and 

instrumental roles they play in a Presidency (Edwards & Chen, 2006). While female 

politicians are generally underrepresented in political cartoons, First Ladies tend to be 

non-existent.  However, these Mexican newspapers from 2002-2012, represent a unique 

case for presidential spouses. During this decade, the cartoons reflect the hyper-visibility 

of former First Lady Marta Sahagún. 

To illustrate the primacy of First Lady representations, the numbers speak for 

themselves: First Ladies are portrayed in 381 cartoons, almost 26% of the total sample. 

Marta Sahagún is featured in 336 of those images, illustrating the central importance of 

her image in the public eye. Furthermore, this section deals exclusively with the cartoons 

that portray First Ladies as protagonists, either by themselves, with other female 

politicians or with background characters (not male politicians). There are 113 cartoons 

in this category; Sahagún is in all but five. Thus, this analysis is almost completely based 

on her representations. Although Sahagún is not representative of all First Ladies, her 

hyper-visibility in these cartoons is very telling of gender relations in Mexico. Because of 

Sahagún’s dominance in this category this rhetorical analysis is almost completely based 

on her representations. To begin to examine the communicative dimensions of Sahagún’s 

cartoons, it is important to start with a brief context.  

Marta Sahagún was not married to President Vicente Fox before he was elected; 

she was his press secretary during the campaign, and continued to hold this position when 

he won the Presidency in 2000.  They married a year later, on July 2, 2001. The 8am 

Monday wedding took the country by surprise, even when it marked “the end of one of 

Mexico’s worst-kept secrets;” that is the romantic relationship between Sahagún and Fox 

(Sullivan, 2001). Unlike previous First Ladies, Sahagún performed a very public and 
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active role in the Presidency; she is, according to the LA Times, the “first high-powered, 

high profile First Lady” in modern Mexico (Boudreaux, 2003, para. 1). Her active 

participation and high media visibility —which she actively pursued— helped fuel the 

rumors that she was seeking the Presidency for the next sexenio.24 Speculation 

heightened when Fox’s chief of staff resigned, arguing that, “the political ambition of the 

First Lady had forced him to leave his post.” Furthermore, Mr. Durazo wrote an open 

letter that accused Sahagún of “meddling in state affairs and said Mexico was not ready 

for Mr. Fox to leave the presidency to his wife” (Mexico First Lady, 2004, para. 5-6). 

Sahagún replied in a statement she read to reporters that although “Mexico is ready to be 

governed by a woman,” she was not seeking to become a candidate for the Presidency, 

and added that she did not interfere with Fox’s government decisions (para. 8-9) 

This was just one of the many scandals that surrounded Marta Sahagún; there 

were also accusations of fraud and influence peddling involving her charitable foundation 

Vamos México (“Let’s go Mexico”) as well as her sons’ and their millionaire construction 

business. Sahagún also sued a reporter and the political magazine Proceso for defamation 

after they published an article about the annulment of her first marriage. The reporter, 

Olga Wornat, had previously published a book about Sahagún called “La Jefa” (“The 

Boss”). It did not paint a pretty picture of the First Lady, who was portrayed as “an 

obsessive and ruthlessly ambitious woman” who used witchcraft to “trap” the President 

(Boudreaux, 2003, para.  3-5). 

From this context we begin to understand how Marta Sahagún is represented in 

political cartoons. Her portrayals vividly show the disciplining practices that take place 

when First Ladies confront the cultural expectations of womanhood that come with the 

                                                 
24 Sexenio refers to the six-year term of the Presidency in Mexico 
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role of political wife (Edwards, 2009a). The role of the First Lady is an ambivalent one. 

These women have real political power. However, they must embody current notions of 

“ideal womanhood” in order to use it (Kahl, 2009, p. 316). For Burns (2008), the current 

notion of womanhood in the U.S. is a traditional one, where women are expected to stay 

in the private realm and act as caretakers. Mexico seems to hold the same beliefs. Before 

Marta Sahagún, First Ladies kept a low profile. They took on the role of directing the 

National System for Integral Family Development (DIF), a public institution focused on 

the welfare of Mexican families. Except for the occasional photo where they appeared 

surrounded by children, First Ladies were rarely in the newspapers. This all changed with 

Sahagún.  

Although there are a handful of cartoons of Sahagún that I would argue are not 

gendered, most of them do fall into a “gendered” category since she is first of all visible 

for being the President’s wife. In addition to Sahagún there are three First Ladies in this 

series of cartoons. The first one is a “local” First Lady: Maria del Carmen Ramírez (also 

known as Maricarmen). Unfortunately for Ramírez, who was a politician in her own 

right, her representations became an extension of Sahagún’s, since she ran for governor 

while married to one. Ramírez was a Senator while being the “First Lady” of Tlaxcala. 

Her being a Senator was not controversial, but running to succeed her husband did turn 

her into a national celebrity —in a negative way. The other two women in these cartoons 

are Margarita Zavala —President Felipe Calderón’s wife— and Barbara Bush. While Ms. 

Zavala kept a relatively low profile during her husband’s Presidency —especially in 

comparison to her predecessor, Sahagún—she had her own political career long before 

her husband became a candidate.  

The First Lady cartoons repeat most of the themes found in the analysis of female 

politicians, such as the frivolous woman obsessed with appearance and the mother 
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stereotype. The main difference is that there are no cartoons sexualizing the First Lady, 

although there are plenty that fall in the frivolous category. Also, the domesticated wife 

and mother category is the dominant one, which is understandable since we are talking 

about the spouse of the President. 

The frivolous woman 

This category includes cartoons that focus on First Ladies’ appearance. They can 

be very explicit and show them as fashion slaves or be more subtle and highlight their 

eyelashes, hair, make-up, and/or nails. I also include here cartoons that play with 

women’s body language, and show them in a flirting pose. As an example the cartoon 

named “La Elegancia es Natural” (“Elegance comes Naturally”) (Fisgón, 2005). In this 

image Sahagún strikes a flirty pose and says “I do not spend money on clothes since 2004 

and my advisors are very well-prepared: Gianni Versace, Pierre Cardin, and Giorgio 

Armani.” In the image Sahagún is wearing a gown, evening gloves, a purse, jewelry, and 

even a long cigarette holder. This cartoon is representative of the heavy criticism that 

Sahagún received for spending taxpayer’s money on designer clothes while being the 

First Lady—another scandal that marked her time in Los Pinos.25 While I respect and 

agree with the criticism, I find it interesting that it focuses on the First Lady rather than 

on President Fox, who according to a journalistic investigation spent almost double the 

money—public money—on his wardrobe (Arvizu, 2004). While one can find criticism 

towards Fox in written journalism, I did not find cartoons of him flaunting his clothes or 

looking at himself in the mirror. This type of frivolous imagery seems to be reserved for 

women.  

                                                 
25 Los Pinos (The Pine Trees) is the name of the presidential residence 
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As previewed at the beginning of this section, there are a few cartoons portraying 

Tlaxcala Senator and First Lady Maricarmen Ramírez. The cartoons address her 

controversial bid for governor, and mock it by referring to it as a telenovela. The 

comparison to a telenovela serves to turn the situation into a frivolous affair; the 

reference also brings to mind negative and extreme stereotypes of women that are 

commonly exploited by this television genre (Rodríguez, 2003). One of these cartoons is 

called “Fin de la telenovela” (“The end of the telenovela”) (Sifuentes, 2004). It shows 

Maria del Carmen Ramírez clasping her hands in excitement as one male hand passes her 

a crown —like in a beauty pageant. Another set of hands holds a clapboard that reads 

“Tlaxcala elections, 2004.” The cartoon was published after Ramirez’s party —the 

PRD— finally designated her as the candidate for governor of her state —they had 

previously taken the candidacy from her. 

In another cartoon called “Telenovela…” (Rictus, 2004), Marta Sahagún sits on 

front of the television watching a telenovela about Maria del Carmen Ramírez and her 

husband, Alfonso Sánchez Anaya. Tiny hearts and two dialog boxes come out of the 

screen. One represents Sánchez Anaya and reads: “I will not get in your way 

Maricarmen, I will take a leave of absence.”26 To this, Maricarmen replies “Oh! My 

love!” As Sahagún watches, she wipes tears from her eyes and exclaims: “I love happy 

endings!” In reality Sánchez Anaya never gave up his position, however the cartoon 

shows the concerns of the public opinion —probably shared by political parties: that 

                                                 
26 One of the main impediments for Ramírez’s candidacy was the concern of the national leadership of her 

party that she would benefit from her husband’s position as governor. Thus, the PRD asked Sánchez Anaya 

to take a leave of absence during the final months of office so that the elections would not be tainted by his 

influence. Sánchez Anaya refused, and argued that his wife still had the right to run for his position. 
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Sahagún would take Ramírez’s case as a precedent to run for the Presidency in an attempt 

to succeed her husband.27 

Images of domesticity: Housewife and mother  

As advanced earlier, the images that portray First Ladies as wives and mothers are 

much more common than they are with other female politicians. As with female 

politicians, there are a couple of images that portray the First Lady doing house chores, or 

with house cleaning utensils (Rocha, 2003; 2005). In a cartoon called “En el Hogar” (“In 

the Home”) Sahagún is shown knitting, but unlike other housewives she sits in the 

presidential chair. Furthermore, she is knotting her own Presidential sash (Rictus, 2003). 

This cartoon depicts the blurring between the public and private spheres that 

characterized Sahagún’s time in Los Pinos and that caused great turmoil in Mexican 

politics. While First Ladies are already located at a delicate intersection between the 

public and the private, ultimately they are expected to remain in the private realm (Burns, 

2008). Sahagún’s refusal to do so created great anxiety that is visible in her 

representations.  

In portrayals of the First Lady there are also multiple references to the President, 

even when he does not appear in the image. Sahagún for instance is shown on top of 

chairs, terrified of mice —that stand in for a particular political threat— crying for her 

husband’s help (Helguera 2004; 2007). In most instances however, this particular First 

Lady does not represent the role of a defenseless woman. She is the one in charge, or at 

least she attempts to be. Like in “Organigrama” (“Org Chart”), where Helguera 

addresses the resignation of Fox’s chief of staff (Helguera, 2004b). In the image Sahagún 

—who Mr. Durazo blamed for his resignation— wears the presidential sash as she stands 

                                                 
27 In Mexico Presidents cannot be reelected. For many Sahagún was already the power behind Fox, thus 

she was a threat to the system because her election would actually be a reelection. 
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defiantly with both hands on her hips and asks: “Why the commotion? If it was only the 

resignation of the personal assistant of my personal assistant.”   

Motherhood is another one of the recurring images in this category where Marta 

Sahagún is shown protecting or encouraging her corrupt sons. In one cartoon she is 

literally mother hen, with her chick-son under her wing (Rocha, 2005b); in another she 

plays “house” with one of her sons who hides under the Presidential chair (Rocha, 

2005c); she also consoles him as he cries on her lap —while she sits, once again, on the 

Presidential chair (Helguera, 2005). She assures him that Montiel’s kids —Montiel is a 

corrupt governor— do not have more millions than he does.  In other images she 

encourages her sons to engage in “businesses” that are fraud schemes. 

All but one “mother” cartoon refer to Sahagún, the other First Lady who is in this 

category is Barbara Bush. In “Quién es más peligroso” (“Who is more dangerous”), a 

man and a woman read the newspaper, but they are looking at different texts (Hernández, 

2005).  The woman exclaims “the sequels of Katrina destroyed a whole state!” To this the 

man replies: “…And Barbara’s lineage threatens the whole planet!” The newspaper 

shows a head shot of Mrs. Bush, and identifies her by name. 

First Ladies and power 

Although the theme of First Ladies and power is present almost throughout all of 

the cartoons, here I include images that explicitly address the issue of gender. In 

“Diálogo de Género” (“Gender Dialogue”), Marta Sahagún and Maricarmen Ramírez 

chat at Los Pinos (Magú, 2004b). Ramírez asks: “Martita, do you believe that Gloria 

Trevi will start talking once again about wanting to be President?” To this Sahagún 

replies “maybe Maricarmen, but it’ll be hard for her because she doesn’t even have a 

husband in the presidency.”  
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In another cartoon named “Cuestión de Género” (“A Gender Matter”) Sahagún 

passionately speaks at a podium, her right hand raised in the air in a clenched fist 

(Helguera, 2004b). She tells her audience “If our men get empowered by playing dirty… 

what are we waiting for?” In the background we can see an enormous money bag. Finally 

there is “Feminismo Tlaxcalteca” (“Tlaxcaltecan Feminism”) (Helguera, 2004c). In this 

cartoon Maricarmen Ramírez holds the polls for her governor bid, it is actually a graph 

that shows her numbers falling drastically. She smiles as she declares to an invisible 

audience: “Those who don’t want my husband’s reelection are machos.” This set of 

cartoons ridicule Sahagún and Ramírez for using feminism and gender equity as 

arguments to defend themselves against criticism. In addition to trivializing these First 

Ladies, such representations rhetorically trivialize feminism and the ideal of gender 

equality. 

I close this section with two images that show an angry Sahagún over the political 

success of other former First Ladies. The first cartoon is titled “Tango en el Rancho” 

(Tango in the Ranch”) (Rocha 2007).28 Here Sahagún’s eyes are wide open with anger —

there is also smoke coming out of her head to ensure that we know she is enraged— as 

she reads the newspaper by her pool. The cover story is about Argentina’s new President, 

and the story reads: “Cristina Fernández Kirchner takes over her husband in La Casa 

Rosada”29 The second cartoon (Calderón, 2007) shows Sahagún, sitting on a bale of hay 

in her barn —since she is now back in the ranch. She is again reading the newspaper, 

except this time she is not angry, she is crying. A donkey eats some hay and looks over 

her shoulder as she reads this cover story: “2008: Hillary announces her candidacy.” 

                                                 
28 When rumors of Sahagún’s desire to run for President peaked, Fox and Sahagún announced that when 

the sexenio was over they would retire to their ranch in Guanajuato, which they did. 
29 La Casa Rosada (The Pink House) is the name of Argentina’s presidential residency 
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These two images portray Sahagún as a capricious housewife who was enamored 

with an impossible dream. Her political aspirations are trivialized and exposed as a desire 

to be in the spotlight. Sahagún did not help her case, her discourses were plagued by 

commonplaces and values that seemed taken out of a self help book (Carrillo, 2004); 

declared values that clashed with the corruption and influence peddling accusations that 

surrounded her and her family. Furthermore, Sahagún played an active role in crafting 

her hyper-visibility. She opened her life to all media, especially entertainment media that 

had never before had access to a First Lady, and welcomed constant coverage of her 

public and private life.  

Although the time period examined here does not include cartoons of Hillary 

Clinton when she was a First Lady, I refer to the work of Joann Conners (2009) who 

argues that those representations were marked by their “virulence” (p.193). She argues 

that these “negatively coded images” (p. 193) respond to a woman stepping out of the 

cultural gender expectations of her time. While Sahagún is no Hillary Clinton and does 

deserve to be harshly criticized because of her corruption; her images are distinctly 

gendered and perhaps more vicious because she broke with the expectations of her 

gendered role, which were to sit quietly behind her husband.  

Sahagún’s transgressions of the division between the public and private spheres 

generated much criticism from political columnists who accused her of being either 

unable or unwilling to distinguish between them. These same columnists denounced her 

for abusing a power that “nobody gave her,” since she was not the one elected for the 

Presidency (Gómez Leyva, 2004; Valdés Castellanos, 2004). Although Sahagún is a First 

Lady and her case is thus different from other female politicians, the excessive reactions 

she elicited from journalists and cartoonists illustrate the anxieties caused by the blur 

between the previously distinctively gendered public and the private spheres.  
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Cartoonists’ gendered representations respond to women’s incursion into a space 

that is traditionally masculine. Although a high number of non-gendered cartoons 

indicate that expectations regarding gender roles are changing, the cartoons analyzed in 

this chapter suggest that we still have a long way to go. The excesses manifested in 

Mexican cartoons are absent from the U.S. images, which exhibit less gendered and 

sexist representations. However, there are still problematic portrayals of female 

politicians in U.S. newspapers, which I analyze in the following chapter.  

CHAPTER SUMMARY 

This chapter analyzed Mexican cartoons that portray women in general. Most of 

these depictions represent women as abstract notions and institutions, such as democracy 

and political parties. In these cartoons women are often sexualized and victimized. These 

representations contribute to the objectification of women and rhetorically locate them in 

a passive role.    

Meanwhile, political cartoons portraying female politicians curtail their power by 

representing these women as domesticated housewives and casting them in motherly 

stereotypes. By using the domesticity trope, cartoonists rhetorically transform women’s 

political work into house chores. Interestingly, this trope is used both to criticize and 

praise female politicians. Like in the case of Patricia Mercado, who is commended for 

cleaning her party. Cartoonists’ inability to come up with different tropes demonstrates 

how traditional gendered roles continue to be deeply embedded in culture. Through 

incongruous representations of domesticity cartoonists visually relocate women to the 

place assigned to them by a patriarchal society: the private sphere of the home. On the 

other hand, the use of stereotypical female occupations such as the teacher and the nun 

parallel Muir and Taylor’s (2009) discussion of leadership in a patriarchal system, where 
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the rulers are identified as male and women are relegated to service roles that are socially 

invisible. Under this logic, female politicians are cast in occupations that correspond to 

cultural gender expectations.    

Female politicians are also mocked by cartoonists who turn them into sex objects. 

The sex object stereotype is used in two different ways. Young and attractive women are 

turned into objects to be desired, while older women who are perceived as unattractive 

are constructed as repulsive. In both instances the focus on women’s sexuality 

rhetorically erases everything else about them (Kanter, 1977; 1993; Carlin & Winfrey, 

2009). 

Female politicians who pose great challenges to gender assumptions are often 

represented as excessive (Sloop, 2004). The most excessive woman in Mexican politics is 

union leader Elba Esther Gordillo. She held more power than any other female politician 

before her. Additionally she is well known for her corruption. She is also a woman in her 

seventies. All these characteristics combine in her monstrous representations. Other 

female monsters are U.S. politicians Condoleezza Rice and Janet Napolitano. Their 

monstrosity is a sign of what they represent: U.S. imperialism. These three politicians 

challenge gender norms by embracing masculine characteristics: Power, corruption, and 

imperialism.  

A series of cartoons examined in this chapter take on the issue of women as 

political actors. These cartoons argue that the women who are currently in Mexican 

politics are either not up to the task or embody the same negative characteristics present 

in male politicians. These cartoons can be read as a feminist backlash, since they 

trivialize the struggle for gender equality. 

Finally, in my analysis of representations of First Ladies, I examine cartoons of 

Marta Sahagún. First Ladies are a separate category since they are not in politics by their 
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sole initiative. Their representations share stereotypes of other female politicians but 

perhaps their most salient feature is that they seem to pose a greater threat of a collapse 

between the public (masculine) and private (feminine) spheres. The problematic and 

virulent representations of First Ladies who actively participate in politics provide 

powerful mechanisms for reinforcing established spheres.  

Overall, Mexican political cartoons demonstrate that women’s increasing 

participation in the public sphere is met with anxiety. Women are rhetorically positioned 

in the private sphere or disciplined for transgressing the boundaries imposed by 

patriarchy. Disciplining can take several forms. In this chapter women are reduced to sex 

objects, and represented as excessive, monstrous, and masculine.  
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Chapter 4:  Images of Female Politicians in U.S. Cartoons 

A superficial examination of female politicians in U.S. editorial cartoons might 

indicate that sexism is over. One does not find the shocking images that plague the 

Mexican newspapers analyzed in the previous chapter. However, on a closer look, it is 

impossible not to ask: Where are the female politicians? The first sign of a gender bias in 

the representation of political women in U.S. cartoons is that they are dismally 

underrepresented. Furthermore, there are a number of cartoons where one can find 

rhetorical choices that subtly point to a gendered representation that constructs women as 

outsiders in the political sphere. This chapter examines the subtle gender based 

arguments that underline some of the editorial cartoons, as well as the visual rhetoric that 

explicitly uses gender to make a political commentary. Combined with the analysis of 

general representations of women found in editorial cartoons, this chapter shows how the 

larger rhetorical landscape continues to construct women as suited to the home, but not to 

the House of Representatives or White House.   

The chapter is divided in three sections. First, I provide a background for the two 

U.S. newspapers examined in this project: The New York Times and The Washington 

Post. Second, I analyze editorial cartoons representing women in general. Broadly, these 

cartoons present a rhetorical landscape of females as domestic dames, as employees in 

the public service sector, as racial tokens, and as tropes of an “American” identity.  In the 

third and final section, I examine cartoons of female politicians. The mother and sex 

object stereotypes found in the previous chapter resurface in U.S. cartoons. However, a 

new stereotype emerges, that of the child or pet. U.S. newspapers also feature a series of 

cartoons that criticize the sexist media coverage of female politicians. In order to provide 
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a context for the editorial cartoons examined in this chapter, I begin with a profile of the 

selected newspapers. 

U.S. NEWSPAPERS: THE NEW YORK TIMES AND THE WASHINGTON POST   

To examine images of female politicians in the U.S., I chose two newspapers: The 

New York Times (NYT) and The Washington Post (The Post). These periodicals were 

selected because they represent two of the most influential papers in the United States 

today. Founded in 1851, The NYT is frequently referred to as the country’s “paper of 

record” (Okrent, 2004).With an average weekday circulation of 1,865,318 copies 

(including 1,133,923 digital editions on tablet computers and restricted websites), The 

New York Times is the second largest newspaper in the U.S. after the Wall Street Journal 

(Top 10 newspapers, 2013). The NYT also has more Pulitzer Prizes than any other paper: 

it has won a total of 112 of these prestigious awards (About the company, 2013). In its 

website, The New York Times claims to be the lead in “reaching opinion leaders in the 

U.S.” and to have “the #1 newspaper website in the world” with “22 unique million users 

a month” (Brand video, n/d). 

Until June 2011, the NYT published a weekly selection of 3 to 4 editorial cartoons. 

These were not specifically made for the paper; rather, they were reprints from various 

national and international news outlets. In June 2011 the NYT replaced the reprint of 

editorial cartoons with a comic strip without explaining the reasons for this decision 

(Gardner, 2011). In February 2012, the NYT attempted to bring editorial cartoons back to 

its pages. In an email sent to various cartoonists the paper invited them to send original 

material every week in order to be considered for the Sunday edition. The reply of R.J. 

Matson from the St. Louis Post-Dispatch illustrates the reaction from the caricaturists: “If 

the Times expects to be choosing from a batch of unpublished, finished cartoons each 
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Friday, I suggest the Times has just insulted every professional editorial cartoonist who 

has opened this email” (Romenesko 2012). I speculate that this response discouraged the 

paper from printing editorial cartoons. Since this exchange between the paper and the 

cartoonists, political cartoons are only made available in an online format featured on the 

paper’s website. However, only the work of one cartoonist, Patrick Chapatte, is available 

for archival research. Thus, my analysis of the NYT focuses on the timeline from January 

2002 through June 2011, and includes the Chappatte cartoons for 2012.       

The Washington Post, in similar fashion with the NYT, also features weekly 

reprints of 3-4 editorial cartoons. The Post also publishes original daily caricatures by 

Tom Toles. Founded in Washington in 1877 (History, n/d), The Post is the seventh 

largest newspaper in the U.S. with an average of 474,767 weekday editions (including 

42,313 digital editions) (Top 10 newspapers, 2013). In addition to its large circulation, 

the paper has won 56 Pulitzer Prizes, making it the second most awarded newspaper after 

the NYT (Search: Post, n/d). 

In August 2013, The Washington Post was bought by Amazon’s founder and 

CEO, Jeff Bezos. Analysts in various news blogs speculate about the reasons for this 

acquisition at a time when newspapers are, according to Bezos, on the brink of extinction 

—at least in print (Weber, 2013). The answer for technology columnist Brier Dudley 

(2013) is that although newspapers struggle financially, “they continue to have 

considerable power and influence, particularly over government and especially if you’re 

talking about The Washington Post” (para. 4). Thus, periodicals remain important 

artifacts for rhetorical analysis in the twenty-first century. 

It is because of this power and influence that I chose to analyze the political 

cartoons within The New York Times and The Washington Post. Also, because both 

papers publish a selection of cartoons from various newspapers across the nation, they 
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provide a diverse sample of visual rhetoric in domestic news. These papers also 

collaborate with and predominantly feature the work of cartoonists who are Pulitzer Prize 

winners (Editorial Cartooning, 2013).30 Finally, these papers demand rhetorical analysis 

because their power and influence carries weight in the broader society.  

In order to contextualize the cartoons of women in politics, I start this analysis 

with an examination of those that generally portray women. These cartoons feature a 

visual landscape of domesticated housewives and stereotypical female occupations that 

later resurface in representations of female politicians.  

THE ANALYSIS 

A rhetorical landscape dominated by domesticated dames and school teachers  

In sharp contrast to the images of voluptuous young women that crowd Mexican 

political cartoons, in the U.S. the dominant representation of women is that of a white, 

slightly overweight middle-age housewife. Although I did not conduct an exhaustive 

search for these cartoons, my analysis is based on months of archival research, which has 

yielded a large sample of 773 caricatures published between 2002 and 2012. This number 

more than doubles the 354 editorial cartoons depicting female politicians in U.S. 

newspapers. In this section I discuss the common themes found in these cartoons.  

The largest trope found in The New York Times and The Washington Post is that 

of the middle-aged wife. An overwhelmingly large number of cartoons portray a middle-

age white couple sitting on the couch watching television and commenting on the news; a 

few are still depicted reading the newspapers. When these couples are not in front of the 

television, they are often found lying in bed. These representations strongly position 

                                                 
30 The names of the awarded cartoonists in the last 10 years include: Mike Keefe (2011), Steve Breen 

(2009), Walt Handelsman (2007), Mike Luckovich (2006), Nick Anderson (2005), Matt Davies (2004), 

David Horsey (2003),  Clay Bennett (2002). 
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women within a domestic setting, relegating them to the private sphere even as they 

discuss and interact with information and issues that are part of the political public 

sphere. Older women are also portrayed with their partners, featured in nursing homes or 

in public places. Standing in line waiting is a common theme. The political commentary 

in these cases tends to focus on issues of social security and health care.  

Housewives are most frequently portrayed with their husbands/partners, but 

sometimes they are drawn by themselves doing house chores, or tending to their garden 

—usually talking to a neighbor or a mailman. As part of this trope of women as domestic 

dames, there are also a number of cartoons of younger women who are depicted with 

their children. Often the children’s behavior work as the trigger for the political 

commentary. For instance, during the Anthony Weiner scandal a cartoon featured a little 

girl trying to chat with her Congressman. This chat attempt ends with her mother running 

towards the computer in a panic. 

The domestic dame trope communicates that a woman’s place is in the home or 

within the domesticated private sphere. While women have opinions about politics, these 

ideas are shown as secondary to their roles as wives and mothers. But not all women are 

portrayed as domestic dames, there is also a trope of working women.  

When women are shown working outside the home they are mostly portrayed as 

teachers, clerks, secretaries and flight attendants. As in the Mexican case, most women in 

cartoons occupy traditionally female professions or roles. There is however more 

diversity depicted in U.S. cartoons than in the Mexican ones. Reporters for instance 

appear in a large number of caricatures, and women seem to outnumber men in these 

representations —although when it comes to presenting the news, anchormen are the 

norm. While many of these women are often part of an anonymous group of reporters 

depicted at a press conference, there is also an important number of cartoons where 
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female reporters appear by themselves interviewing and incisively questioning 

politicians. In the repertoire of working women represented in U.S. cartoons there are 

also police officers, lawyers, scientists, businesswomen, and political advisors, although 

in many cases they play a token role within their jobs. For instance, it is common to find 

cartoons that portray one female economist in a room full of male ones.     

While the vast majority of the cartoons in this sample portrays white women, we 

also see representations of women of color from time to time, particularly black and 

Muslim women —the later identified by a burka or some type of head scarf. Black 

women tend to appear in cartoons that address race-related issues. Otherwise they tend to 

represent a token role for their race. For instance, cartoons that portray a group of voters: 

we see a white middle-aged man, an older white woman, and a black woman. Meanwhile 

representations of Muslim women are used in cartoons that criticize racial and cultural 

discrimination. The other instance when we see portrayals of women of color is in 

cartoons that represent foreign victims; impoverished women who suffer the 

consequences of war and imperialism.   

As in the Mexican case, there are cartoons that use women as metaphors for 

“justice,” nations, political parties, and other institutions. Most of these are gendered 

images that feature women in traditionally female stereotypes such as brides, damsels in 

distress, teachers. Although these representations do not compare to the violent 

victimization found in Mexican cartoons, some of these female tropes are also violated: 

groped or strip-searched for instance.  

A few real-world public female figures are also present in cartoons. The two most 

popular ones for this time period are conservative columnist Ann Coulter and celebrity 

and entrepreneur, Martha Stewart. As in real life, Coulter is represented as a 

spokeswoman for the Republican Party. Some of her portrayals are not particularly 
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gendered, but others do use her gender to subtly discredit her: they focus on her legs, or 

show her as ‘girly’ to make her look stupid (Luckovich, 2004; Peters, 2008). In the case 

of Martha Stewart, her popularity is related to the stock trading scandal that put her in 

jail. Cartoons represent her in jail, where she continues with her domestic lifestyle and 

gets her cellmates involved in creating handcrafts.   

Unlike the Mexican case, where there are a few public women who are praised by 

cartoonists, I did not find this phenomenon in the U.S. The closest thing to ‘praise’ is 

found in cartoons that depict chancellor of the Washington, D.C. public schools, Michelle 

Rhee and antiwar activist Cindy Sheehan. In both cases their representations serve more 

as a vehicle to criticize their opponents. Other women who appear in these cartoons are 

celebrities Ana Nicole Smith, Oprah Winfrey, Paris Hilton and Britney Spears. All of 

them are used to criticize “frivolous” celebrity culture. And all of them except for Oprah 

are depicted as sex objects.  

Finally, there are a few cartoons that address what are often considered to be 

“women’s issues.” These cartoons also sustain the idea that some issues are of interest 

only or primarily to women who inhabit a limited domain. Some of them show the sharp 

contradictions posed by a patriarchal sexist culture. One cartoon for instance, shows a 

woman being reprimanded by a waitress for breastfeeding in public. These women are 

surrounded by people consuming socially accepted images of breasts: one woman reads a 

Cosmo magazine featuring a bikini clad model on the cover, one man stares at a large 

underwear advertisement in a store (Telmaes, 2004). Another cartoon shows a woman at 

a pharmacy counter, she is surrounded by drugs for erectile dysfunction. The owner of 

the store tells her: “I’m sorry, lady, I’m morally opposed to birth control pills” (Auth, 

2005).  
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Other cartoons ridicule the prevailing sexism in the Republican Party. One of 

these cartoons features a male elephant in a suit, trying to apologize to a beautiful young 

woman wearing a t-shirt that identifies her as ‘women’s votes’ (Sheneman, 2012). The 

elephant begs: “That fling with Santorum meant nothing to me baby. You gotta believe 

me! I’m a modern guy. I’m totally cool with you having a career, even owning a 

business, like a flower shop, beauty parlor or midwifery.” The young woman, standing 

with her arms crossed is not accepting the apology. These portrayals indicate that 

cartoonists reflect about sexism and occasionally criticize it, even when they participate 

in it themselves.  

The previously discussed tropes show that traditionally gendered stereotypes 

continue to dominate the portrayals of women in political cartoons. The rhetorical 

landscape shows domesticated housewives and professionals who mostly perform 

stereotypically female jobs. When real female public figures are portrayed, they are the 

protagonists of scandals or represent the frivolity found in celebrity culture. Within this 

context I examine the portrayals of female politicians.    

Female politicians in U.S. cartoons  

In this section I examine political cartoons that portray female politicians by 

themselves, with other female colleagues or with characters who are not politicians. I 

found a total of 141 cartoons in this category, 40 from The New York Times and 101 from 

The Washington Post.31 As in the Mexican case, U.S. female politicians are 

underrepresented in editorial cartoons. If we consider The NYT for instance, 40 cartoons 

in nine and a half years translate into an average of 4 caricatures per year, a dismally 

small number if we consider that male politicians are represented in at least one cartoon 

                                                 
31 There are six cartoons that are duplicated in this sample, they were published by both The New York 

Times and The Washington Post. 
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per week. This invisibility of female politicians in editorial cartoons reinforces the 

rhetorical positioning of women as outsiders in the public political sphere.  

Like in the previous chapter, I divided the images in non-gendered and gendered 

representations. In the first classification I include all of those cartoons where gender 

does not play a significant role in the construction of the argument. I identified 78 

cartoons (56%) in this category. In the gendered category I separated images that portray 

gender in a subtle way from those that explicitly use it for their argument. I located 38 

images (27%) in the subtle category and 25 (17%) the explicit one. These numbers 

contrast with the Mexican case where 44% of the cartoons were overtly gendered, most 

of them in a sexist way.  

This section of the analysis starts with the editorial cartoons that constitute the 

subtle category. Like in the previous chapter I include cartoons that emphasize the 

women’s physical attributes or dress. Two examples illustrate this point. The first one is a 

Patrick Chapatte cartoon where he draws Hillary Clinton with distinctly wide hips and 

thick ankles (2012). This cartoon is unusual since other drawings by the same author do 

not portray Ms. Clinton in this way. I single it out because of the many sexist media texts 

that involved Hillary Clinton’s ‘cankles’ during her 2008 campaign (Carmon, 2011). The 

second cartoon is titled “The Pelosi Position” (Oliphant, 2009). It portrays Nancy Pelosi 

holding a giant marijuana ‘joint’ labeled with the word “torture.” Although she has 

evidently been smoking it, she points out: “But I didn’t inhale.” Pelosi wears a blouse 

that stands out for its design, as well as a fashionable scarf. Her neck is unnaturally long 

and thin. The angles of her face are exaggeratedly sharp, as one of her eyebrows rises 

above her big eyes. She looks slightly deformed, like she has used and abused botox. 

Like Clinton, Pelosi’s fashion and body are commonly discussed in the media 

(McElwine, 2009).  
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The focus on female politician’s bodies and clothes continues to locate women in 

an ideological double bind that puts them in an impossible position: Attractive women 

are deemed incompetent, and competent women are deemed unattractive. Additionally, 

political women are expected to be powerful but are punished for being powerful women.  

Both positions are deployed against female politicians. 

The remaining cartoons in the subtle category use gendered language to refer to 

female politicians. Like in the Mexican case, women politicians are more likely to be 

called by their first name than male politicians. It is important to note that women 

contribute to this practice by creating their campaign slogans and materials featuring their 

first names only (Carlin & Winfrey, 2009). Using first names is also a strategy that 

cartoonists use to bridge the respectful distance established by the use of last names. 

Thus, we find the many cartoons that feature “Hillary,”  “Caroline” (Kennedy), “Meg” 

(Whitman) and occasionally “Sarah” and “Condi” who are more frequently referred to by 

their last names (Breen, 2010; Luckovich, 2008; Toles 2006).   

Carlin and Winfrey (2009) identify the media’s focus and criticism of politicians’ 

‘feminine’ language as another sexist practice. Sarah Palin’s “hopey changey” and “you 

betcha” fall into this category. Like other political commentators, caricaturists did not 

pass on the opportunity to use these expressions in cartoons mocking the vice presidential 

candidate (Toles, 2010; 2012). One of these cartoons ridicules “Sarah Palin’s Secret 

Hand Notes,” after the candidate wrote notes on her hand for a speech at a Tea Party 

convention (2010). The cartoon shows the back of Palin’s hand with her actual notes: 

“Energy; Budget Tax Cuts; Lift American Spirit.” And includes a “translation” that 

reads: “Fossil fuels, one more time! No, not really serious about deficits! Hopey changey 

stuff!” Caricaturist Toles closes the cartoon with one final comment: “Palm pilot.”  
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This cartoon speaks of the dilemmas posed by female politicians’ use of feminine 

style. Arguably, women benefit from the use of a more personal language that voters can 

relate to (Parry-Giles & Parry Giles, 1996). Surely, in Palin’s case, many of her followers 

did identify with her feminine style. However, as this cartoon illustrates, Palin’s language 

was also constructed as incompetence and used against her. While Palin’s feminine style 

should not be equated to political incompetence, she did give cartoonists a lot of material 

to use against her. As a Wasserman (2009) cartoon points out in response to Palin’s 

claims that “the elitist media are out to make her look bad,” one has to admit: “Well, they 

do keep quoting her.”   

As previewed, I found twenty-three cartoons that portray gender in a more 

explicit way. Most of the categories that surfaced from these images coincide with the 

ones identified in the Mexican case, such as the frivolous woman, the mother/wife, and 

the teacher/nurse stereotypes. There are also a couple of cartoons that infantilize female 

politicians and others that take a critical stance on media’s sexist criticism (although they 

might not identify it as such). In the following section I analyze images that portray 

female politicians as frivolous.    

Frivolous women 

The two cartoons that I analyze in this section feature vice presidential candidate 

Sarah Palin. The first one can be analyzed through the sex object stereotype. As discussed 

in the previous chapter, the sex object stereotype manifests itself in representations that 

refer to physical appearance or clothes (Carlin & Winfrey, 2009). In a Steve Sack (2008) 

cartoon, Palin considers the 2012 presidential race by stating: “2012? —oh, I guess if 

God, y’know, gave me a sign…” Sack then presents us with an image of Palin’s idea of a 

sign: Clad in jeans and a plaid shirt, Palin props herself against a hill as a giant hand 
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comes out of the clouds to hand her credit cards for Neiman Marcus, Saks, and Macy’s. 

The cartoon echoes the criticism that plagued the last days of the McCain-Palin campaign 

when information about the Republican National Committee spending $150,000 on 

designer clothes for Palin was revealed (Theimer, 2009).  

In another cartoon, Tom Toles draws Palin on a podium, with her distinctive updo 

twice the size of her head. Behind her there is a campaign sign with the logo 

“McCain/Palin.” However, the sign has been modified. Small arrows point from the 

candidates’ last names to a date, so that it actually reads: “McCain-2008/Palin-2012.” 

Palin’s “2012” is emphasized with sparkles and tiny hearts. From the podium Palin points 

to the audience and winks. In the audience, one man says to another: “She’s going rogue 

again.”   

Analyzing sexism in cartoons depicting Sarah Palin is tricky since her narrative 

and her actions seem to contribute to these sexist depictions. How can cartoonists pass on 

the opportunity to use Palin’s controversial winks, for instance. Like Faye Fiore (2008) of 

Los Angeles Times writes: “A honking sound from her armpit might have generated less 

buzz. That would have been just weird. The wink is ambiguous, one of those rich, laden, 

intriguing signals of unspoken human messaging that is difficult to decipher but 

impossible to ignore” (para 4). The ambiguity of a wink —or in Palin’s case, six winks 

during the vice-presidential debate— leaves the sign  open to interpretation, and in 

Palin’s case she managed to leave “some voters smitten, some confused and others 

nauseated” (para. 3). On the other hand, while I understand that cartoonists would use 

Palin’s wardrobe expenses against her, nobody discusses how much male politicians 

spend on their outfits.  

Sarah Palin provides an interesting case study. While other women are 

stereotyped as either sex objects or mothers, Palin is depicted as both, simultaneously. An 
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example of the “sexy mom” depiction is discussed in the next section, where I examine 

the mother/wife stereotype present in U.S. political cartoons.  

Wife/mother 

In this section I discuss cartoons featuring Hillary Clinton and Sarah Palin in the 

roles of mothers and wives. For the press, Hillary and Bill Clinton were always 

inseparable. This phenomenon is discussed by Muir and Taylor (2009) who conceptualize 

the Clintons as a misunderstood political team; misunderstood in the sense that leadership 

is generally perceived as an individual endeavor, instead of a shared one.  

Furthermore the dominance of the wife/mother tropes in general representations 

of women discussed at the beginning of the chapter might also explain why these 

stereotypes surface when female politicians are represented. If cartoons show that women 

in general are often accompanied by their spouses when they are in public, it is 

understandable that even when they become political figures they are still escorted by 

men.  

Although Bill Clinton is not physically present in the following cartoons, he is 

still a shadow for his wife and his name is frequently used to undermine her. In a cartoon 

featured a couple of months before Senator Clinton’s memoir was published, Clinton is 

drawn in a meeting with her editor (Luckovich, 2003). The editor sits at his desk and 

intently examines an open copy of the book. The title of the memoir he holds in his hands 

is: “He dates a village” —Luckovich is playing with the title of Ms. Clinton’s previous 

book “It takes a village.” Without taking the eyes off the text, the editor states “The title 

needs work.” Senator Clinton gives him a look that is somewhere between annoyance and 

anger.  
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In a similar cartoon published five years later, during the 2008 presidential 

campaign, Mike Peters draws Hillary Clinton behind a podium, talking to an invisible 

audience through a microphone. The cartoon is divided in two frames. In the first one, 

Clinton’s face is serious as she addresses a grave matter: “As president, I may resort to 

waterboarding.” In the following frame Ms. Clinton smiles and says: “…but enough 

about Bill.” These cartoons mock both Clintons. However, Ms. Clinton is in a worse 

position; she is portrayed as a resentful wife who cannot let go of her husband’s past 

infidelities. Mr. Clinton’s past is deployed against his spouse, who is represented first and 

foremost as a wife who seems more concerned with her private life than with politics.   

A third cartoon features Hillary Clinton having a sort of ‘identity’ crisis over the 

conflicting limits of the domestic and public spheres. The image satirizes the Secretary of 

State’s reaction to a question asked by a student in Congo, where Ms. Clinton was 

speaking about U.S. policies towards China. Through a translator, the student asked Ms. 

Clinton to speak about the President’s opinion on the topic discussed. The translator 

mistakenly asked about Mr. Clinton’s opinion —instead of Obama’s. Visibly upset, the 

Secretary of State answered that she was not going to channel her husband’s thoughts, 

that she would only give her own opinion because she was the Secretary of State, not her 

husband. In Luckovich’s (2009) two-frame cartoon, Hillary Clinton energetically 

exclaims: “My husband isn’t the Secretary of State, I am! Don’t ask me what he thinks!!” 

In the second frame Luckovich reveals who Ms. Clinton is talking to: her daughter 

Chelsea. In response to the outburst Chelsea calmly replies: “whatever mom…” Once 

again Clinton is portrayed as a woman who cannot keep her private family life separated 

from her public one. Her marriage is constructed as an impediment for political 

competence. And it is implied that others might find Bill more credible in her position. 
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Sarah Palin’s family is also prominently portrayed in a series of cartoons, mainly 

because she positioned herself as a hockey mom of five.  Carlin and Winfrey (2009) 

argue that working women’s abilities to ‘juggle roles’ are often questioned whenever they 

bring visibility to their families (p. 332). A Horsey (2008) cartoon points to this question. 

The image, published shortly after the McCain-Palin ticket was announced, portrays 

Sarah Palin walking down a runway. The vice presidential candidate wears a simple 

sleeveless dress that contrasts with her outrageous accessories: an Alaska National Guard 

helmet, a Miss Wasilla sash, rubber boots with a fish sticking out, a machine gun, and a 

baby. In the cartoon Palin is received with enthusiasm by her ‘fans,’ who hold “We love 

Sarah” signs. Someone in the audience points out: “Well, there’s no disputing she’s an 

interesting choice.” The only gloomy figures in the audience are a male reporter and the 

Republican mascot. This caricature sums up everything that represented Sarah Palin, 

according to the media and to her own narrative. It trivializes Palin by showing her as a 

celebrity and by prominently displaying her beauty pageant past. It also ridicules her 

narrative as a tough and feminine supermom. But foremost, the image of the infant under 

her arm questions her electability. After all, how many politicians do we see bringing 

their babies to work?   

Another cartoon that addresses the Palin family shows a heterosexual couple 

watching television (Peters, 2010). The man lies on a couch, reading, while a song comes 

out of a big flat screen TV: “There’s a lady, who has five children and a daughter who 

broke up with her beau, but now the daughter may get married, and have her own reality 

show.” The TV screen is divided in nine boxes —like on the introduction of the Brady 

Bunch. Sarah Palin smiles and waves from the center box, her husband, kids, and her 

daughter’s beau occupy the remaining ones. A woman peaks out from behind the TV and 

asks the man on the couch: “The Brady Bunch?” To which he replies: “The Palin 
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Bunch.” This cartoon was published when Palin’s daughter Bristol announced her 

engagement. Bristol had by then become a celebrity and was about to start a season of 

Dancing with the Stars. One could argue that blurring the lines between celebrity and 

politician works as a strategy to disqualify Palin, but what happens when the politician 

contributes to blur these lines herself?  

The mother/wife stereotype serves to reify traditional gender roles by portraying 

women in their expected roles and spaces. In the next section I examine other 

stereotypical tropes that reference women’s role as caretakers. I refer to the nurse and 

teacher tropes.  

Nurse and teacher tropes  

In this section I examine three cartoons that feature female politicians in 

traditionally female stereotypes. The first one portrays Secretary of State Condoleezza 

Rice as a teacher (Toles, 2008). In the cartoon Rice introduces herself as “Condi Rice, 

your new teacher.” Her students are two boys: Israel and Palestine. Rice writes the 

subject of her lesson on the board. However, every time that she turns her back on the 

boys they engage in a vicious fight; whenever she turns back to them they sit in their 

places and flash an innocent smile. The teacher knows that something is going on, and 

gives her students menacing looks. In the end she finishes the title of her lesson, while 

her students keep hitting each other. The board reads: “Middle East Peace.” The 

cartoonist’s closing commentary is: “if looks could prevent killing.”  

The teacher is a common trope used to portray female politicians that represent 

the United States in cartoons that address the policing of other countries. It is also used 

by Mexican cartoonists when representing Hillary Clinton or Condoleezza Rice. In this 
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sample I also found cartoons that portray Rice in more masculine roles such as sheriff 

and air traffic controller.  

The second cartoon in this category portrays Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi 

as a nurse. Cartoonist Lisa Benson (2010) places Pelosi and the Democrats —represented 

by their mascot— on a theater stage marked by a sign that reads: “Parliamentary Tricks.” 

The terrified donkey is trapped inside a magician box that has been penetrated by dozens 

of swords. Nurse Pelosi stands by the box with a welcoming smile as she prepares to 

strike whatever is left of the donkey with an enormous saber. The cartoon criticizes a 

parliamentary tactic that the Speaker of the House considered using in order to pass the 

healthcare reform. The tactic was named the ‘slaughter rule’ by analyst who thought that 

using it was like sending “Democratic lambs to slaughter by twisting their arms on 

healthcare” (Jacobus, 2010, para. 9).  

This cartoon, drawn by one of the two female caricaturists found in this sample, 

exemplifies how cartoonists opt to take the easy route and reference well known female 

stereotypes in order to portray women (Gilmartin & Brunn, 1998). A nurse seems 

inadequate when we talk about representing a female Speaker of the House working on a 

‘huge, complicated and impactful…trillion-dollar healthcare bill” (para. 2). However, the 

use of this and similar tropes should come as no surprise due to their predominance in 

political cartoons representing women in general. From the foregoing examples, we learn 

that stereotypical female occupations are used to represent strong women. In contrast, the 

next section examines a stereotype that is used on female politicians who are perceived as 

weak. That is the child/pet stereotype.  
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Female politicians as little girls  

Infantilizing women is another sexist practice identified by Carlin and Winfrey 

(2009). They equate the “child” stereotype to the “pet” trope defined by Kanter (1977; 

1993). This trope is used against women who are considered to be inexperienced and 

naïve. In this section I examine two cartoons that portray female politicians as little girls. 

Although children are a recurring trope for cartoonists —who use it for both female and 

male politicians— these two images provide a particularly productive analysis because 

they are distinctively gendered. The first cartoon portrays a child and almost doll-like 

Caroline Kennedy (Oliphant, 2008).  Kennedy smiles as she sits in the (immense) senate 

seat that belonged to Senator Clinton. We know whose chair it was because the wooden 

desk on front of the seat is carved with the words “Hillary was here.” Ted Kennedy 

stands behind the chair and proudly looks down at his niece. A group of older men 

surround Ms. Kennedy and look down at her with giddy smiles and clasped hands, as if 

they can barely contain their excitement. The cartoon features a text that reads: “All hail 

the new democrat fund-raiser…or…senate nominee from New York.” The cartoon was 

published when Ms. Kennedy expressed interest in Ms. Clinton’s vacant senate seat. Ms. 

Kennedy’s representation as a child rhetorically works on different levels. First, she is 

deemed incompetent to fill Ms. Clinton’s position (although ‘Hillary’ is also infantilized 

by the carved desk message she left behind). Second, Ms. Kennedy is not only small next 

to Clinton; she is portrayed like a child-doll that can be easily manipulated by the 

hierarchy of the Democratic Party, composed solely by aging males. Although the 

cartoon is a satire, it suggests that women are incapable of leadership in a male 

dominated space. Women are to be protected and can be easily manipulated by their male 

mentors.  
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The same trope is found in “The Tea Party,” where Scott Stantis (2010) portrays 

Sarah Palin as a tyrannical little girl throwing a tea party for two: herself and the 

Republican Party, represented by a male elephant in a suit. In the cartoon little Palin is no 

longer sitting in her kid chair, she is standing up as she screams at her guest at the top of 

her lungs: “Drink it!” Palin also points a menacing little finger at the elephant sitting 

across her; he looks at her, a little perplexed as he holds a cup of tea in his hand. This 

cartoon was published after Sarah Palin spoke at the Republican’s annual Ronald Reagan 

dinner and suggested that the GOP, as well as “the far left” had launched “false attacks” 

against the Tea Party (Adams, 2010). She called for unity between the Republicans and 

the Tea Party. Like in the previous cartoon, the default politician is an adult male figure, 

while the female politician is literally minimized in the body of a child and ridiculed as a 

hysterical little girl.  

All the previous categories: frivolous women, mother/wife, teacher/nurse, and 

child tropes, illustrate the cultural resistance that female politicians continue to face. 

However, some of the same cartoonists that deploy these problematic gendered 

stereotypes are also aware of the prevailing sexism in the media coverage of female 

politicians. In the next section I examine a series of cartoons that denounce sexism in the 

media.   

Denouncing sexism  

Sexist media framing of female politicians did not escape editorial cartoonists 

who used their space to denounce it. I start this section with a cartoon that ridicules the 

media coverage of Nancy Pelosi’s first few days as Speaker of the House (Luckovich, 

2007). In a two frame cartoon Pelosi speaks behind a podium labeled “House Speaker 

Pelosi,” and reports: “In my first 100 hours, I pushed through a minimum wage bill, an 
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ethics bill, a bill addressing prescription drug prices…” In the second frame the cartoon 

takes us inside a woman’s home, she is watching the news coverage of Pelosi’s speech. 

Instead of hearing the words of the House Speaker, the woman gets her information from 

a male reporter who says: “In her first 100 hours, she wore Prada, Versace, Armani.” The 

cartoon reveals the frivolous news media coverage that is more concerned with 

discussing the fashion style —or lack thereof— of female politicians than on actually 

focusing on their work.  

Tom Toles drew a series of cartoons that address the biased media coverage of 

presidential candidate Hillary Clinton.  In the first cartoon of this series Clinton 

introduces herself to a male reporter: “Hi, I’m Hillary Clinton and I’m…” The reporter 

interrupts her and asks: “But exactly who is Hillary Clinton?”32 (2007). The rest of the 

conversation goes like this: 

HC: “I’m a U.S. senator from New York” 

Reporter: “But who are you?” 

HC: “I’m a centrist progressive” 

Reporter: “But who are you?” 

HC: “I’m married to Bill Clinton, who had a pretty successful presidency” 

Reporter: “But who are you?” 

HC: “A person who has faced some challenges and has tried to work through them, like 

anybody else” 

Reporter: “But who are you really?” 

HC: “Well, I’m a candidate for President” 

                                                 
32 The emphasis throughout the conversation is in the original cartoon 
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Throughout the interview the reporter stares at Clinton as he holds his pen and 

notebook in his hands. The senator remains friendly and smiles every time she answers a 

question. It is until this last answer that the reporter actually writes something down in his 

notebook as he exclaims: “Aha! Ruthless calculating ambition! Clinton remains quiet and 

Toles presents us with her thoughts: “I’m not going to take the bait.” Meanwhile the 

reporter keeps writing: “Robot like.” 

In the following cartoon titled “Hillary and the Press. Chapter LXVIII,” Toles 

(2007b) references an incident that occurred during the McCain campaign, when a female 

supporter asked the candidate “how do we beat the bitch?” In the cartoon a male reporter 

points a microphone at Clinton and asks: “When McCain was asked how do we beat the 

b….? Does that show how much people hate you, or did you plant the question to 

triangulate on your opponents?” Clinton does not reply. She just stares at the reporter as 

he thinks to himself: “We await for your ‘troubling answer.’” 

The third cartoon of this series is divided into nine boxes (Toles, 2008c). In each 

one of these we see “Hillary” from the shoulders up, each one of them features a 

comment from an invisible speaker. The comments progress in the following order: 

“She’s a robot;” “Calculating;” “Distant;” “Cold-blooded;” “Machine-like;” “Stony;” 

“Emotionless.” Clinton’s serious expression remains unchanged, until she hears the 

seventh comment: “Emotionless.” She then raises her eyebrows in hopelessness and 

“sighs” to herself before returning to her previous expression. The speaker then states: 

“Hysterical female.” The cartoon ends with the comment: “Unless she planned it!” The 

closing remark was made in response to Clinton’s New Hampshire “breakdown,” when 

she cried during a campaign stop. The media constructed her tears as an “act,” as 

manipulative crocodile tears.  
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The series demonstrates the impossible position in which Hillary Clinton was 

placed by the media. Regardless of what she did or said, her perceived lack of femininity 

was continually used by the media to rhetorically construct her as a calculating and 

ambitious woman, and therefore a ‘cold’ candidate unable to connect with those she 

sought to represent.  

The following cartoon calls attention to sexism inside political parties. It portrays 

“The Most Hated Politicians” according to the “DEMS” and the “GOP” (Wilkinson, 

2009). The image shows two giant billboards, placed side to side. On the Democratic side 

we see photos of “Palin” and “Bachman”—identified by their last names—on the other 

side we see the same for “Clinton” and “Pelosi.” Both billboards are highlighted by 

spotlights.  Two women walk past them and stare at the giant photos, one says to the 

other: “Well, there’s one thing both sides seem to hate.”33 The cartoon demonstrates what 

the sexist media coverage of high profile female politicians and the sexist rhetoric of the 

political parties achieve: a generalized discourse of hate towards women.  

To close this chapter I examine representations of First Ladies. Unlike the 

Mexican case, presidents’ spouses are rarely depicted in political cartoons in the U.S. The 

majority of caricatures featuring First Ladies portray them in mix-gender cartoons, where 

they appear as their husband’s companions. First Ladies are used as an accessory that 

grounds the President in scenes of domesticity. In the next section I discuss two cartoons 

that portray Michelle Obama without her spouse. In Obama’s case, race and gender often 

combine to complicate her representations.  

                                                 
33 The word is emphasized in this manner in the original cartoon 
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First Ladies in U.S. cartoons  

If female politicians are underrepresented in editorial cartoons, First Ladies are 

practically invisible. In the selected newspapers I found six cartoons portraying First 

Ladies without the company of male politicians, two of these cartoons appear in both The 

New York Times and The Washington Post. Thus, there are strictly only four different 

cartoons of First Ladies in this category. Michelle Obama appears in three of these 

cartoons and Barbara Bush in one. Only two of these cartoons fall into the gendered 

category. The first one shows Michelle Obama in her mother role, although the cartoon is 

just an excuse to talk about Mr. Obama’s Treasure Secretary, Tim Geithner (Luckovich, 

2009b). In the cartoon Ms. Obama crosses her arms as she reprimands her daughters: 

“Now girls, you know who’ll be in charge of cleaning up the new puppy’s messes, don’t 

you?” The two girls cheerfully reply: “Yes, mommy, Tim Geithner!” For lack of specific 

details on the context of the cartoon I speculate that Geithner found himself cleaning up 

after the previous administration. What matters to this analysis is the rhetorical use of 

Michelle Obama and her daughters as the perfect picture of domesticity.   

The second cartoon features a radically different image of Mrs. Obama who is 

portrayed as Rosie the Riveter (Danziger, 2009). The cartoon is exactly the same as the 

iconic poster, including the text “We can do it!” at the top. But instead of Rosie it 

features the face of the First Lady; and in case anybody had any doubts the cartoon is 

labeled: “Michelle the Riveter”. I do not have the specific context surrounding the 

publication of the cartoon, a search for those dates only show Michelle Obama’s feature 

on Vogue magazine. I assume that the cartoon was published in support of the First Lady, 

who by then had been in the White House for only three months. “Michelle the Riveter” 

contrasts with the mother image, and associates Mrs. Obama to feminism and to the 

power of working women. While this image can be read as empowering, the constructs of 
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race and class complicate gendered representations of Mrs. Obama. Joan Faber McAlister 

(2009) discusses the “concern” expressed by the press in regards to Michelle’s “atypical” 

body:  

The bodily standards by which Obama is being measured are clearly gendered, 

but they are also classed, animated by anxiety over the sight of muscular arms (fit for 

menial labor, but unfit for display in polite company) on the figure of the First Lady (p. 

313). 

In the image of “Michelle the Riveter,” we are immediately drawn to Mrs. 

Obama’s flexed arm as she shows off her muscle. This is an incongruous image that does 

not go properly with the traditional gendered expectations that have historically 

surrounded the institution of the First Lady. On the contrary, it naturalizes the black 

female body as a body fit for labor.  

When analyzing gendered representations of female politicians, it is important to 

remember that they form part of a larger rhetorical landscape where domesticity prevails 

when it comes to depictions of women. The fact that most cartoons that feature female 

politicians pair them with their male colleagues is also telling of the perceived power and 

presence of women in politics. In the following chapter I examine mix-gendered cartoons 

from both Mexico and the U.S. These images highlight the cultural expectations that 

surround gender roles in both countries.    

CHAPTER SUMMARY  

This chapter explored general representations of women in U.S. editorial cartoons 

and found a visual landscape dominated by white middle-aged housewives and 

schoolteachers. Unsurprisingly, these predominant representations reemerged in the 
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portrayals of female politicians who are represented as mothers, wives, teachers and 

nurses.  

The sex object stereotype found in the previous chapter is also present in U.S. 

cartoons, but in less virulent portrayals. Carlin and Winfrey (2009) claim that the sex 

object stereotype manifests itself whenever a representation focuses on appearance. Here, 

it is used to objectify Sarah Palin. Cartoons portray her as someone who is only interested 

in politics because of the free clothes she could get. Additionally, her political strategies 

for winning voters are reduced to a wink. Criticizing Palin for the money that the McCain 

campaign spent on her clothes would be fair if cartoons also criticized male politicians 

for their attire expenses; the wink is tricky to characterize as sexist because Sarah Palin 

did indeed surprise everyone by repeatedly winking to the cameras during the vice 

presidential debate.     

The mother/wife trope is also present in gendered editorial cartoons in the U.S. It 

is mainly used to represent Hillary Clinton and Sarah Palin. In these representations, 

Clinton is portrayed first and foremost as a wife. Cartoonists manage to turn her husband 

Bill into the center of her universe, even when Clinton is portrayed by herself. She is 

represented as a questionable politician who does not know how to distinguish between 

politics and her family life. Moreover, Clinton is depicted as a spiteful and resentful wife 

who cannot forgive her husband’s past infidelities, which are way in the past. These 

cartoons clearly illustrate the anxiety about the overlapping of the public and private 

spheres, which occurs when women come into a sphere that is not their own —according 

to a patriarchal system.  

This chapter introduces a trope that was absent from Mexican representations: the 

child/pet stereotype. This trope is used to portray women who are perceived as 

inexperienced (Kanter 1977; 1993; Carlin and Winfrey 2009). If the female body is 
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already constructed as an incongruity in the political sphere, these images exacerbate 

their incongruous presence by portraying them as children. Female politicians —in this 

case Sarah Palin and Caroline Kennedy—are rhetorically turned into little girls 

attempting to play in a space dominated by male adults.   

Although cartoonists contribute to the production of sexist representations, they 

also reflect about the sexist coverage that female politicians receive in the media, and 

reveal how incongruous this coverage is. In a series of cartoons, Tom Toles portrays how 

the media insistently characterize Hillary Clinton as embodying a series of negative, and 

contradicting stereotypes: cold, robotic, hysterical, and manipulative. These stereotypes 

show how the media discipline Clinton for displaying a masculine (strong and powerful) 

style. However, they also throw in the word “hysterical” which is distinctively female.   

Finally, this chapter examined cartoons depicting First Lady Michelle Obama. 

The analysis illustrates how the intersection of race, gender and class complicates the 

representations of the first black First Lady.   
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Chapter 5:  Mixed-Gendered Political Cartoons in Mexico and the U.S.  

Emasculators and pets are the overarching and contrasting tropes used to 

represent female politicians in mix-gendered editorial cartoons. Here I focus on instances 

where women are represented in relation to men. In the images analyzed in this chapter, 

women are aggrandized and portrayed as overbearing Bridezillas, or reduced to cuddly 

baby pandas. Political caricatures from Mexico and the U.S. clearly demarcate gender 

roles within mix-gendered cartoons featuring female and male politicians interacting with 

each other. Politicians for instance are portrayed as romantic couples, mothers and sons, 

or as dancing partners. These cartoons reveal notions about women’s place in politics, in 

relation to male politicians, as well as ingrained cultural gender expectations.  

Regardless of the themes featured in mix-gendered cartoons, it is also significant 

that female politicians in both countries are more frequently portrayed in mix-gendered 

cartoons than by themselves. In the Mexican case, 64% of the all the cartoons portraying 

a female politician also include a male politician. In the U.S. the number is very similar: 

60%. Likely, this tendency can be explained because politicians rarely work alone, and 

the vast majority of them are male. Thus, when a cartoon depicts a female politician 

alongside a colleague, he will likely be male. However, an argument can be made about 

women not being able to stand alone, without the company or supervision of their male 

counterparts.  

The cartoons analyzed in this chapter feature similar themes that surfaced in 

previous chapters, but with the advantage that gender roles become clearer. Mix-

gendered cartoons either show politicians interacting in a zero-sum game, where one 

politician is more powerful than the other, or in fairly equal terms. Most of the cartoons 

that portray female and male politicians as equals tend to stay away from gendered 
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stereotypes, except for a few examples where they are portrayed as romantic couples or 

as gendered partners in crime; like PRI party leaders Elba Esther Gordillo and Roberto 

Madrazo depicted as Bonnie and Clyde.  

This chapter is divided in two sections. I start my analysis with political cartoons 

from Mexico, and then focus on cartoons from the United States. While the different 

tropes often overlap with each other, I focus on the way that women are represented as 

powerful or powerless in relation to their male colleagues. In very broad terms, gendered 

cartoons portray female politicians as overbearing figures who emasculate others, or as 

trivial or infantilized characters that can be controlled and require male supervision.  

MIXED-GENDERED CARTOONS IN MEXICAN NEWSPAPERS 

Following the method of previous chapters, I divided mix-gendered cartoons in 

gendered and non-gendered representations. The majority of the explicitly gendered 

cartoons in Mexican newspapers feature female politicians as the dominating figure. 

Perhaps this can be explained because of who these women are. For instance, Elba Esther 

Gordillo, the most visible female politician in editorial cartoons, was considered one of 

the most powerful politicians in the country. Thus, she tends to overpower the male 

politicians that are represented with her. The same situation applies to other women who 

are among the most depicted female politicians.  

I found that images were not particularly gendered in most cases where female 

and male politicians are perceived as holding an equal amount of power. Interestingly, 

this pattern was also true for cartoons that depict weak female politicians. Explicitly 

gendered cartoons are reserved for women who hold more power and are therefore 

perceived as more threatening.  
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In general, all cartoons —explicitly gendered or not— follow a similar strategy 

for signaling the power of those in the image. The figure with most power is aggrandized 

while those with less power are miniaturized. The manipulation of size is also used to 

emasculate male politicians and trivialize female ones. For those female politicians who 

are not perceived as generally powerful, size varies throughout their depictions, but in 

subtle ways. They become slightly larger or smaller, depending on who is portrayed with 

them and what the issue is.  

Cartoons that pair female and male politicians in gendered representations often 

times deploy a “zero-sum game” dynamic, which constructs one politician as powerful 

and the other as weak (Jamieson, 1995). Within this double bind we see overbearing 

bridezillas and their grooms, bad teachers and their pupils, and monumental women with 

their male pets. Throughout the different themes and tropes there are also female and 

male politicians working in more egalitarian partnerships, as well as a few cartoons 

where female politicians are on the losing end of the zero-sum game. These last ones are 

rare in the Mexican case. In general, powerful female politicians are the ones disciplined 

in markedly gendered ways. I start this chapter with depictions of politicians paired as 

heterosexual couples.   

Romancing bridezillas and other family postcards   

Cartoonists frequently pair politicians in fictitious ‘romantic’ situations. Some 

cartoons use imagery surrounding the romancing stage of a relationship, others depict 

politicians as brides and grooms, while others portray groups of politicians as nuclear 

families. Cartoons often use romantic courting imagery to portray female and male 

politicians in fairly equal terms. There are a number of cartoons that use the romancing 

stage of a relationship as a trope for representing mutual political courting. One example 
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is “Romance Político” (“Political Romance”), where both President Felipe Calderón and 

union leader Elba Esther Gordillo approach each other with flowers and boxes of 

chocolates (Fmaniaco, 2005). Neither one of them looks happy to be there, but they seek 

each other with presents. Moreover, both politicians are roughly the same size, thus there 

is no evident power differential. The only indicator of inequality might be that Calderón’s 

gifts are more visible, while Gordillo keeps the flowers and chocolates closer to her body, 

as if she expects the President to make the first move.  

Other cartoons in this trope pair Elba Esther Gordillo with President Vicente Fox. 

They are represented as equals, looking into each others’ eyes as a pair of lovers (Rocha, 

2002). In another cartoon Fox serenades Gordillo and sings a song that speaks of their 

struggles: they come from different parties, people say they are not meant to be together. 

With this song Gordillo looks completely smitten (Rocha, 2003). Although all of these 

cartoons represent power in fairly equal terms, there is also the implication that female 

politicians can be wooed with flowers, songs and candy. And in some instances men can 

be too.    

Brides and grooms are also a common theme in this section. In these 

representations, the “zero-sum game” defines the dynamic between female and male 

politicians. Grooms are depicted as half the size of the monumental brides, and seem to 

be coerced into marriage. In “Ya tenía compromiso” (“He was already committed”), Luis 

Ugalde, the head of the Federal Electoral Institute (IFE), is depicted as hanging from his 

bride’s arm (Helguera, 2007). The bride is Elba Esther Gordillo, who flashes a 

threatening smile. In the cartoon, Ugalde denies to have taken money to “marry” the 

union leader, and says: “I was already married when I arrived to the Institute.” The 

cartoon denounces the corruption at the heart of the IFE, which reflects negatively on 
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both politicians. But the disciplining strategies are different: Ugalde is emasculated by 

portraying him as a mere accessory while Gordillo is the powerful corruptor.  

Beatriz Paredes is also featured as a bride in full bridal gown in “La Partida del 

Presupuesto” (“The Cutting of the Budget”) (Rocha, 2009). In the cartoon, an immense 

Paredes is cutting a wedding cake that represents the national budget for 2010. She smiles 

as she cuts the first slice. Behind her, President Calderón is represented as a minuscule 

groom. He wants to participate in the cutting ceremony but is blocked off completely by 

the happy bride. In the image, Paredes, who was the president of the PRI party at the 

time, represents the interests of her party in opposition to the President’s opposing PAN. 

Both Gordillo and Paredes are overbearing bridezillas who use their emasculated grooms 

for their political advantage.    

Female and male politicians are also depicted to represent nuclear families. In 

“Día de la Familia” (Family Day), Helguera (2005) features a patriarchal family picture 

made up of “the grandfather,” “dad,” “mom” and “the little ones.” The “picture” portrays 

leaders of the different parties as one united family in order to argue that democracy does 

not exist in Mexico. Regardless of which party occupies the presidency, the power 

resides in the same politicians that have always controlled the country. Thus, we see PAN 

leader Diego Fernández de Ceballos as the grandfather and former President Carlos 

Salinas, from the PRI, as the father. They stand tall above everyone else. Ceballos might 

look harmless as he smokes a cigar, but he is nevertheless controlling the family. Salinas, 

the father, has a menacing look on his face as he places his hand on Elba Esther 

Gordillo’s shoulder, subtly signaling the control he has over her. Gordillo is the mother, 

supervised by both men standing behind her. Finally, the little ones are President Vicente 

Fox and First Lady Marta Sahagún, from the PAN. Fox stands right on front of the 

mother and looks like he just did something reprehensible. He holds a slingshot behind 
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his back. Sahagún is at the bottom of the hierarchy. She is delighted to be there, oblivious 

to the power dynamic going on behind her.  

The cartoon posits that while the mother, Gordillo, is the one directly in charge of 

controlling the President, she is in turn policed by more powerful male politicians. She is 

just a pawn in a patriarchal system that has all its controls in place. This image becomes 

more significant within the context of other representations of Gordillo that portray her as 

an excessively powerful character. This cartoon shows that even the female monster of 

Mexican politics takes on the role of caretaker and is controlled and supervised by the 

“real” male politicians.  

In “La Sagrada Familia Revolucionaria” (“The Sacred Revolutionary Family”), 

we see another nuclear family made up of Mexican Cardinal Norberto Rivera, as the 

father; PRI party president Beatriz Paredes, as the mother; and governor of the state of 

Mexico, Enrique Peña Nieto, as the infant son (Rocha, 2009). The cartoon criticizes the 

PRI party (Institutional Revolutionary Party), and in particular Peña Nieto, who is 

currently the Mexican President. It was published in 2009, shortly after Peña Nieto made 

a visit to the Pope. The visit, orchestrated by Cardinal Norberto Rivera, was read as a 

strategy to strengthen Peña Nieto’s future presidential candidacy by showing him as a 

religious man with close ties to the Vatican. In the cartoon, the future presidential 

candidate sits on Paredes’ lap. She represents the PRI, and the mother who is raising Peña 

Nieto to become president. PRI militants are commonly referred to as ‘dinosaurs’ 

because they stay eternally in power, thus Paredes is drawn with a dinosaur’s tail. 

Meanwhile, the father-Cardinal dons a devil’s tail. Both Paredes and Rivera look up as if 

gazing into heaven. The title of the cartoon also contributes to the joke; there is nothing 

revolutionary about this family, just like there is nothing revolutionary in the 

revolutionary party.  
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While the cartoon shows Paredes as a powerful woman, it also communicates that 

the type of leadership and skills of female politicians are similar to those of a mother. 

Thus, a career politician like her, who has served as senator, governor, and president of 

the party, is depicted as the one in charge to groom, raise, and protect the chosen one who 

will bring the party back to power.  

This section has addressed ways in which cartoons pair female and male 

politicians as romantic couples displaying different power dynamics. In the first cartoons, 

the overbearing brides are used to represent two women who carry real power in Mexican 

politics and who exhibit a masculine style. Their representations parallel Sloop’s (2004) 

theorization of the disciplining of gender. He explains that women who feature a 

masculine style and challenge gendered expectations “have long been represented as 

‘excessive,’ as grotesquely large” (p. 110). These excessive representations are present 

throughout this chapter. Patriarchy is explicitly depicted in the second set of cartoons 

depicting family portraits. These images show a clearly gendered hierarchy where women 

take on the role of caretakers and the real power lies on the male authority. In the next 

section I examine another trope that is characterized as “excessive:” the teacher.   

“La Maestra” (The Teacher)   

There are a large number of representations that fall into the teacher trope in 

Mexican cartoons. The main reason for this is that the hyper-visible Elba Esther Gordillo, 

former leader of the teacher’s union is known as “La Maestra” (The teacher). In a cartoon 

titled “La Maestra en su día” (“The Teacher in her day”), Gordillo is depicted holding a 

tiny President Calderón in one hand and a ruler in the other (Rocha, 2008). Her face is 

distorted, as it often is in caricatures, her nails are long and curled, almost like claws. 

With a backpack strapped to his back, Calderón is portrayed as a student giving Gordillo 
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an apple. The cartoon was published on Teachers Day, celebrated in Mexico every May 

15th. The image shows the power that Gordillo has over the President. There are many 

versions of this cartoon, where Gordillo is a larger-than-life monstrous teacher. Her 

pupils include former and current presidents, as well as other male and female politicians. 

The apple is also a constant element in representations of Gordillo, sometimes these 

apples are rotten to represent her corruption; in one cartoon the apple is another 

politician’s head. The ruler, a sign of force is also common in these representations. 

One cartoon stands out from the teacher trope. In it, Gordillo is the student, not 

the teacher. The cartoon, titled “La Tarea” (“The Homework”) was published after 

Gordillo rejected an education reform that required standardized evaluations of teachers 

(Camacho, 2012). To criticize Gordillo’s position, the cartoonist portrays her as an 

ignorant student. In the image, the secretary of health, José Ángel Córdoba, writes 

AH1N1 on the board. An infantilized Gordillo, donning a red backpack, replies by 

writing: “No to the evaluation!” However, she misspells the word evaluation. The cartoon 

references an incident that took place years back, when the union leader “renamed” the 

influenza virus AH1N1 as AHLNL in a public event attended by students who could not 

suppress their laughter. The incident was picked up by social media at the time. Moving 

from the dominating teacher to the ignorant student however, does not make Gordillo less 

grotesque. Her face is still deformed, but instead of being threatening, the cartoonist 

presents her as repugnantly ignorant.   

As seen in previous chapters, the teacher trope is also used in depictions of 

Hillary Clinton. In “Institutriz” (“Governess”) we see a monumental Clinton with her 

arms crossed (Helguera, 2009). She stands next to a blackboard but does not face it 

directly; she keeps watch from the corner of her eyes. At the board, her pupil, President 

Calderón, writes his lesson, over and over: “I must catch ‘El Chapo.’” The cartoon refers 
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to Mexico’s most wanted drug lord. As discussed in previous chapters, Clinton works as 

a metaphor for the United States. Thus, her immense presence represents the power that 

the U.S. has over Mexican politics, especially when it comes to the drug war. Other 

monumental women are discussed in the next section, where female politicians literally 

use their male counterparts as accessories. 

Monumental women and their male accessories  

This category addresses a series of cartoons that represent female politicians as 

emasculators. Male politicians in these images are portrayed as puppets, pets, and mere 

accessories of powerful women. In “Fan número uno” (“Number one fan”), President 

Felipe Calderón is depicted as Hillary Clinton’s hand puppet (Hernández, 2011). In the 

cartoon Clinton points at him and exclaims: “Wow!! He is doing so well…!” Calderón is 

just an expressionless puppet dressed as a soldier. The cartoon mocks the president as 

subservient of U.S. policies in relation to the drug war.  

In the next cartoon, presidential candidate Gabriel Quadri is literally an accessory 

in Elba Esther Gordillo’s dress: his head is depicted as a penchant in her necklace. The 

cartoon is called “La Sorpresa” (“The Surprise”) and it was published shortly after the 

first 2012 presidential candidate debate (Hernández). Quadri was always considered a 

candidate handpicked by Gordillo. Thus, this is just one of a series of cartoons that depict 

him as “the teacher’s pet.” In the cartoon, Gordillo, who claims to be “ready for the 

second debate,” wears a dress showing extreme cleavage, along with a necklace that 

features Gabriel Quadri’s tiny head. 

The cartoon is referencing the “surprise” that marked the first presidential debate, 

where an aide who assisted in the raffle that would determine which candidate would go 

first, wore a tight white dress showing that same extreme cleavage. The assistant, who 
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turned out to be a model and former playmate, became the center of attention during and 

after the debate. The cartoon plays with this incident by ‘giving’ Gordillo the idea to use 

cleavage in order to capture the public’s attention during the second debate. Except that 

in Gordillo’s case the “surprise” would not be “pleasant” as it arguably was with the 

young voluptuous model.  

Rhetorically, the cartoon is giving Gordillo power and taking it away. The image 

implies that Gordillo owns Quadri, he is just an accessory in her political strategy. At the 

same time it ridicules her, by sexualizing her and then mocking her aged body. This is 

one of many cartoons of Gordillo that use her body and her age to ridicule her. Her 

surgeries and use of botox are commonly used in both mix-gendered cartoons and in 

those where she is portrayed by herself. The only male politician that I have seen mocked 

for his age in editorial cartoons is union leader Fidel Velázquez, who stayed in power for 

more than 70 years. He was still the leader of the Worker’s Union when he died at 97, 

and thus, represents an authentic PRI “dinosaur.” Age does not seem to affect male 

politicians, unless they eternalize themselves in power.  

Finally, I include a cartoon that portrays PAN presidential candidate, Josefina 

Vázquez Mota, and her opponents in the internal campaign. The cartoon is titled 

“Josefina en la Cocina” (“Chepina in the Kitchen”) (Calderón, 2012). “Chepina” is the 

diminutive for Vazquez Mota’s first name: Josefina. Moreover, the diminutive allows 

cartoonists to play with this particular candidate in the kitchen space because of an old 

popular television show called “Cooking with Chepina.” In this cartoon Vazquez Mota 

wears an apron and an oven mitt as she prepares to cook a defenseless Ernesto Cordero, 

who according to political analysts was President Calderón’s personal pick as a 

candidate. Moreover, Cordero means “lamb” in Spanish. And so “Chepina” is getting 

ready to put some lamb in the oven, but not without a warning, as she tells Cordero: 
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“Without attacking each other, OK?” In the background, a miniscule Santiago Creel, the 

third candidate, looks at Cordero with an air of pity in his eyes. Creel is wearing a t-shirt 

labeled “pinche,” a word that has two meanings in Spanish: the first one refers to a 

cook’s helper; the second one is a pejorative adjective that can be translated as “fucking.” 

In this cartoon Vazquez Mota is the one in charge. The other two candidates are 

diminished by being infantilized and animalized—and then cooked. However, the cartoon 

does not show a woman breaking away from tradition; she is in charge of the domestic 

space of the kitchen. The cartoon contributes to reifying the female body in the private 

sphere of the home.  

There are a few instances in Mexican cartoons where the roles are reversed and 

female politicians become the pets or sidekicks of male politicians. One example is found 

in “Ya en serio” (“Now, Seriously”), where the Secretary of Energy, Georgina Kessel is 

depicted alongside Jesús Reyes-Heróles, the director of Mexican state-

owned oil company, PEMEX (Hernández, 2008). In the cartoon, Reyes-Heroles declares: 

“Now that you are done being ridiculous, can we continue with our debate?” The cartoon 

was published around the time that Calderón’s government was attempting an energy 

reform that would begin to privatize PEMEX. I speculate that by calling for an end to 

“ridiculousness,” the cartoonist is referring to the protests over the reform. In the image, 

both politicians are portrayed as clowns, but Reyes-Heroles is clearly in charge. He is the 

one making the speech, while Kessler just looks at him and smiles. In spite of the clown 

costume, Reyes-Heroles maintains a serious demeanor. Kessler is depicted as his 

sidekick, her outfit is more over the top and it includes a big, red nose.       

In “Capitalismo Salvaje” (“Savage Capitalism”), the Treasury Secretary, 

Francisco Gil, is holding a monstrous Elba Esther Gordillo on a leash (Helguera, 2003). 

She is depicted as a snarling animal, showing her teeth and her claws. The cartoon is 
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commenting on the Fiscal Reform, where the PAN government relied on Gordillo to 

bring the opposing PRI party to vote on their proposal. The cartoonist argues that this 

reform will lead to savage capitalism, and uses Gordillo to show its ugly face. In the 

image, Gordillo is reduced to a savage animal that will serve the PAN in achieving its 

political goals. She is not a political ally. She is a weapon, an enslaved beast.  

This last cartoon also falls into the category of monstrous representations. I do not 

elaborate more on this trope in the current chapter because all of the monsters depict the 

same politician: Elba Esther Gordillo. Her portrayals as a monster have already been 

discussed in the previous chapter. However, it is important to note that in mix-gendered 

cartoons, her monstrosity is exacerbated because the male politicians portrayed with her 

tend to remain human, regardless of their admitted corruption. One example is found in 

the cartoon titled “Noticia” (“News”) (Fisgón, 2005). It depicts Roberto Madrazo and 

Gordillo. The cartoon is framed by the following statement: “A dangerous snake attacked 

Madrazo.” In the image, we see a surprised Madrazo as he looks to his right, where a 

snake-shaped Gordillo sinks her two fangs on his shoulder. Below the image, a text in 

parenthesis reads: “(We fear for the poor snake’s health).” Although the text in the 

cartoon posits that Madrazo is a more dangerous monster than Gordillo, she is the only 

one who actually looks like one. Admittedly, the cartoonist strategy makes his argument 

stronger, and funnier. He is implying that regardless of Madrazo’s human façade, he is 

the one we should be most afraid of. However, it is important to note that a woman, 

Gordillo, is the leading monstrous figure in Mexican cartoons. The aggregate of her 

monstrous representations imply that corruption and hypocrisy are worse when they 

come from a woman.  

Other female politicians are animalized in mix-gendered cartoons, however they 

are not the only animals in the picture, and their representations are not gendered. A 
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couple of examples can be found in cartoons that portray the presidential candidates for 

the 2012 race. In one cartoon Josefina Vázquez Mota, Enrique Peña Nieto and Gabriel 

Quadri are drawn as a three-headed monster (Helguera, 2012); in another one Vázquez 

Mota, Peña Nieto and Andrés Manuel López Obrador are each portrayed as an animal: a 

dinosaur, a bird, and a goat (Calderón, 2012). These animals reference their parties and 

political personalities, not their gender.   

Thus far, I have focused on categories that tend to aggrandize female politicians. 

The bridezilla, the teacher, the mother, the monster, all reflect badly on women because 

they portray them as overpowering and emasculating. The following category works in 

the opposite direction: it minimizes women by domesticating them.      

Domesticating women   

Portraying female politicians as domesticated women is one of the strategies that 

cartoonists use to annul their power. In the first analysis chapter I examined a few 

cartoons that portrayed women doing house chores, this theme is also present in mix-

gendered cartoons. Although it is not a predominant theme, the sharp contrast of having 

male politicians doing politics and female politicians cleaning up in the same frame, 

creates a more powerful incongruity. One example is found in “Del Pemexgate al 

Labasgate” (“From Pemexgate to Labasgate”) (El Fisgón, 2002).34 In this cartoon, the 

president of the PRI party, Roberto Madrazo, talks to the party’s former presidential 

candidate, Francisco Labastida. Madrazo tells Labastida: “Really Francisco…just like we 

told the petroleum leaders, in the PRI we have no place for impunity.” The two 

politicians wear dark suits and ties as they discuss these matters. In the background, Elba 

                                                 
34 Pemexgate was a political scandal involving the state-owned oil company. In 2001 it was revealed that 

funds from the PEMEX worker’s union were used in the political campaign of PRI presidential candidate, 

Francisco Labastida. In 2002 the scandal resurfaced, and the cartoonist renamed it as Labastigate. The 

names of the scandals take after Watergate.    
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Esther Gordillo, the General Secretary of the PRI, wears an apron as she sweeps all the 

evidence of fraud committed by the party under an enormous rug labeled “PRI.” The 

cartoon is working within the dominating system of pieties, where there is a clear 

gendered division of labor. Men discuss politics while women do the cleaning. The 

incongruity here is not that there is a woman sweeping, but that there is a woman in 

politics. The cartoon is restoring the order by putting this woman back in her traditional 

place.  

Gordillo and Madrazo are depicted in a similar fashion in a cartoon published a 

year later. In “Yo no fui” (“It wasn’t me”) Gordillo is sweeping the floor and picking up 

the broken pieces of the tax reform while Madrazo scolds her: “Let’s see: Who told you 

that you could do this?” (Rocha, 2003). With Madrazo’s remark, the cartoonist is playing 

with the phrase “Yes we can” (do this), which was used by Madrazo and Gordillo in their 

campaign to serve as the leaders of their party. This cartoon was published after Gordillo 

had a falling out with her party over how they would vote for the tax reform. Madrazo 

also turned his back on her and she was eventually kicked out of the party. In both 

cartoons, power is taken from Gordillo by turning her into a domesticated woman who 

sweeps while the male politicians do politics. 

Female politicians in a positive light   

When it comes to politicians, positive cartoons are almost non-existent. However, 

Paco Calderón from Reforma has a couple of them, both portraying delegate Gabriela 

Cuevas. The first one is called “Guerita en el arroz” (“Blondie in the rice”) (2009). The 

title plays with a phrase that literally translates as: “little stone in the rice.” It is used like 

the idiom “a thorn in my side.” In the cartoon, the governor of Mexico City, Marcelo 

Ebrard, is portrayed eating a bowl of rice with a pair of chopsticks. In his last bite he 
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pulls the chopsticks out of the bowl to discover that instead of rice, he is holding a 

miniature Gabriela Cuevas. Ebrard looks terrified and spits his rice. Meanwhile Cuevas 

smiles at him with false innocence as she holds a big hammer behind her back, ready to 

strike. The cartoon was published after Cuevas was selected as president of Mexico 

City’s commission in Congress. The commission works within Congress to negotiate 

federal budget for public works in Mexico’s capital city, and had long been presided by 

members of the left-wing party PRD; the same one that has governed the capital since 

1997. Cuevas is a member of the conservative party PAN and already had a history of 

political confrontations with Governor Ebrard, before being assigned to lead the 

commission. In this cartoon Calderón uses names and strategies that could be used to 

trivialize women but turns them around. The miniature blondie is the opposite of what 

her size and nickname evoke. She is clever and strong.  

The second cartoon, which is located in my “non-gendered” category, also 

portrays Gabriela Cuevas. I include this cartoon in my discussion because positive 

portrayals of female politicians are rare. This cartoon could be portraying a male 

politician, it would not change the argument. However, because she is a woman, it is 

important to address it. In the cartoon, Cuevas is depicted alongside another Mexico City 

Governor, Alejandro Encinas. In the cartoon, Encinas exclaims: “I see myself at the 

PGR!” (Calderón, 2005). The PGR is the Office of the General Prosecutor, and I assume 

that Encinas was contemplating a position there, or that he was involved in a conflict with 

Cuevas that could end there. Gabriela Cuevas, who is taking notes in her legislator note 

pad, replies with a clever question: “…on front or behind bars?” From both cartoons it is 

clear that Gabriela Cuevas is indeed a thorn on the side of several Mexico City governors. 

She is also a young and attractive conservative politician; one of the few conservatives 

who has been elected in Mexico City, a city characterized by its left-wing and sometimes 
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progressive politics. Cuevas has represented the people of Mexico City as a delegate and 

is currently a Senator. She is hated by the left and admired by the right, which might 

explain these cartoons.  

The last cartoon that I examine in this section poses the question of who can be a 

politician.  In “Zoon Politikon”35 Calderón criticizes the public reaction against a female 

candidate for governor of Mexico City (2012). The cartoon, styled as a comic strip, 

begins with an image of the candidate, Isabel Miranda de Wallace. Calderón presents the 

opposing arguments: “At last!—some say—a ‘non-political candidate!’ …. But what 

could this woman know about politics? —others ask— if she is just a housewife.”36 The 

cartoon then shows Corazón Aquino, former president of the Philipines, holding a feather 

duster in her hand. Calderón writes: “Well…Corazón Aquino was a housewife.”  And 

then he continues to list and depict politicians in the jobs they held before going into 

politics: “…Lech Walesa was an electrician… Margaret Thatcher was a chemist…Jimmy 

Carter was a farmer… Saddam Hussein was a school teacher…and Ronald Reagan was a 

movie star.” Calderón closes his argument by stating: “There are only two certainties: All 

politicians –good and bad– are citizens…and all citizens that enroll in politics become 

politicians.” 

In this cartoon Calderón locates housework on the same level as a number of 

other occupations. By bringing forth other politician’s past jobs and professions and 

constructing them as ‘incongruous’ as housework, Calderón challenges the notion that 

women, and particularly housewives, do not belong in politics. To be fair, a number of 

non-gendered cartoons also put male and female politicians on equal ground. However, it 

                                                 
35 Refers to Aristotle’s “Zoon Politikon” or political animal. 
36 In Mexico there is a term for people who run for office but are not politicians. That is, they do not have a 

political career and were not involved in politics before they became candidates. They are called 

“candidatos ciudadanos,” which can be literally translated as “citizen-candidates”   
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is important to focus on those that do not, and examine the ways in which women are 

either disciplined or constructed as the outsider. In the following section I examine mix-

gendered cartoons in the U.S. and analyze the ways gender roles are constructed in 

caricatures, as well as the strategies that cartoonists follow to represent women as 

powerful or powerless. 

MIXED-GENDERED CARTOONS IN U.S. NEWSPAPERS 

In this section I examine U.S. cartoons of female politicians paired with male 

politicians. The different tropes used in gendered cartoons can be broadly divided in two 

categories. First there are women who emasculate others: their spouses, their political 

party and other politicians. And second, women who are trivialized, infantilized, or 

animalized. The first group of women are portrayed as powerful, but are disciplined for 

it. The women in the second category are minimized, and their competence as politicians 

is questioned through gendered representations.   

As in previous chapters, here I identified a number of images within a ‘subtle’ 

category, where women’s bodies or dress are subtly emphasized. In this category I also 

included cartoons that name male politicians by their last name or full name and identify 

female politicians by their first name. Also in this category, are images that portray 

groups of four or five politicians where all but one are males. The one woman in the 

cartoon stands out, and visually reminds us of the concept of politics as a gendered space. 

I start this section by examining representations of female politicians as wives and 

mothers.    

Scolding and nagging wives and mothers   

The largest number of cartoons identified as “gendered” portray female and male 

politicians as spouses. The gender dynamic in some of these cartoons can be understood 
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with Jamieson’s (1995) concept of the “zero-sum game.” This concept is used to analyze 

representations of power couples, where spouses are never perceived to be on equal 

ground: one is strong and the other weak (Edwards & Chen, 2006; Muir & Taylor, 2009). 

The prevalence of these representations in U.S. mix-gendered cartoons is probably due to 

the high number of caricatures portraying Hillary and Bill Clinton together. Muir and 

Taylor (2009) argue that the Clintons are “a gendered political team” (p. 1). They posit 

that any analysis of the couple must “Be seen as that of a team, not just two individuals 

acting, sometimes, in concert” (p.1). Muir and Taylor also believe that the Clintons “push 

the boundaries of gender expectations in their cultural and social milieu” (p. 1, 2). 

Perhaps this pushing of boundaries is what makes them so attractive to cartoonists; 

however the result is a large number of representations that tend to reflect negatively on 

Ms. Clinton. In some cartoons she is represented as a strong woman capable of leading, 

but disciplined for her display of strength, read as anti-feminine and thus castrating. In 

other cartoons she relies on her husband to do her job for her, a move that conveys her 

incapacity as a woman to lead the country.    

The first cartoon in this section represents Bill Clinton as Hillary Clinton’s 

guardian dog. It is a three-frame cartoon that starts with a dog, resembling Mr. Clinton, 

urinating on a sign that reads: “Obama for President” (Aral, 2008). In the next frame the 

dog is digging holes on the ground; it is on a front yard with a mailbox that identifies the 

house as Obama’s. At the same time an ‘off-screen’ voice tells a story: “Bill might be a 

little uncontrollable right now…but when we get to the White House…” We then come 

to the third frame where the narrator, Ms. Clinton, finishes her sentence: “I’ll teach him 
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some nice, new tricks.”37 As she speaks she holds a book titled “Housebreaking your old 

dog.” In the background the dog barks as he chases Barack Obama.    

This cartoon is a good example of the “zero-sum game,” where Hillary Clinton is 

the dominant figure and Bill Clinton is reduced to doing her bidding. While the figure of 

the guardian dog suggests that Mrs. Clinton needs protection, she is clearly depicted as 

the one in charge. In the cartoon, she has the power to manipulate Mr. Clinton into 

chasing away her opponents. The representation reflects negatively on both of the 

Clintons: Hillary manipulates her husband to do her dirty work, while Bill is emasculated 

by his wife, who keeps him on a leash. The cartoon also has a subtext of domesticity; it 

takes politics into a domestic sphere, where Hillary is ‘training’ her dog to behave at the 

home. Moreover, there is a sexual subtext in a cartoon because of the sexual reference 

that uses the metaphor of men as dogs. 

Sarah Palin has also been represented as a woman who uses her husband to 

advance her career. In a Tom Toles cartoon (2008), Todd Palin is depicted as his wife’s 

bodyguard. In the image, Sarah Palin sits at a desk under the official campaign sign 

“McCain/Palin.” However, McCain’s name has been scratched out. Palin looks content as 

her husband carries a minute McCain and drops him in the trashcan. McCain seems 

unaware of what is happening; he is too busy reading a newspaper article about the 

“Trooper Gate report.” Just as he is falling into the trashcan he asks Ms. Palin: “What’s 

this about getting rid of people who are in your way?” The cartoon references an 

investigation that concluded that Sarah Palin abused her power as governor of Alaska by 

allowing her husband to push for the firing of a state trooper who was previously married 

to Mrs. Palin’s sister.   

                                                 
37 Emphasis in the original cartoon 
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The cartoon shows an ambitious Sarah Palin who is not content to serve as vice 

president.  She wants the presidency. Representing Todd Palin as a bodyguard implies 

that he serves as his wife’s ‘muscle.’ He is the strength behind her, and “cleans up” after 

her. There are also references to domesticity and gendered roles in the home, since Todd 

Palin is the one taking out the “trash.” The cartoon also implies that Mrs. Palin is 

emasculating John McCain, who appears as a miniaturized figure, even though he has 

much more political experience than his running mate.  

This cartoon is another example of the zero-sum game where Mrs. Palin makes 

the political decisions and designs the strategies, while her husband follows her orders. 

This cartoon is similar to the one that represents Bill Clinton as his wife’s watchdog. 

Both cartoons suggest that female politicians need a man to clear the obstacles in their 

political careers. However, Mrs. Clinton comes across as threatening, she has turned Bill 

Clinton into an obedient mascot, not just a compliant bodyguard like Palin. Palin is 

represented in a non-threatening way. Even though she manipulates her husband into 

doing her dirty work, she seems to playfully get away with it. This cartoon parallels the 

findings of Carlin and Winfrey (2009), who state that Palin’s feminine style allows her to 

get away from the negative representations when other women cannot. These elements of 

feminine style have an impact on visual representations of Palin and Clinton in editorial 

cartoons. It is also important to note that Hillary Clinton’s political experience is 

incomparable to Sarah Palin’s, and is more qualified for certain political roles. However, 

they are both caught in a double bind and depicted in the same fashion: as dominating 

women who emasculate men, but simultaneously need men to be successful.  

In the next cartoon, the roles are somewhat reversed and Hillary Clinton is no 

longer the one in control. The image depicts Barack Obama and Clinton riding in a car 

(Oliphant, 2008). Obama is driving calmly while Clinton looks frazzled as she tries to 
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take control of the steering wheel. Bill Clinton rides in the backseat, behind Obama. His 

presence is almost imperceptible. The cartoon was published shortly after Obama 

announced Senator Clinton as his nominee for Secretary of State. In the image everyone 

seems to be in their rightful place, except for Hillary Clinton, who appears out of control. 

The image implies that Mrs. Clinton does not know her place. Meanwhile her husband is 

overlooking everyone, the almost invisible power behind the presidency. This cartoon 

also plays with the stereotype of women being bad drivers and poses the question of 

Hillary Clinton’s ability to lead a country if she cannot even steer a car.   

The next cartoon in this section emphasizes Mrs. Clinton’s “masculine” style. She 

is portrayed as a giant robotic war machine (Ohman, 2007). Robot Hillary sits on top of a 

war tank holding a blood-stained sword on one mechanic arm, while a man places a giant 

bouquet of flowers on the other and says: “let the image-softening begin.” Meanwhile, 

we see Bill Clinton standing at the foot of the tank supervising the grooming of Hillary’s 

image. Everyone is wearing black suits, which helps construct all of them as masculine, 

thus the flowers become the one prop that will make Mrs. Clinton “softer” and perhaps 

more feminine. This cartoon comes closer to portraying the Clintons as a political team, 

where Hillary is the candidate and Bill the handler. However, there is a clear hierarchy in 

this team. Hillary stands on a pedestal, depicted as an all-powerful candidate while Bill 

looks up at her from the ground. Hillary’s power comes at the cost of being considered 

threatening, unattractive, and being unable to work alongside her partner.  

Gender roles are reversed in the following cartoon. It portrays Bill Clinton sitting 

with five foreign women at a table that features the sign “spouses table” (Horsey, 2008). 

These women are marked as foreigners by donning headdresses from around the world. 

Clinton looks bored and miserable as the woman next to him attempts to start a 

conversation: “Ah! So you are married to the American Secretary of State. And what do 
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you do?”38 Far away, in the background we see Hillary Clinton sitting at the center of a 

long table surrounded by men wearing tuxedos. This cartoon is a productive exercise of 

perspective by incongruity. It visually shows how ingrained gender roles are and how 

politics is a gendered space that constructs male bodies as the norm. Thus, we see Mrs. 

Clinton as the only woman at the leaders’ table, while Mr. Clinton is “stuck” with the all 

the wives, paralleling the “little kids” table. The fact that the cartoon reverses gender 

roles to ridicule Mr. Clinton shows the prevailing anxiety that is generated by a woman 

occupying a position of such power.  

Overall these cartoons show the difficult position that Hillary Clinton faces. 

While she and her husband might work together as a team, her marriage is frequently 

used against her in political satire. Marriage turns into a “zero-sum” game where there 

are no partners. Women are once again caught in a double bind, where they are either 

emasculators or subjugated. In Clinton’s case she is either represented as a castrating wife 

or as a woman who requires her husband’s supervision to do her job. 

The emasculating wife trope takes different forms in the examined cartoons. One 

of its variations is the trope of the scolding, domineering mother. The following cartoon 

is an example of this representation; it rhetorically works to trivialize Hillary Clinton by 

constructing her as a hysterical woman (Ohman, 2007). The cartoon depicts Clinton like 

a professional working mother. She wears a pantsuit and holds a briefcase as she comes 

down the stairs to what looks like a teenager’s basement bedroom. She stops at the 

doorway and yells: “Do your foreign policy homework! You don’t know Washington, 

D.C.! You just hang around your immature friends!!!” Inside the room we see Obama in 

                                                 
38 Emphasis in the original cartoon. 
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a t-shirt and jeans, he is sitting on the bed with his laptop on his lap and a phone to his 

ear. He tells the person on the line: “Dude, I gotta roll, mom’s yelling…” 

The cartoon was published early in the 2008 presidential campaign, after Clinton 

challenged Obama for his inexperience in foreign policy. Carlin and Winfrey (2009) 

consider that going negative on political opponents can backfire on women who exhibit 

‘masculine’ leadership traits. This affirmation would explain the cartoon, which 

magnifies and ridicules a legitimate foreign policy challenge posed by Clinton. 

Representations such as this one hinder female politician’s ability to openly question their 

male colleagues, unless they embody a more feminine style that is in turn less threatening 

(Carlin & Winfrey, 2009).  

The scolding teacher is another version of the previously discussed emasculating 

wives and mothers. An editorial cartoon portraying Nancy Pelosi exemplifies this trope. 

The image shows her as a teacher smacking her adult student on the head with a ruler 

(Danziger, 2006). With his hands behind his back and tied to a chair, the ‘student’ 

resembles a torture victim. The teacher is his victimizer, she stands tall above him and 

yells: “Pay attention!” while the student repeats “yes, ma’m… yes, ma’m.” The teacher 

points to the blackboard, framed by the words: “Pelosi’s first grade.” The lesson of the 

day is: “We learn (fast) about Iraq.” On the board there is a map featuring Iran and Iraq, 

followed by the faces of leaders in the region. In the cartoon, Mrs. Pelosi is not actually 

teaching the lesson, she is just there to enforce discipline. The instructor is represented by 

the mascot of the Democratic Party, a male donkey who is wearing a suit. The donkey, 

also points to the board as he keeps his head down.  

The title of the cartoon identifies the victimized student, it is called: “What I did 

over Christmas vacation by new Intelligence Committee Chairman Silvestre Reyes.” 

Since being appointed by Pelosi as the committee chairman, Reyes had received heavy 
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criticism; especially after an interview with Jeff Stein, the National Security Editor 

for Congressional Quarterlys (Harnden, 2006). In the interview, Reyes demonstrated little 

knowledge about basic information regarding the conflict in Iraq. This situation prompted 

the cartoonist’s speculation about how Mr. Reyes would spend his next vacation: being 

tortured by the woman who put him in the chairman position. The cartoon shows an 

interesting dynamic between Nancy Pelosi and the Democratic Party. She is the iron 

maiden who enforces discipline, even resorting to violence, while the party appears weak 

as it shrinks into a corner and remains silent.   

Like the previous cartoons, this image exemplifies the overarching trope of the 

scolding mother/wife, which is frequently used by caricaturists to represent female 

politicians who are perceived as strong, ‘masculine,’ and thus threatening. These 

representations discipline women who demonstrate their strength. They rhetorically turn 

these women’s legitimate political actions into ridiculous and reprehensible examples of 

nagging and scolding. In sharp contrast to the previous representations I now turn to 

cartoons that minimize women by depicting them as pets and little girls.  

Pets and little girls: Representations minimizing female politicians   

Carlin and Winfrey (2009) explain the ‘pet’ or ‘child’ stereotype as one that 

results when a woman is seen as “too weak, naïve, or unprepared to handle a difficult task 

without a man’s help” (p. 327). Several cartoons fall into this category. These cartoons 

portray female political figures from Harriet Miers, to Secretary of State Condoleezza 

Rice, and vice presidential candidate Sarah Palin.   

Harriet Miers was George Bush’s first nominee to replace justice Sandra Day 

O’Connor in the Supreme Court. The first cartoon of this series features Harriet Miers as 

a cheerleader (Margulies, 2005). In the image, George Bush announces her as his 
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nomination for the Supreme Court. Bush justifies his pick by declaring: “Harriet Miers 

has held several positions in my administration.” In the background we see three distinct 

images of Miers, each donning a cheerleader uniform emblazoned with a big “W” and 

making a different pose with pom-poms. Each of the Miers cheerleaders represents a 

different “position” in the Bush administration. While Miers was indeed a vocal Bush 

supporter, and clearly unqualified for the Supreme Court, she is also a woman with a 

trajectory that includes serving as the first female president of both the Dallas Bar 

Association and the State Bar of Texas. Her trajectory, which no doubt opened doors for 

other women is nullified by her representation as a cheerleader, a figure that 

stereotypically refers to pretty, popular women who lack intelligence.   

In a more literal version of the pet trope, Harriet Miers is depicted as a baby 

panda. In the cartoon, a happy George Bush walks a baby panda on a stroller (Toles, 

2005). A group of reporters surrounds the odd couple, pointing their cameras at them. 

One of the journalists speaks into her microphone and says: “They’ve repackaged Harriet 

Miers.” The panda is indeed Miers, she is recognizable because of her distinctive bangs. 

This cartoon represents the ‘pet’ category quite literally. It posits that there is no way to 

make Miers more competent for the Supreme Court position, and all Bush can do is make 

her appealing by ‘repackaging’ her as cute and cuddly. Also, panda bears are known to be 

docile and peaceful. The use of this particular baby bear rhetorically positions women as 

infants, incapable, inexperienced.   

The next cartoon also represents the ‘pet’ frame literally. It portrays Secretary of 

State Condoleezza Rice as a parrot (Oliphant, 2003). The cartoon is framed by the text: 

“Man keeps tiger in small apartment.” The man in question is George W. Bush who is 

trying to escape out the window while the giant tiger that takes up the whole room grabs 

and chews on one of his legs. The stripes of the tiger form the word “Iraq.” Apparently 
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someone outside the building has noticed that something strange is taking place, because 

we see Bush talking to an invisible person through the window. Bush explains: “Oh, 

nothing…just ask the U.N. to send someone up.” Inside the room, a parrot representing 

Condoleezza Rice repeats: “Nothing wrong, nothing wrong,” and then adds, “Never fear, 

Condi’s here.” In the cartoon, Dr. Rice is literally a pet; a special kind of pet, one that 

repeats the words of her master. She is a mimic. She is smart enough to talk but can only 

repeat what her master says.  

There are a number of cartoons that depict Bush and Rice together. In some of 

them Rice acts as Bush’s sidekick, but in others it almost seems to be the other way 

around. While cartoons mock both figures, the Secretary of State tends to be in a better 

position; her politics are questioned, but not her intelligence. However, this cartoon 

shows her as a mindless follower.  

The last two cartoons of this series depict vice presidential candidate Sarah Palin. 

In the first one she is paired with George Bush, who is represented as Dr. Evil, the villain 

from the Austin Powers films (Horsey, 2008). Palin is portrayed as Mini-Me, Dr. Evil’s 

tiny but powerful clone. In the image, Bush-Evil brings his left pinky to the corner of his 

mouth, just like Dr. Evil does when he is planning something sinister. At the same time 

he exclaims: “I shall call her mini me!” He refers to the miniature Sarah Palin who stands 

next to him with her tiny arms extended in excitement. Mini-Me-Palin enthusiastically 

cries out: “We’re doing God’s work in Iraq!”… “I got my first passport a year-and-a-half 

ago, so now I’m ready to tackle foreign policy”…”Drill, drill, drill!” From the films, one 

could argue that Mini-Me is actually tougher and stronger than Dr. Evil. However, the 

cartoon seems like a perfect example of the pet trope, where Palin is portrayed as 

extremely naïve, and a mere extension of her creator.  
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In the final cartoon of this section, Sarah Palin is depicted as John McCain’s 

bulldog (O’Connor, 2008). The cartoon represents the moment when McCain accepts the 

Republican nomination as the presidential candidate. In the image, he stands on a stage 

surrounded by people and balloons. With his eyes closed and visibly moved, McCain 

exclaims: “My friends. I accept your nomination!” At the same time he lets go of the 

leash he has been holding in his hands. As a result, Ms. Palin, represented as a bulldog 

with lipstick, gets lose and starts running; or perhaps chasing a moving target. The 

cartoon mocks Palin by using her infamous joke about lipstick being the only difference 

between a hockey-mom, like herself, and a bulldog. Palin is not only depicted as a 

bulldog with lipstick, but she is also a clown. Similar to the previous images, the pet 

trope is used to imply that the woman depicted in the cartoon cannot stand by herself. 

These women-pets are extensions of their masters, who use them to advance their 

political agendas; they are excitable and mindless followers of the male leaders that have 

created them.  

Overall, representations of female politicians in the previously discussed mix-

gendered cartoons illustrate how double binds are deployed against women through these 

incongruous portrayals. Jamieson (1995) explains that double binds result from 

dichotomies that are constructed around femininity and masculinity. These dichotomies 

obey a hierarchical order that stems from a patriarchal system. They manifest themselves 

in representations that characterize women as excessive or deficient. Regardless of which 

extreme a woman embodies, she is portrayed as inadequate; she is either “too much” or 

“not enough” (p.121). Contrasting with these representations, the final section of this 

chapter examines cartoons that exhibit an awareness of the incongruities posed by sexism 

in the public political sphere.  
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Criticizing sexism   

The final category addressed in this chapter features cartoons that criticize sexism. 

Interestingly, they all deal with the Supreme Court and the conservative judges who were 

nominated and then confirmed during the Bush administration. The first cartoon is titled 

“If Roberts is Confirmed” (Luckovich, 2005). It depicts five Supreme Court justices 

sitting at a long table. One of them asks future Chief Justice John Roberts: “You opposed 

equal pay for women. Do you think they’re second-class citizens?” Before answering, 

Roberts turns to the only woman at the table, Judge Ginsburg, hands her an empty coffee 

mug and says: “Decaf, black…”  

In a very similar cartoon we are translated to Judge Alito’s Senate confirmation 

hearings (Luckovich, 2005). Five senators sit across from Alito. There is only one 

woman, Senator Dianne Feinstein, who sits at the center. She interrogates the future 

member of the Supreme Court: “Judge Alito, I intend to ask questions about your views 

on women’s rights…” Alito interrupts her and asks: “Do you have your husband’s 

permission?”  

By depicting spaces occupied by men, with only one woman in the room, the 

cartoonist points to the gendered space that is politics. The reactions of the men who are 

‘confused’ about the role of women in these masculine spaces seem incongruous, but 

perhaps they are not. The cartoons ridicule these men, who continue to think that women 

do not belong in politics, but the images show us that women are indeed a scarce and 

strange presence in these spaces.   

CHAPTER SUMMARY  

Female politicians in both Mexico and the U.S. are more frequently portrayed in 

mix-gendered cartoons than by themselves. Although the explanation might be related to 

the low number of women in politics, these cartoons suggest that women require the 
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company or supervision of a male. Mix-gendered cartoons that rely on gendered 

representations tend to portray female and male politicians in a “zero-sum game” that 

leaves one of them powerless. Under this logic, female politicians are either aggrandized 

and turned into emasculating wives and mothers, or minimized and depicted as infants 

and pets that depend on their male protectors. In either case women are constructed as 

inadequate participants in the political sphere.  There are however, cartoons that show an 

awareness of politics as a gendered space and in a satirical way portray the cultural 

resistance that women encounter from those who have historically been constructed as 

the rightful occupiers of that space. 
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Conclusion:  Is Patriarchy Really Dead? 

Watching Dr. Janet Yellen wearing a black suit and a demure expression as she 

was sworn in as vice president of the Federal Reserve, one would hardly be tempted to 

imagine her twerking with Miley Cyrus. Yet that was what the politically conservative 

website The Daily Caller did for us on October 10, 2013 with the following headline: 

“Who’s hotter: Janet Yellen or Miley Cyrus?” A split image with a photo of each woman 

accompanied the question, and the article promised a slideshow so that readers could 

decide between the two “hotties.” The question was timed precisely after President 

Obama nominated Yellen for Chair of the Federal Reserve. The mocking of Janet Yellen, 

a 67 year-old professor, renowned economist, and, according to The Washington Post, 

“the most qualified Fed chair in history” (Matthews, 2013, para. 1), is not unusual. It is 

something that female politicians in the U.S. and in Mexico have to be prepared for.  

The Daily Caller does not bother to discuss why Yeller would be an inadequate 

chair. Her representation as a sex object erases the discussion and obscures the fact that 

she is the first woman to hold this position. The organization Name It. Change It. 

highlights the post by the Daily Caller as one of the most recent examples of sexist media 

coverage of female politicians (Edel, 2013). It is not the only one. Another story featured 

by Name It. recovers a recent interview of Samantha Power, the U.S. Ambassador to the 

United Nations (Birnbaum, 2013). In the interview featured in “The Today Show,” Power 

talked about Hillary Clinton, the conflict in Syria, her career as a journalist, and her 

young kids. The show framed the “exclusive” with a news ticker that read: “Power 

Player. UN Ambassador on Balancing Diplomats and Diapers” (para. 1). Although 

Power’s motherhood was just one of the many topics discussed in the interview, which 

never mentioned diapers, NBC chose to highlight this issue on the television screen.  
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As Name It. points out, both examples demonstrate the gendered and sexist 

coverage that female politicians receive by the media, where previous (male) Fed chairs 

were not represented as “hotties,” and male politicians are not questioned about their 

struggles with juggling families  and careers. As I have discussed throughout this 

dissertation, similar representations can be found in political cartoons, where female 

politicians are depicted as “hotties” and mothers, among other tropes. Although cartoons 

are supposed to poke fun at politicians, gendered representations continue to construct 

women as inadequate participants in the political arena.    

My project is based on the observation that in order to increase female 

participation in formal, electoral politics, women must actually see themselves in these 

roles. For that reason, analyzing current visual representations of female politicians in the 

media becomes important. My dissertation centered on political cartoons because these 

artifacts provide information about cultural assumptions regarding gender roles and can 

bring insight about cultural barriers that women still face when they become political 

actors.  

In this dissertation, I asked the following research questions: How are female 

politicians represented visually? And how does the existing visual rhetoric enable, 

debilitate or restrain their political participation? To answer this question, I conducted a 

comparative analysis of political cartoons that portray women in Mexico and the U.S. 

Thus, I also asked: What are the similarities and the differences across these 

representations and what do they say about gender relations in each context? I set up a 

feminist framework, using literature on politics as a gendered space, patriarchy, and the 

double binds faced by female leaders.      

Throughout this dissertation I argue that female politicians are represented as 

outsiders in a political sphere that is still conceived as a masculine space. Women’s 
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incursion into the public political sphere continues to generate anxiety, resulting in 

representations that either construct women as inadequate or urge them back into the 

private sphere, reifying traditional gender roles. Political cartoons in both Mexico and the 

U.S. demonstrate that regardless of the important advances in gender equity, patriarchy is 

hardly a notion that belongs to the past. 

I became interested in this topic in 2004. It was a scandalous year for Mexican 

women in politics. The governor of Mexico City, Rosario Robles, was involved in a 

corruption and sex scandal; there were rumors that Marta Sahagún, the First Lady, 

wanted to race for the Presidency; and other first ladies in local governments were 

following her lead. The Mexican printed media went crazy: Columnists compared 

powerful female politicians to the power puff girls, asked the President to control his 

wife, called the aforementioned first ladies “the Mexican Hillaries” (after Senator 

Clinton), published Ms. Robles’ private letters, and drew some outrageous cartoons.  

The excessive coverage of these women and my interest in print media led me to 

my Master’s thesis topic, where I explored representations of female politicians in 

Mexican newspapers. In my thesis I argued that female politicians’ newly acquired 

visibility served to depoliticize them by vilifying, mocking, and/or re- inscribing them to 

the private sphere through the use of outdated stereotypes. My research was based on 

written artifacts: political columns, news pieces, and editorials. Although my work 

featured a handful of political cartoons, I used them mainly as visual illustrations for my 

arguments. While some of those images made me laugh, most of them made me 

uncomfortable. Regardless of the criticism I thought these female politicians deserved, 

the way that some cartoons portrayed them seemed humiliating for all women.  For this 

reason I argue that studying political cartoons is important. They reveal how traditional 
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gender roles are deeply embedded in culture, even within a group of journalists that are 

recognized for their sharp and pertinent critiques of those in power.  

Conducting a comparative analysis between Mexico and the U.S. also became 

important to me when I moved to the U.S. and found myself surrounded by newspapers 

and magazine “lifestyle” stories that addressed sexism as an issue of the past. From these 

texts it seemed that gender inequalities in the U.S. were completely overcome. For me, 

these texts represented a sharp contrast with media messages in Mexico, where the 

government was broadcasting campaigns that called for gender equity and against sexual 

harassment. These advertisements covered basic rights, such as asking parents not to 

discriminate between their sons and daughters when it came to supporting their 

education, or encouraging women to choose who to vote for instead of letting their 

husbands and/or fathers decide for them.  

As I discussed in the introduction, Mexico and the U.S. share much more than a 

border.  There are millions of people that migrate from one country to the other and 

continually influence the culture on the other side. This mutual influence makes an 

international comparative study relevant. Additionally, I soon discovered that despite the 

celebratory articles, there was plenty of evidence of sexism in the U.S. Even in media 

representations of female politicians. Moreover, when it comes to the actual 

representation of women in political positions, the numbers in the U.S are even smaller 

than in Mexico, where recent legislature has pushed for more female participation. For 

these reasons, I argue that a comparative study between these two countries is timely and 

important. 
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RECOGNIZING SEXISM IN MEXICAN AND U.S. POLITICAL CARTOONS  

In the first chapter of the dissertation I reviewed the literature on female 

politicians and their relationship with the media. I also discussed the concepts that 

constitute my feminist framework, which were later used for my analysis. The notion of 

politics as a gendered space serves as the foundation for this project. It consists of the 

idea that politics has been historically conceived as a gendered and masculine space 

where male bodies are the norm and women are constructed as outsiders (Edwards, 

2009b; Horwitz & Swyers, 2009; Kann, 1998). I connect the idea of politics as a 

gendered and masculine space to the concept of patriarchy, conceived by feminist theory 

to explain how people are socialized to perpetuate the rule of men over women (Millet, 

2000). A patriarchal structure reifies a hierarchy that assigns different personalities and 

spaces to women and men (Horwitz & Swyers, 2009; Kann, 1998, Muir & Taylor, 2009). 

As a result, women have historically been relegated to the private sphere of the home 

while men have been constructed as the rightful inhabitants of the public space (Warner, 

2002). Thus, the body of a leader is, by default, a male one (Horwitz & Swyers, 2009; 

Sloop, 2004).  

The increasing participation of women in politics blurs the boundaries between 

the public and private spheres and is met with representations that discipline women for 

this transgression. One of the main disciplining strategies consists in trapping female 

politicians in double binds that curtail their power. The Daily Caller piece about Janet 

Yeller provides an example of how the competence/femininity double bind works. Yeller 

is an experienced and qualified woman about to hold a position of power that no woman 

has held before. However, she is ridiculed for not being attractive. She is constructed as a 

loser, a non-sexy-sex-object that cannot compete when compared to performer Miley 

Cyrus. On the other hand, if a woman is attractive, she faces representations that dwell on 
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her appearance and downplay her achievements. An example can be found in The Daily 

Beast fashion section where the highlight of an article about Nancy Pelosi as a fashion 

icon reads, “Sure, the health-care vote was a great moment for America—but the 

lavender suit at the center of it all was Italian” (Dana, 2010). These two articles 

demonstrate how double binds put women in impossible positions, where they always 

have something to lose. 

Based on the theoretical framework established in chapter 1, Chapter 2 develops 

the methodological tools for analyzing representations of female politicians in editorial 

cartoons. Editorial cartoons provide the advantage of being located at the intersection of 

journalism and popular culture. For people to “get the joke,” cartoonists must use 

references that speak to a collective consciousness (Edwards & Chen, 2006; Medhurst & 

DeSousa, 1981). This tapping into cultural assumptions is what gives cartoons their 

rhetorical power. As a result, cartoons are valuable artifacts for analyzing the way female 

politicians are perceived. They also provide information about deeply embedded 

expectations surrounding gender roles. In addition to these characteristics, cartoons are 

good artifacts for analysis because they provide visual forms of arguments that are 

sometimes missing in the written form (Palczweski, 2005).   

Taking these elements into consideration I proposed a methodology that first 

conceives political cartoons as instances of perspective by incongruity. Perspective by 

incongruity is a method that creates new meanings by dislocating elements that properly 

go together, and re-classifying them (Burke, 1952; 1959; 1984). It is a strategy commonly 

used by cartoonists who assemble incongruous situations or characteristics to construct a 

critique. One could say that cartoons argue by incongruity. Perspective by incongruity fits 

well with a feminist lens based on politics as a gendered space, where women are 
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conceived as incongruous. It is also a pertinent tool to analyze the use of the incongruous 

double binds that undermine female politicians.  

To classify and analyze the gendered representations found in political cartoons in 

Mexico and the U.S., I used archetypes and stereotypes. Archetypes are defined as 

“primordial images” found in the “collective unconscious” (Jung, 2010, p. 4, 12). The 

way that archetypes are portrayed varies according to the cultural and historical context 

of its manifestations. The culture specific symbols that give archetypes their final form 

are defined by Osborn (1990; 2006) as culturetypes. Stereotypes and icons are two 

culturetypal elements that I used in this project. Initially, I proposed the Great Mother 

archetype as the overarching frame to analyze all political cartoons. However, upon 

finishing my archival research I did not consider that all images belonged in this 

category. I focused on the Great Mother archetype when analyzing monstrous 

representations because these images seem to exceed all stereotypes. The rest of my 

analysis is mainly based on four stereotypes identified by Kanter in 1977 (1993) to 

describe the roles of women in corporations. These stereotypes are: the mother, the 

seductress, the pet, and the iron maiden.  

In chapters 3-5 I conducted the rhetorical analysis of female politicians in political 

cartoons. While chapters 3 and 4 examined portrayals of female politicians by 

themselves, in Mexico and the U.S., respectively, chapter 5 focuses on mix-gender 

cartoons that portray female and male politicians together. To contextualize the 

depictions of female politicians I first explored general portrayals of women. In Mexico, 

most of these cartoons use female figures to represent abstract notions such as 

democracy. Women also stand in for institutions such as political parties. In these images 

women are sexualized, objectified and portrayed in passive roles. A few positive 

portrayals show women discussing politics or depict real-life public figures, such as 
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athletes, who come to represent a handful of heroines in a country plagued by corruption. 

Rhetorically, these representations communicate that strong, honest, and hardworking 

women are rare. 

Contrasting with the sexualized and often young women depicted in Mexican 

cartoons, caricatures in the U.S. predominantly portray white middle-age housewives. 

The vast majority of these women are depicted in their homes with their male partners, or 

with their small children. Representations of women working outside the home are 

predominantly depictions of school teachers. The prevalence of these representations 

demonstrates that women in leadership positions are already absent from political 

cartoons. Thus, when representing female politicians, gendered portrayals rely on the 

same stereotypical tropes.   

When analyzing female politicians in editorial cartoons I made the distinction 

between “non-gendered” and “gendered” images. In the “non-gendered” classification I 

located cartoons that I considered passed a reversibility test. That is, the woman in the 

cartoon could have been replaced by a male politician without altering the essence of the 

argument. I identified 36 percent of the Mexican cartoons as part of this category and 56 

percent in the case of the U.S. For gendered representations I made a second distinction 

and created a “subtle” category. Although the distinction can be precarious, I sought to 

differentiate cartoons that emphasized a woman’s red lips or scarf from those that 

represented her as a bridezilla, or a nagging mother. I located 20 percent of the Mexican 

cartoons in this category versus 27 percent of the U.S. cartoons.  

After separating the cartoons in these three large classifications I focused my 

analysis on those images that were explicitly gendered. The percentages for Mexico and 

the U.S. are 44 versus 17 percent, respectively. This is an important difference. It 

suggests that sexism in the U.S. is less rampant than it is in Mexico. The quality of the 
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representations between these two countries is also different. Images in the U.S. are much 

less shocking than the ones found in Mexican newspapers. For instance, the monstrous 

trope —which represents 10 percent of all Mexican cartoons portraying female 

politicians by themselves— is totally absent from the U.S. caricatures examined for this 

project. The most excessive representations in the U.S. are found in emasculating 

teachers and mothers —nothing that matches the grotesque imagery of the evil Great 

Mother archetype. This archetype is used in Mexican cartoons that represent union leader 

Elba Esther Gordillo and in portrayals of U.S. politicians. In Gordillo’s case the monster 

indicates the great amount of power and corruption attributed to her. In the case of the 

U.S. politicians Condoleezza Rice and Janet Reno, it represents U.S. imperialism. Power, 

corruption and imperialism are not characteristics traditionally assigned to women. 

Consequently, in both cases these excessive and grotesque representations also work to 

discipline women who have transgressed cultural gender expectations (Sloop, 2004).  

Another important difference between Mexican and U.S. cartoons resides in 

representations of female politicians as sex objects. Mexican cartoons in this category 

include portrayals of a dominatrix, a pair of sexy mud-fighters, and a bikini-clad Gordillo 

irrupting out of a giant birthday cake. In the U.S. the sex object stereotype is much more 

subdued. It is mostly relegated to the “subtle” category, where women’s clothes or 

physical features are accentuated. In the gendered category, the sex object stereotype is 

only present in three cartoons featuring Sarah Palin. In the first one she is depicted as 

being interested in politics only for the credit in designer clothing that she thinks she will 

get. In the second cartoon Palin attempts to win votes by winking at people, and in the 

third one she is represented as a model walking down a runway. Her sex object 

representation combines with her mother role in this cartoon, since she is also carrying a 

gun and holding a baby in her arms.  
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The sex object stereotype is deployed against women in different ways. Attractive 

women are reduced to a sensuous object to be desired, while unattractive —and often 

older— women are constructed as grotesque objects of ridicule. Regardless of these 

differences, this stereotype objectifies women and erases all their other characteristics 

(Kanter, 1977; 1993; Carlin & Winfrey, 2009).  

The monster and the sex object are the two tropes that indicate greater sexism in 

Mexican editorial cartoons. The comparative analysis of these two themes, combined 

with the large difference in the number of gendered representations between the two 

countries, could indicate that sexism is not a pressing issue in the U.S. However, on a 

closer look, it is impossible not to notice the invisibility of female politicians in U.S. 

political cartoons. For instance, The New York Times published an average of four 

cartoons of female politicians by themselves —without the company of a male 

politician— per year. This is a shockingly small number if we consider that male 

politicians are portrayed in at least one cartoon per week. However, the NYT is not an 

exceptional case. Female politicians are underrepresented in all four newspapers. The 

absence of women politicians in editorial cartoons is another factor that contributes to 

their rhetorical construction as outsiders in the political arena.   

Going back to a comparison of the tropes that emerge from political cartoons in 

Mexico and the U.S., I focused on the common theme of domesticity. Regardless of how 

much power they actually hold, women politicians in Mexico are often cast as 

domesticated housewives. Their political work is rhetorically turned into house chores. 

The housewife trope is used against politicians that are being criticized for their work, 

and used again in depictions that attempt to praise their work. These images demonstrate 

the inability of (male) cartoonists to think about women outside of their traditional gender 

roles, and illustrate the cultural anxieties surrounding women’s presence in the public 
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political space. Through these incongruous portrayals of female politicians sweeping the 

floor and doing the laundry, cartoonists are not creating new meanings, but restoring the 

order that was lost when these women stepped outside of their homes.  

Interestingly, I did not find one cartoon that represented a U.S. politician doing 

house chores. Perhaps that is one issue where gender equity has been achieved. When 

U.S. politicians are connected to domesticity they are depicted in their homes with their 

real or fictional families —Clinton as Obama’s mother, for instance— but they will never 

be holding a broom. Anxieties about the blurring line between the public and the private 

spheres are distinctively present in cartoons portraying Hillary Clinton. Even in cartoons 

where she is depicted by herself, she is haunted by Bill’s shadow. Within the domestic 

theme, Hillary is depicted first and foremost as a wife; a resentful wife who always has 

her husband on her mind and who cannot distinguish between her private family life and 

the public world of politics.  Regardless of the situation, cartoons that feature women in 

domestic settings are rhetorically removing female politicians from the public sphere and 

bringing them back to the traditionally female private sphere of the home.  

The theme of domesticity is also present in mix-gender cartoons analyzed in 

chapter 5. Notably, most images portraying or referencing a female politician fall into the 

mix-gender category. That is, women politicians are more likely to appear in cartoons 

next to a male politician than to be portrayed by themselves, or with other female 

colleagues. In Mexico 64 percent of the cartoons published between 2002 and 2012 are 

mix-gendered. In the U.S. the number is 60 percent. Likely, these numbers reflect the 

overall small number of female politicians, in comparison to their male counterparts. 

However, the high percentage of mix-gender cartoons also suggests that women require 

the company and supervision of their male colleagues in order to do their job 

appropriately.  
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Most gendered representations in mixed-gender cartoons are characterized by the 

deployment of a double bind identified as the zero-sum game (Edwards & Chen, 2006; 

Jamieson, 1995). The zero-sum game does not allow for equal partnerships, one 

politician must always dominate the other. Consequently, female politicians in these 

cartoons are either aggrandized or minimized. Like other double binds, both strategies 

reflect negatively on women politicians. 

Most of the mix-gendered representations fall into the nagging mother/wife trope, 

with the scolding teacher as a close variation. In the Mexican case the depictions within 

this theme include female politicians portrayed as enormous Bridezillas who emasculate 

their tiny grooms. But the image that I am interested in highlighting is “Día de la 

Familia” (“Family Day”), because it provides the perfect illustration of patriarchy. The 

cartoon portrays a patriarchal family picture made up by the figures of the grandfather, 

the father, the mother, and the children. Elba Esther Gordillo, the monster of Mexican 

politics, is depicted as the mother. She controls the children —President Vicente Fox and 

First Lady Marta Sahagún. However, controlling the President does not make her the 

most powerful politician in the picture. She is in turn supervised and policed by the two 

patriarchs standing behind and above her —former President Carlos Salinas and PAN 

party leader Fernández de Ceballos. This cartoon is the perfect representative anecdote of 

my main argument. It shows politics as a gendered and masculine space, and exemplifies 

the place women hold in a patriarchal system. The image indicates that regardless of the 

amount of power held by women, they do not ultimately make the important political 

decisions. These are made by the male rulers. Strong women like Elba Esther Gordillo 

are conceived as mothers; controlling mothers who are in charge of nurturing/training the 

next generation of politicians.  
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In the U.S. the nagging mother/wife, and the scolding teacher are highly visible 

tropes as well. Within this theme female politicians are portrayed as emasculators. In 

these cartoons women emasculate their husbands —Hillary trains Bill as her guard dog, 

Sarah uses Todd as her body guard— women also emasculate other politicians —Hillary 

scolds her “son” Barack,— and finally, women emasculate their parties, which are 

represented by male figures —evil teacher Pelosi tortures a democrat, while the 

democratic donkey watches helplessly. Turning women into emasculators is a common 

way to discipline those who challenge gender norms. There seems to be a correlation 

between the real power held or sought by the women depicted in the cartoons and the 

intensity of sexism. Women who are less powerful do not pose as big a threat as those 

who are, and who are therefore constructed as terrifying. For instance, in the case of Palin 

and Clinton as emasculating wives, Palin seems to get away with it graciously. She 

smiles innocently as her husband throws McCain in the trash can. Clinton never smiles 

innocently, she smirks. These differences can also be explained in terms of the femininity 

that these women perform. Clinton is disciplined in a harsher manner because she 

exhibits a masculine style. This finding coincides with Stokes (2009) argument that First 

Ladies who are more traditional receive more favorable media coverage.  

I closed the discussion of my findings with a trope that is almost absent in 

Mexican cartoons but popular in the U.S. Female politicians as pets. The pet/child trope 

is used to represent women who are perceived as inexperienced or weak (Kanter, 1977; 

1993; Carlin & Winfrey, 2009). Sarah Palin, Caroline Kennedy, Harriet Miers, and 

surprisingly, Condoleezza Rice, are represented in this trope. They are depicted as little 

girls, cuddly pandas and mimicking parrots. All of these representations imply that these 

women lack what it takes to be a real politician. They require the protection and 

supervision of their male superiors, and can also be easily manipulated by them.   
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The mix-gender representations analyzed in chapter 5 very clearly exemplify how 

cartoons portray women as inadequate participants in the political sphere. They are 

caught in double binds that either represent them as excessive or incomplete (Jamieson, 

1995). Strong women are debased by constructing them as emasculators, and “weak” 

women are evidenced as such.    

SIGNIFICANCE OF ANALYSIS  

After analyzing cartoons portraying female politicians in Mexico and the U.S. I 

was surprised by the large percentage of editorial cartoons that pass the reversibility test 

and provide representations that can be regarded as non-gendered, especially in the U.S. 

However, there is also a significant number of cartoons that argue through their 

representations of gender and do so in ways that negatively impact female politicians, and 

women in general. The performance of female politicians in these gendered cartoons is 

not criticized in terms of their competence. Women are trapped in incongruous double 

binds that discipline them for their lack of femininity or their excess of it. Furthermore, 

cartoonists seem unable or unwilling to recognize their sexist representations and hide 

behind their “humor;” a form of humor that is not funny for the women who are at the 

losing end of it.    

The argument that a patriarchal system no longer exists is not valid when we 

analyze cartoons that clearly resent women’s participation in the public political sphere. 

In these gendered cartoons women continue to be the symbol of the private sphere of the 

home. Their presence in the political space is portrayed as incongruous and cartoonists 

seek to restore the patriarchal order by taking women back to their traditional domestic 

space, depicting them as housewives and mothers. In these instances cartoons become 

powerful tools for reinforcing the traditional hierarchy of the private and public spheres.   
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The poor participation of women in institutional, formal politics is another, very 

concrete indication that we live under a patriarchal idea of “democracy,” where women 

are not properly represented in government. As established in the introduction, the United 

Nations reports that in the year 2012 women in the U.S. made up 27.3% of ministerial 

positions, versus 21.1% in Mexico (“Women in Politics,” 2012). Numbers in 

parliamentary positions are higher, but still problematic. Mexico ranks number 19 world-

wide with 36.8% seats in the lower House and 32.8% in the Senate, while the U.S. ranks 

at number 80 with 17.8% and 20% respectively (“Women in National Parliaments,” 

2013).  

Although there are a handful of cartoons that depict positive portrayals of female 

politicians, these become invisible in the larger rhetorical landscape. Moreover, in the 

Mexican case, the different political ideologies of the newspapers analyzed did not 

produce a significant difference in the representations of female politicians. The main 

differences resided in the issues and particular politicians that cartoonists chose to 

criticize in their work.  

While the number of explicitly gendered portrayals was low in the U.S. —with a 

17 percent versus a very significant 44 percent in the Mexican case— ignoring sexism in 

these depictions can only contribute to reinforce it. Furthermore, it is problematic that in 

these representations we can still identify stereotypical gender roles that were theorized in 

the 1970s. The resilience of these stereotypes after more than 30 years is an indication 

that a feminist framework considering the notion of patriarchy continues to be pertinent 

to recognize the way that cartoons and other visual representations of women in politics 

limit women’s participation in leadership positions.  

In addition to the negative representations, the dismal underrepresentation of 

female politicians in editorial cartoons also contributes to the overall lack of images 
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portraying women in positions of power. Again, I bring The New York Times as an 

example, since their numbers are the most shocking ones. On average, the NYT published 

eleven cartoons per year, portraying or referencing a female politician. Sixty-two percent 

of those caricatures depicted female politicians in mix-gender cartoons. That is, with a 

male companion. As discussed in the beginning of this dissertation, it is indispensable for 

women to be able to see themselves as politicians or as leaders in order to increase their 

participation in the political arena and in leadership positions in general. Finally, it is also 

important to recognize the limits of this research and identify opportunities for future 

research. I discuss these limits and opportunities in the next section.  

LIMITS AND OPPORTUNITIES OF RESEARCH  

There are limitations to this project. The first one pertains to the choice of U.S. 

newspapers. While The Washington Post and The New York Times represent two of the 

most influential papers in the U.S., and have the advantage of producing a sample of 

cartoons that have been previously published in different national news outlets, these 

papers are very similar in their choice of cartoons and regularly feature a number of 

caricaturists that overlap. The political comparisons that I was able to draw between the 

Mexican papers, La Jornada and Reforma, are lost in U.S. cartoons. The inclusion of a 

more varied newspaper sample represents an opportunity for future research  

A second limitation corresponds to the media outlets used in this research. While 

political cartoons have a predominant place in Mexican print media, this importance does 

not seem to translate to U.S. newspapers. However, there are online media outlets in the 

U.S. do privilege editorial cartoons, and also allow for more freedom. In the U.S. 

cartoonists are disappearing from printed media that cannot afford them any longer and 

are forced to find online venues for their work. A superficial exploration of these 
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cartoons shows more outrageous representations than those found in The New York Times 

and The Washington Post. This limitation provides another opportunity for future 

research. 

A third limitation of this project is that the comparative analysis is conducted 

between two countries that have a very low participation of women in politics. It would 

be very interesting to see if these representations change drastically when they are 

produced in a country with an overall higher number of female politicians, and/or 

countries that have a female head of state. This research could be expanded by comparing 

representations of Mexico and the U.S. to those in Latin American countries that have 

female Presidents, such as Argentina and Brazil. Another interesting comparison can be 

found in European countries such as Germany.  

In addition to the aforementioned possibilities for research, future studies could 

add dimensions of sexuality to this analysis. In this dissertation I discussed how women 

are disciplined for the challenges they pose to cultural gender expectations. However, 

disciplining practices are not limited to women. As Sloop (2004) notes, disciplining 

gender in general is a common practice deployed by the media in response to cultural 

expectations that powerful public figures should embody heteronormativity. 

CONCLUSION  

To conclude with this project, I want to stress the importance of questioning the 

gendered attacks that mock and punish women for participating in the political arena. An 

arena that through the use of double binds and stereotypes, is being reasserted as 

masculine; and where women are not “bad” o “corrupt” or “dishonest” politicians, but 

rather invaders. They may be young, beautiful, old, unattractive, or simply “grey”, but 

their sin is the same: they are women and belong to the private sphere. Patriarchy dixit! 
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These are patriarchal tactics aimed at discrediting women who are politicians and 

discouraging new candidates. I cannot overstress the importance of analyzing and 

denouncing these representations, for true gender equity will not be attained unless we 

change the argument.   
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